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Prologue
Around 150 Years Ago

A frantic knocking awoke Massira Vuthalanne, the Mage of 
Blessing of the Irish Haven. Half-asleep, she cast her mind out, 
seeking whoever it was that had roused her. She saw the intensity 
and the fear in the mind before anything else; the shock of such 
powerful emotions jolted her to complete awareness. She hastily 
dressed, threw on her dark red cloak, then opened the door. The 
town seemed to be burning, and her apprentice was standing 
there, wild-eyed with panic.

“What’s happening, Gyirocan?” she asked the lanky young 
man.

“H-Haven... it’s under attack!” he stuttered. 
Immediately, Massira cast her mind again, but this time to 

the hill at the centre of Navan. There was fear and pain, anger 
and hatred, all so strong that she gasped in horror.

“We must leave. Now.” She noticed a sword in his trembling 
fingers, and reached into a cupboard to fetch her own shortsword, 
‘Varigash’, the name of which meant ‘until the end’. Although she 
was a pacifist, she knew how to wield a blade, and kept this as a 
last resort.

Together, they ran across the bridge, and to her dismay a 
massive plume of smoke billowed into the sky. To someone 
that didn’t know about the Havens, and this one in particular, 
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this wouldn’t’ve been so bad—but to Massira, it was as plain as 
writing in the sky. Ceannaire Tearmann, Mage of Fire and Leader 
of the Irish Haven, surely must be dead. Otherwise, he would 
have tamed this blaze. She saw her own apprentice stumbling 
behind her, and thought about Ceannaire’s apprentice. He 
would be dead, too, but this didn’t upset her too much; there 
was something wrong with him. Ceann had taken pity on him 
because of a vicious wound down his face, but even so, Massira 
had never trusted him. She hurried on when Gyirocan had 
caught up.

Outlined against the sky, Massira saw a dragon, and her 
heart leapt. Ipus Lachen must be here; she and Massira were 
both musicians. Singers. They used their voice to carry their 
magic. She finally reached the fighting, and there was Grafa, 
the Werewolf Chief, towering over and fighting with a dozen 
people— a dozen vampires, Massira corrected herself, as she 
noticed the almost-uniform blonde hair. They all had vicious 
sabres, and a couple of them had shiny new cartridge-firing 
revolvers.

All this new technology surely bodes no good for Haven, 
thought Massira, as she half-cast her mind to try and find other 
Mages. She found Atojili Jurlassin, Mage of Energy, fighting— 
no, it can’t be! The traitorous wretch! Ceannaire’s apprentice, 
Futhuulkor Tinnryf, had picked up his master’s staff, and was 
battling the Mage of Energy, who was worn out and struggling 
to survive. Her cloak was being scorched, and her magic was 
unfocused; Futhuulkor used Ceannaire’s staff to block every 
swipe of her long Japanese sword, and then Massira saw the 
most horrible thing: he pinned her against the wall with the 
end of it, and shouted in Elvish: “Myargu, ach-mal dir!” Massira, 
knowing this meant ‘Fire, kill her!’ turned her head at the last 
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second, tears streaming down her face. She would have fared 
better to watch it happen, though, because she saw a shape on 
the floor. A shape that had a knife protruding from its chest. 
A knife which transfixed a long, grey, and now bloodstained 
beard. Only one man in Haven had a beard like that, and when 
she saw the firelight reflecting off the shine of his bald head, she 
knew for certain: Futhuulkor had killed Ceannaire Tearmann. 
The leader of Haven, Mage of Fire, and to whom Futhuulkor 
had been apprenticed.

Massira ran into a building, mind reeling with shock, 
and saw two more Mages—Andeitlan Leigheass, the Mage 
of Healing, and Beathur Virinyf, the Mage of Life. Both were 
bearded and rather old, the latter more so, and she was about to 
call out to them when she heard Andeitlan laughing. It was an 
evil sound, that wormed its way into her brain and filled her with 
fear, freezing her like a rabbit. As the Mage of Healing laughed, 
Beathur fell to the ground, writhing. Massira tentatively cast her 
mind out, to sense Andeitlan’s magic, and to her horror his mind 
appeared as an enormous chaotic mass of red sparks. His magic 
had been Reversed! She fled outside, fearing that she couldn’t 
trust anyone.

She crouched down behind a bush, and once more, Massira 
cast her mind in search of other Mages—but this time it was to 
avoid them. Narit Ocurti, the Mage of Sight, was nearby, and 
too late, she sensed Narit’s mind roaming too. She returned to 
her head, just soon enough to see Narit running towards her. 
Massira raised her sword, ready to fight, but the Mage of Sight 
directed Massira’s gaze to her sheathed cutlass with a worried 
gesture, indicating that she intended no harm. The Mage of 
Blessing half-lowered her sword, but still keeping it at the ready 
because she feared that it was a trap.
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“What’s going on, Mas?” whispered the Mage of Sight 
frantically, crouching down beside her.

“I have no idea! Gyirocan woke me up, and we ran over here, 
and...” Massira gasped in horror. 

“Rit, have you seen him?” she pleaded with her fellow Mage.
“I’m so sorry...” Narit pointed towards the main building 

of Haven, at the top of the hill. Pinned to the wooden beam 
was Massira’s apprentice, slumped lifelessly around the blade 
that kept him standing. His own sword was still in his hand, the 
point of it resting on the ground. The Mage of Blessing sobbed 
into Narit’s shoulder, crying for the passing of the young man 
who had been like a son. The Mage of Sight let her cry for a 
while, but sensing the impending danger urged Massira to her 
feet.

“We need to get out of here; we can mourn later,” she said, 
and the two Mages sprinted towards the forest, in an attempt to 
seek refuge with the elves.

An enormous explosion shook the night sky, and Narit 
turned back to look. The main building of Haven was now 
rubble and a cloud of smoke, but because she was still running, 
the Mage of Sight tripped into a ditch, spraining her ankle. She 
yelled in pain, and Massira immediately went about attempting 
to heal it. She knelt down, murmuring words of power over the 
twisted foot, and more explosions happened behind them.

“Look out!” yelled Narit, seeing burning chunks of stone 
crashing to the ground around them. 

The Mage of Blessing looked up, but it was too late. Before 
either of them could move, an enormous flaming twisted chunk 
of metal silenced them forever.

______________
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Grafa lifted his muzzle to the sky, and howled. Death was 
everywhere, and he was badly wounded. His howl said to his 
pack that they must retreat, that this was no longer a safe place. 
His mate was hiding in a small cave which his family often used 
when visiting Haven, and he howled for her as another explosion 
shook the earth. The entrance to the cave had fallen in, and 
although his mate had made it out, only one pup survived. She 
bundled him up in her arms, and they ran. More of their pack 
joined in as they ran, until five dozen werewolves, most of them 
injured, were fleeing from the burning Haven towards the forest.

A young elf, having barely reached adulthood, sat in a tree, 
his eyes alert. He was only forty-nine years old, and tonight was 
his first lookout duty, as his father had decided he was ready. The 
buildings of Hiarvhan were burning, and being destroyed, and 
he was not the only elf in the trees. His eyes were the sharpest, 
though, and it was him that first spotted the pack of werewolves 
sprinting towards the trees. In his mind, it was all so clear: the 
werewolves had destroyed Hiarvhan, and were now coming 
to slaughter the elves, for no greater reason than that the dog-
warriors disliked them.

“Del buruntsakai lu nalgar!” he called down to the warriors 
beneath, and the message spread like wildfire: the werewolves are 
attacking! The Alhai, or elvish warriors, readied their weapons, 
and as the werewolves reached the trees, the young elf launched 
the first dart, hitting the largest ugliest werewolf squarely in the 
chest.

“Caltann, ban cal!” shouted the leader of the Alhai, 
congratulating him, saying “Caltann, great throw!”

The surviving werewolves whimpered and fled through the 
scrub, some of them blindly running into the hidden line of 
elves, flailing around them with their large claws, driven by fear 
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and terror. The larger werewolves realised that it was an ambush, 
and sought revenge for their fallen pack-mates.

______________

The sun rose to a smoking bloodstained battlefield. The 
buildings of Haven had been obliterated, and corpses lay 
scattered all around. The streets were piled with dead vampires 
and werewolves, as well as the occasional human, and large piles 
of charred debris. Groups of vampires were looting everything 
in sight, and a few had made it into the lower part of Haven, 
which housed many magical artefacts. At the edge of the forest, 
scores of werewolves lay dead or dying, and a few dozen elves in 
a similar state had been carried back to their main camp.

A small group of werewolves had survived the onslaught, 
and escaped through the forest to a large underground cave 
system. They were perhaps a quarter of the werewolves that had 
been in Haven, and less than half that had fled. Patrols of elves 
now roamed the edge of the forest, attacking any werewolves 
that they saw, so the survivors started to live underground.

Futhuulkor Tinnryf had destroyed the Irish Haven, and 
started war between the werewolves and elves, but this was 
not enough. He realised that he should have timed the attack 
a little later, so that all the Mages would have been present, but 
it did not worry him. From the wreckage of Haven, he pulled a 
malignant dagger which was one half of an ultimately powerful 
weapon. He bestowed this—  a gift and a curse— upon the Mage 
of Mind-Control and instructed him to craft a spell of epic 
proportions, one which would cripple the magical ability of all 
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Mages and magical beings worldwide. Using the magic of all 
those killed in the Fall of Haven, the Mage of Mind-Control 
cursed the world; an act which heralded the Winter of Magic. 
So powerful was this spell that it would last for over a century, 
separating Mages from not only their magic but their memories 
also. 

Whilst his most powerful ally slept, Futhuulkor travelled the 
world, seeking out the bewildered Mages and killing them.

A few years later, the Mage of Mind-Control awoke. Driven 
insane by the knife, he made it his mission to reunite it with its 
other half, an idea placed in his head by the blade itself. Mad 
with power and driven by ambition, he vowed to himself that he 
would not stop until he controlled the world.

Prologue
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Chapter One
A Visit from the Past

Up in the Scottish Highlands, amongst the craggy tors, animals 
eked out a living on the sparse vegetation. In such a deserted 
place, they were safe, but it was wise to be constantly alert 
nevertheless. A deer lowered its head to graze on the heather, 
looking around warily. Besides the trickle of the river, there 
wasn’t much to be heard. Its ear twitched as it heard the crunch 
of gravel. There wasn’t anything up here that could easily injure 
it, but it paid  to be cautious. It was a solitary buck, away from 
the herd of does that it had guarded earlier in the year. Suddenly, 
a shot ricocheted around the valley, and the successful hunter 
forded the river and claimed his kill. Up here on the peaks, a 
single deer could feed a man for the best part of winter at a 
pinch. 

The valley, carved out along the side of a larger peak of the 
chain, was sparsely populated with tussocks. Near the top of the 
peak, on the side protected from the wind, was a small wooden 
hut. The door was covered with subtle but intricate carvings, 
which had been mostly eroded by the unrelenting weather. Grey 
from wind and time, the planks of the hut sealed a tranquil 
chamber of air away from the harsh wind and snow.

Currently, that air was full of smoke; the tall, grey-haired 
hunter had dragged the deer carcass up to the hut, skinned it, 
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gutted it, and was smoking the majority of it over a small fire. 
The organs were in a pot, bubbling into stew. The small hut was 
only two rooms; this one contained dried meat hanging from 
the ceiling, and small wooden ornaments on shelves all around 
the walls. The door to the other room was only half-open, but a 
bookshelf with tomes and rolls of ancient-looking parchments 
was visible.

“Nice place you’ve got here,” said a Welsh accent from the 
corner of the hut.

“What? Who said that? Show yourself!” growled the old 
hunter in his gravelly Scottish voice, spinning around with his 
knife in hand, and glaring with his green eyes at this intruder.

“Whoa, take it easy there! I’m unarmed!” replied the visitor, 
stepping out of the shadows. A large pack sat on the floor beside 
him, leaning against his leg. He was a tall young man, with blond 
hair, reddish stubble on his face, and piercing blue eyes. 

The old man put his knife down, and stated gruffly, “You 
have no business here. Get out o’ my hut before I gut you like 
this here deer.”

“Calm down! I was hiking and lost my way. I saw this hut 
and was hoping to stay the night.”

“Haven’t you got a tent in that fancy backpack o’ yours?” 
asked the old man, turning his attention back to the fire.

“Even if I did, where would I pitch it? All the ground around 
here is either too steep, or in the direct path of the wind.”

“Very well, then. You can stay, but whatever supplies you 
have in that there pack, you must hand over. I can’t feed two 
people for very long with one deer, and they’ve all retreated to 
the lower ranges. It’d take three to feed two people for the whole 
winter, at the very least,” said the old man. He turned to the 
hiker, but suddenly his own rifle was being pointed at him.
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“I think you’re a little too uppity to be just a mountain 
hermit,” snarled the young man, cocking the rifle. “Who are you 
really, old man?”

The grizzled man of the outdoors sighed. He cupped his 
palms, and said, “I really wish people would stop doing this. All 
I want is some peace.”

He splayed his hand, and as if by magic, the door flew open, 
stunning the young man and knocking the rifle from his grasp. 
The old man flexed his fingers, and the young man rose into the 
air.

“Aargh. That hurts...” moaned the young man, suspended in 
mid-air. He was bleeding from a gash on his head, and his blond 
hair was turning brown as the blood clotted, matting his hair 
together.

“Well, maybe it’d pay off to not threaten me with my own 
gun!” muttered the old man, doing some complex dance with 
his fingers. Golden and blue light would occasionally flash from 
between his knuckles.

“Hah. Why bother with a gun, though, if your magic is that 
advanced? Surely, hunting deer should be easy with those skills!” 
said the young man, his voice cruelly derisive and sarcastic.

“Mind your mouth, boy, ere I set you ablaze,” growled the 
old man, now with green light flowing over his fingers as he 
prepared a spell of banishment.

“See what I mean? You could roast deer and carry them here 
from the bottom of the mountain without leaving your hut! 
Surely the Mage of Solitude, Bolhovangr, would not use a range 
weapon designed by humans?” stated the young man, eyeing 
the sparks on Bolhov’s palms warily. 

Bolhov jumped at hearing his name uttered, and at the 
memories that flooded back to him along with it, and hissed 
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angrily, “I have my reasons for what I do! Who are you, to 
question one of the Seventeen of Haven?”

“The Irish Haven was disbanded in 1862; I would’ve thought 
that even you would know by now. Anyway, is your magic so 
rusty that you can’t even recognise a simple cloaking spell?”

The ‘young man’ started revolving in midair, and yellow light 
surrounded him. When the light faded, before Bolhov stood a 
man with wavy shoulder-length black hair and a short beard. 
Unlike Bolhov, who was dressed in ragged brown and grey 
clothing, this Mage was wearing loose but tidy informal black 
clothing. With his T-shirt no longer covering his forearms, scars 
and tattoos now seemed to be twisted along his arms from the 
elbows to his wrists.

“And one of the Seventeen ought to be able to recognise 
another,” said the man in black, his rich voice booming through 
the old grey hut.

“Well, in my defence, you are the Mage of Secrecy, Aegradin. 
I thought you had died, but it seems not. How long ago was 
Haven disbanded?” queried Bolhov, turning his attention back 
to the stew and the drying meat.

“150 years or so—and disbanded isn’t exactly the right word 
for it. The vampires and werewolves started a war on the streets; 
Haven tried to maintain peace, but only eight of the Seventeen 
were there. The rest of us were elsewhere; but now, there’s only 
five of us left: you, me, and the Mages of Flight, Trickery and 
Stone.”

Bolhovangr paused, taking all of this in. His eyebrows 
furrowed, and he said, “Surely there’s more than five of the 
Seventeen still alive. What about the other four, who weren’t at 
Haven at the time?”

“Bad news. Mind-Control, Pain, Ocean and Transformation 
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have joined with Futhuulkor, who is one of the most powerful 
Mages in history and also nearly killed me back in 1842.”

“Pain? Who’s that?” asked Bolhov.
“You know old Andeitlan, Healing Mage? He’s Reversed his 

magic.” Aegr shuddered, and started pacing.
“Stew?” grunted Bolhov, proffering a bowl as he pondered 

everything he had just heard.
“Oh yes. Thanks,” said Aegr, taking the bowl and eating its 

contents. He and Bolhov dined in silence, watching the sun sink 
below the horizon as the last light receded to the edge of the sky.

The next morning, Aegr rose from his slumber to find the 
hut empty. He closed his eyes, crossed his arms and ran his 
fingers along the coloured scars on his forearms, drawing up 
their magic. He cast his mind out, distancing himself from his 
physical body, and sought the presence of other living objects 
within his vicinity. He felt Bolhov’s tracemind on an outcrop 
about 15 minutes’ walk away from the hut. Aegr fixated his 
mind on the colour of Bolhov’s presence—not difficult, as the 
only other life up here in the peaks was the occasional deer, and 
some rodents. Plants were harder to sense, but a general aura of 
slight vegetation surrounded the area. He set off in pursuit of the 
Mage of Solitude.

When he reached the outcrop, Aegr approached Bolhov 
carefully, just in case he was in a trance and woke up suddenly. 
He walked to Bolhov and circled around him. Aegr tapped him 
on the shoulder, and stepped back.

“What? What’s happening!” Bolhov demanded, as he woke 
from his trance. “Oh, it’s you. Why’d you wake me?”

“I’d like to ask a favour of you,” said Aegr, quietly.
“Aye, what is it?” replied Bolhov.
“Would you mind if the other three came to your hut? We 
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need to plan a way to take down our enemy, and I haven’t seen 
two of them in a while; Suahi and I live together, but—rather 
like yourself, I suppose—the others prefer to be alone.”

“Oh, sure. Go ahead. There might not be enough space, 
though...”

“Don’t worry about that,” said Aegr. “We’ve got the Mage of 
Stone, remember? Cragillahan? He can shift rock and earth; I’m 
sure we can get him to make a nice space underground. And, of 
course, with me and Trickery, nobody will be able to find out 
about it.” Aegr spoke these words with a strong sense of pride, 
as if he was absolutely certain that his and another Mage’s skills 
combined could avoid detection.

“Trickery... I recall a woman, I think. Who is she?” asked 
Bolhov.

“Suahikaien. She’s short, has freckles, black hair, purple eyes, 
and an Irish voice.” Aegr smiled fondly as he described her.

“Ah yes—you always were sweet on her, weren’t you?” 
Bolhov teased Aegr with a chuckle, a lopsided grin appearing 
on his rough, stubbly face.

“Yes, rather. Working together, our magic seems to bond; 
our styles are similar. Do you know the Flight Mage?” Aegr 
asked Bolhov.

“Can’t say I do... I’ve forgotten many people.” Bolhov 
absentmindedly picked up a rock and spun it in his fingers, 
tossing it in the air distractedly. Green light covered it, swarming 
through the streaks and veins that criscrossed it, holding it in 
the air a little longer than gravity would normally allow.

“She’s got blue eyes and brown hair, streaked with bluish-
white. English, like Cragill.” Aegr paused. “She uses a sword all 
the time, too—a beautiful and keen blade.”

“Oh yeah. I remember her. Tsigaltau?” Bolhov threw the 
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rock up in the air, trailing streams of purple light.
“That’s the one. I’m sorry about yesterday, by the way; I had to 

be sure it was you.”
“Ah, think nothing of it. I’m a suspicious character.” Bolhov 

turned. “When are the others going to arrive?”
Aegr looked at his watch, and said, “Oh, about two hours. I 

contacted them earlier.”
“Good. I’ve been missing the feeling of magic flowing through 

the air.”
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Old Stories Retold

Three hours later, when the others had arrived, caught up with 
each other and had lunch in Bolhov’s hut, Cragillahan said, “Now, 
where do you want this cave?” He was a short, stout fellow, with 
thick brown hair and beard. His eyes were grey, with flecks of 
brown, reminiscent of the stone and dirt he often manipulated. 
He carried a dagger at his belt, and a small gold ring with some 
sort of inscription adorned his fifth finger on the right.

“If you step outside and walk downhill about three paces, 
there’s a bunch of scrub that would make a good blockade from 
the wind. If you start there, and head up towards my cellar, that’d 
be good.” 

Bolhov paused, and said to Aegr, “You and Suahi can work on 
a concealment charm for both the bush and my trapdoor.” Aegr 
nodded, and they headed outside to join Cragill. 

Tsigaltau asked Bolhov, “What could I do?”
Bolhov replied, “You be on the lookout. I’ll be meditating 

elsewhere, and we need someone to be able to warn everybody 
quickly.” 

She nodded, and rose into the air as Bolhov went downhill. 
By sunset, the underground area was fully dug out, complete 

with five small rooms, one for each person present. The main 
door and the trapdoor to the hut were all fully sealed, the magic 
in them meant that only Bolhov, Cragill, Aegr, Suahi and Tsiga 
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could move them; any other attempt to enter would require 
great force.

During his meditations, Bolhov had been working on his 
magic. A few weeks earlier, before Aegr and the others had 
come to his hut, he foresaw something hugely important and 
troubling.

Because he was the Mage of Solitude, Bolhov was able to 
sense things which were yet to come, because there was nothing 
in the mountains to distract him. He could only see hints of 
the future, but with his magic, he was able to interpret it. His 
magic also enabled him to move objects around; he practised 
the art of the Levitation of Matter. Any Mage of Solitude could 
vaguely glimpse the future, but some could see more clearly and 
precisely than others. Not every Solitude Mage could levitate 
matter; Bolhov had decided to study that particular skill. Each 
new generation, upon earning the title ‘Mage’ after a period of 
apprenticeship, could choose a separate area of study besides 
that already associated with the Role of Mage of Solitude. Some 
chose to manipulate fire, others preferred person-reading. 
That was popular amongst the Mages of Solitude, because the 
ability see the future, combined with quick interpretation and 
anticipation of body-language meant that they tended to go 
undefeated. Bolhov had chosen the levitation of matter because 
he felt that it would be more suited to his lifestyle of seclusion 
and study of languages. The role of ‘Mage of Solitude’ almost 
always meant the philosopher, historian and geographer of 
Haven.

Haven is a global human government for magic, although a 
fair few of the Mages therein do have a little Elvish ancestry. The 
purpose of the Havens is to ensure magical peace, protection 
from magical beings, and sanctuary for the rare few humans who 
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discovered magic of their own accord. Since Haven was originally 
created for the humans by the Elves, they have remained a firm 
ally and a powerful influence on Haven and its Mages. The other 
near-human species—the vampires—are looked upon with 
considerably less grace, due to their violent tendencies, criminal 
networks, and poor amount of magical ability. The werewolves 
are viewed as a neutral power, as their alliance with Haven has 
been greatly changeable, but when allied are highly loyal. The 
fifth civilised species, the goblins, have never been friends of 
Haven, due to communication difficulties, but have developed a 
culture of their own and can be a formidable enemy.

The Soldiers of Haven, also known variously as the Stones 
of Home, Haven’s Guard, and the Magical Army, are slightly 
larger-than-life animated stone statues. The name is not fully 
accurate, though, because the stone soldiers are only the physical 
manifestation of the magical spirits. There are seventeen types 
of Haven’s Guard, each matching the skill of a Mage, but only 
those of the Stone Mage remain. They cannot be used in times of 
mutiny or internal struggles; they will move about, but lack the 
use of any magic they wield. Only when an entire Haven works 
as one can the Soldiers of Haven march, even when the magical 
skill of only one Mage is required. The leaders, or ‘generals’, of the 
Irish Haven’s Guard stand in an ancient tomb, watching over the 
man that created them, the First Mage. Through these generals 
the Mages can control a multitude of spectral soldiers. There 
is no set number of the Soldiers of Haven: there have always 
been enough. No battle that warranted magical assistance has 
ever been large enough to require more Soldiers than can be 
summoned. Many theories have been put forward as to the true 
nature of these soldiers, and the most popular is that they are 
the memories of former Mages, fighting for Haven even when 
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beyond the grave.
The seventeen Havens each have their own region of the 

globe to monitor, protect and if need be, control. The largest of 
these regions is the Pacific-Antarctic area; in contrast, the Irish 
Haven is the the smallest, with only Iceland, the British Isles 
and France. However, as the most influential, the Irish Haven 
has been the centre of many disputes. The borders between the 
Havens are not precise either; they have been subject to overlap 
and shifting due to political borders. All in all, though, the 
system works peacefully and well.

Each Mage goes through almost two hundred years of 
training, starting at age seventeen, the most magical number. 
For every Mage skill, of which there are seventeen, there are two 
amulets. That of the current Mage, and that of the Mage before 
them. When a Mage chooses an apprentice, the amulet of the 
Previous Mage is given to them as it contains magic to stop their 
ageing. Once an apprentice takes over from their master, they 
don’t need the amulet, but it is worn as a symbol of who they are.

As there are seventeen Havens throughout the world, at any 
given time there are 289 Mages, not including their apprentices. 
There have been rogue Mages, and under those circumstances 
another Haven’s Mage of the same skill trains up two apprentices. 
Nobody knows why magic exists, only that it has been around 
for tens of thousands of years and that the first Mage was Pheh-
Tzil. An old story, handed down the Havens, tells of how he was 
made a Mage:

Long ago, and before we humans had magic, a young man 
called Áed was hunting for pigs in the forest. There was a 
flash, a fire cloud of every colour. An enormous creature, a 
monstrous lizard appeared, with vicious claws like blades the 
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length of Áed’s arm. The young hunter shouted in horror, 
surprise and alarm and fled from the beast into a small cave 
in which it surely could not get him. The monster’s arm 
snaked in, the long claws scraping the walls, and he retreated 
further and further into the gloom. He heard a shallow 
breath behind him, and reached for his strike-fire. The spark 
briefly lit up a woman’s face, a woman who was bleeding 
from the belly and the shoulder. He did not recognise her; 
she was a stranger in the centre of his tribe’s territory. 

Áed lit a torch to get a better look. She was very nearly 
dead; her bloodless face contrasted with the red spattered 
on her lips from every breath she took. A spear lay beside 
her, the shaft splintered. Áed looked at her, at the orange 
hair and the blue eyes; these locked onto his and he saw 
a desperate plea in her gaze. His mind was made up: he 
removed his cloak and covered her with it, to keep her 
warm, then snatched up his own spear and exited the cave.

The beast’s claws were busy disintegrating a large old tree 
that grew near the cave; with a few slashes of its powerful 
arms, the creature felled it, even though the trunk was two 
feet across. Áed ducked behind a boulder, and readied his 
spear. The creature’s tail thrashed the bracken furiously, and 
suddenly Áed had an idea. The cave was located at the base 
of a small cliff, which was taller than the monster. He tied 
the spear to his back, and started climbing, swinging his 
hands and feet into the small hollows he remembered—as 
every boy in the tribe did—from countless afternoons of 
competitions and exploration. 

At the top there was a stout tree from which a rope 
had once hung. Its branches reached out far enough that 
it dangled right to the base of the cliff. He ran along the 
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branch, wishing it was longer—the creature was moving 
further away. Áed took the spear from his back, and 
jumped. The flint tip shattered on the tough scaly hide, but 
a small amount was left on the spear. He used it to stab 
again, and this time found the gap between two scales. The 
spear plunged into the beast, right between the shoulders. 
It bellowed in pain, and what a bellow it was! Surely it had 
been heard on the horizon! Not a single bird was left in a 
tree; they all took flight as the monstrous roar terrified them. 
Áed tried pulling the spear out, but it wouldn’t budge. 

The monster tried slamming its back against the rock 
to get him off, but he was too nimble. He realised, though, 
that if it kept ramming the cliff, the dying stranger would be 
trapped in what would surely become her tomb. Áed pulled 
out his stone knife, and tried to gouge out the creature’s 
eyes after running forward along its giant neck. The shriek 
it gave this time was worse than the last; so loud that he was 
rendered temporarily deaf. It swung its terrible claws up and 
they would have hit him in the head if he hadn’t stabbed the 
knife into its eye once more.

The claw missed, and instead caught him across the arm 
and back; his arm was broken and he was given a scar that 
would stay with him for life. In a last desperate attempt, 
he stabbed the knife in again, swung around, and kicked 
it as hard as he could. It finally reached its target: the stone 
tip broke off and lodged in the brain. The beast toppled, 
throwing him across the ground. His ribs were fractured, 
his arm broken, his back slashed, but he had defeated this 
monstrous creature! He shouted with primal exhilaration, 
his voice hoarse and weak and feeble compared to the 
beast. He was exhausted, but successful. He started to walk 
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towards the cave but collapsed, and hit his head on a rock.
A bright light berated his eyelids, and he woke to the 

realisation that his body ached. There was a casing on his 
arm made of what seemed to be rawhide, and a poultice 
of aromatic plants encircled his torso. A face looked down 
at him, wrinkled with age and lined with intelligence. Áed 
tried to speak, but the man signalled that he shouldn’t. He 
didn’t know how he conveyed this, but understood it all the 
same. He turned his head, and saw the woman from the 
cave. She gave a weak smile, and motioned for him to look 
the other way. A tall man was striding into the tent, with the 
same red hair as the woman, but a beard to match as well. 
A slender woman, with dark hair and blue eyes walked by 
his side. 

Everyone here seemed to be tall, Áed decided, or at least 
seemed that way from his perspective on the ground. The 
man started speaking, but in no language that Áed knew 
or had even heard. “Delsan-ti, fèat cil, bar emkalai tiralirkel 
verel!” When Áed didn’t react, but merely stared back in 
bewilderment, the man reached down and touched his 
forehead. There was a jolt, and an amazing sensation, and a 
flash of light. The man repeated the phrase, but this time, 
Áed heard what the man had meant to say: “We thank you, 
unknown saviour, for our daughter’s life!” The man switched 
to Áed’s natural tongue, and he heard the name Galchobar, 
meaning ‘foreign help’. 

Áed recovered soon after, and took a new name: Pheh-
Tzil, after what he had been called when he arrived here. 
And what a place it was! These people, later known as the 
Dürfilennalai, or ‘old ancient ones’, were all magic, and 
Karantié, the woman he had saved was the daughter of their 
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leader, named Kerhai. 
He and his wife, Kyanna, were the two who had entered 

the tent to thank and welcome him, and there was a magic 
healer who had restored and strengthened his bones. When 
the young hunter returned to his own tribe, he was known 
as Áed Galchobar, and shared the gift that the Elves—for 
that is what they were—had given him. 

After he had learned about magic he realised that he 
loved the forest, relied on it for life—as did the elves. They 
stayed in the forest because of what they called ‘del rel bae del 
malachin remau bae del niavarhai’, or ‘the love of the magical 
music of the trees’. He became the First Mage; Pheh-Tzil 
Faros Willussen, Mage of Trees, with Karantié Alatir as his 
wife.

2.  Old Stories Retold
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Chapter Three
Planning and Preparation

After two days of solid meditation, sitting on the outcrop downhill 
from his hut, Bolhov felt very powerful as he walked uphill to 
his humble abode. This was because the meditation allowed 
his magic to build up. Through the long periods of inactivity, 
Bolhov was actually going through his mind and seeking the 
wellspring of his magic. This time, he felt as if he had found the 
right barriers and walls to push over; it also rejuvenated him, 
and left him with his hair looking slightly darker, his face less 
wrinkled, and a spring in his step. His eyes were brighter and 
greener with the light of magic.

“Ah, Bolhov! You’re looking well!” Cragill greeted him from 
the front door of the hut.

“Yes; meditation is quite rejuvenating. Is there any food in 
there?” He hadn’t eaten in two days.

“Certainly. Aegr’s skills came in handy stalking deer, and 
Suahi’s rabbit traps are something brilliant. I’ve also made a 
water storage tank, and Tsiga helped locate a spring beneath 
your house. We’re well prepared for a siege,” Cragill laughed, “but 
hopefully it won’t come to that. While you’ve been meditating, 
every one of us has been helping with providing stores of food. 
Now that you’re back, we can start planning.”
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Bolhov nodded, hardly looking up from his feast of roast 
deer. “Sure thing. As soon as I’ve eaten.”

After Bolhov finished his meal the others joined him in the 
main room of the cave. Tsiga had her sword resting on her lap, 
and the others were also sharpening and cleaning their weapons. 
Bolhov had his knife, which looked a lot like an ordinary hunting 
knife. But looks were deceiving—he had spent years infusing 
magic into it, making it stronger and sharper than most knives. 
He could even stab it into rock, without damaging it, in case he 
slipped on the mountain. He took it from its sheath and started 
cleaning it with a rag. Cragillahan had his dagger out, and was 
carefully using a special type of oil on it. The dagger’s blade 
was about twice as long as the handle, and was double-bladed. 
The crossguard was nothing fancy, it was only a thin piece of 
metal that turned upwards at the ends. The handle was made of 
wood, and a small, squarish piece of metal formed a pommel. 
Cragillahan offered his bottle of oil to Bolhov.

“Would you like to use this on your knife? It’ll work far 
better and faster than that oily rag.”

Bolhov said warily, “What’s in it?”
Cragill replied, “This oil is made of dragon fuel. A dragon 

needs something to burn when it breathes fire, and the oil is 
made in the dragon’s body. It’s also infused with magic. The 
Dragon Mage gave it to me shortly before the fall of Haven; it’s 
a shame she’s dead.”

While Bolhov and Cragill were cleaning their short weapons, 
Aegr was carefully cleaning his axe. Hearing Cragill mention 
dragons, he looked up and asked if he could use some of the oil.

“Sure thing,” came the reply. His axe was fairly small, with 
the head starting off narrow then sweeping down to make a long 
blade. The handle was wooden, and had symbols akin to the 
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ones decorating Aegr’s arms. It was easily manouvreable, and 
had removed many a limb in the past when the Mage of Secrecy 
had to step out of the shadows.

While the men were discussing their weapons, Tsiga and 
Suahi were comparing their swords. Tsiga’s sword, Dragonfly, 
was usually carried in a hardened leather sheath on her back. It 
had a long, tapering blade and a straight metal crossguard. The 
handle was black, and the pommel was a deadly lump of spiky 
metal. Suahi’s sword was a shortsword, made in the leaf-blade 
style and with a pointed pommel. The grip was black leather, 
and the crossguard ended in a forward-pointing sharp spike 
on each side. Suahi kept it in a sheath that sat against her leg. 
Because it was not much bigger than a dagger, it was quite fast 
and efficient—many an enemy suffered the loss of a finger or 
two when in combat with the Mage of Trickery.

When everyone was satisfied with their weapons, Cragillahan 
extended his hand, and a table rose up from the floor of the cave. 
He performed the action again, but slightly differently, and seats 
grew from the floor also. Cragill beckoned everyone over and 
leaned back into his chair.

“Have a seat. We need to start planning soon; from what 
I’ve garnered from the rocks, goblins have been recruited by 
Futhuulkor.”

“The rocks told you that?” said Tsiga, dubiously.
“Certainly. I can use veins of gold like wires, and anyway, 

I can move quickly underground.” Cragillahan dropped his 
dagger into a crack shaped to the blade, on the side of his chair.

“Where have the Mages set up base?” asked Bolhov.
“There’s a town north of Dublin, called Drogheda. 

Futhuulkor, under the name ‘Vandenburg’, has purchased a farm 
just south of Drogheda.”
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Aegradin chimed in, “The real Vandenburg, the one whose 
identity he’s using, was found dead in his Swiss home, which is 
such a pity—he was an amazing  musician and composer, sharing 
his work over the Internet—I’ll tell you about it later. Besides that, 
he was the descendant of at least five different Mages over the 
years.”

Cragillahan picked up the thread of the conversation once 
more, saying, “We think he’s been digging an underground base 
and buying items on the black market to protect it.

” Bolhov jerked his head sharply. “Drogheda? Oh, no. That’s 
directly downstream from Navan!” He was referring to the 
location of the former Irish Haven. All the others gasped when 
they heard the name, which had itself derived from ‘Hiarvhan’, 
the Elvish name for Haven. None of them had realised this, but 
Bolhov’s hut was the home of many old maps and manuscripts. 
Cragillahan berated himself for his error; surely the Mage of 
Stone ought to know the layout of a country? Aegr continued 
the discussion. 

“Then we must hurry. They have probably ransacked Haven 
for weapons, and I recall quite a few dangerous ones. I remember 
some nasty goblin knives too—the ones that cause wounds 
which won’t heal.” He stopped talking, and turned to Suahi. “My 
dear, do you know who won between the wolves and vamps? I 
can never remember the outcome of fights, but chances are, the 
winners joined our enemies.”

Suahi replied, “The vampires won, due to their sheer 
numbers. The werewolves retreated to the forest, and I’ve heard 
that they went underground.”

Cragill’s eyes lit up, and he remarked, “So that’s what it is! 
I’ve been hearing groups of something whenever I focus my 
attention on that part of Ireland, and I know it can’t be goblins, 
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because of how organised they seem, nor trolls, which are 
solitary and far bigger.”

Tsigaltau asked, “What would they eat down there? Humans 
surely don’t know about the caverns...”

Bolhov answered Tsiga by saying, “Mostly goblins, I would 
think. Also, working together, a pack could bring down a troll.”

“Goblins, you say...?” mused Aegr. “That’s really good. This 
means the wolves could be very sympathetic to our cause.”

Cragill nodded, and said, “But why would they ever leave 
the forests? Surely something would have to cause them to leave; 
they never just vacate their territory.”

“It never was their territory, though. The elves have right of 
way in that forest.” 

Aegr then asked, “Anyone else heard of the war?”
“How many have there been? I seem to have missed quite a 

few,” said Bolhov. Aegr traced the runes on his arm, and replied, 
“The elves drove the wolves from the forests; their weapons 
can cause considerable harm.” A small image of arrows flying 
towards werewolves appeared in the air, and just as they were 
about to hit, Aegr snapped his palm shut.

Cragill asked, “Don’t elves hate vampires?”
“Yeah, they do... are you thinking of asking the elves for 

help?”
“Elves are excellent fighters. If we can organise a peace 

treaty...”
Bolhov interrupted. “You’re crazy! A peace treaty? Between 

elves and werewolves? Wolves are unpredictable, uncontrollable. 
Elves hold grudges for many lifetimes.”

Aegr continued speaking. “I never said it would be easy, but 
it’s the only way we can have a chance of winning the war. And 
considering that Futhuulkor might discover how to awaken the 
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Soldiers of Haven, we’ll need all the help we can get.”
Suahi said, “We must get to Ireland as soon as possible. The 

sooner we get to the coast, the better.”
The Mages all agreed on this, and set off, each travelling with 

their own form of magic. Cragillahan, Stone Mage, was able to 
swim underground like a seal; Bolhovangr, using his levitation 
skills, flew with Tsiga, who boosted his flight to speed him up. 
The other two embraced a travel method of the non-magical 
people; the ‘Nari-Mala’, or ‘Nar-Mal’, meaning ‘not-magic’ or 
‘no-kill’ in Elvish. The Mages referred to them as ‘Normals’. 
Aegradin had owned a motorcycle since they became common, 
and he and Suahi often drove around the countryside. They sped 
off down the mountain, keeping pace with the airborne Mages.

3.  Planning and Preparation
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First Encounters

After a day of travelling they reached the coast and erected a 
tent for each of the compass-points around a driftwood fire, to 
spend the night in. At daybreak they decided to go to Staffa, 
a small volcanically-formed island in the Inner Hebrides. They 
were there because Muirtevonn Katharn Portadiam, the now-
evil Mage of Mind-Control, had been spotted there by some 
tourists. They had been walking across the flat plain on top of 
the island, when they saw ‘a man dressed in black... A reddish 
glow came from under his hood. He was carrying a staff, and 
when the wind blew his hood off when he turned around, we 
saw he had slightly reddish hair.’ After this description, Aegr 
insisted that they quickly go there first.

“There’s a weapon on that island—we must check if 
Muirtevonn has taken it.”

Bolhov, unsure of the island’s history, asked, “Why is it called 
Fingal’s Cave? And why do the basalt columns look like the ones 
at Giant’s Causeway in Ireland? It seems connected.”

“Oh, you and your theories, Bolhov.” Cragill sighed. “I’m not 
sure why it’s called that, but these columns are found in other 
places too.”

Tsiga asked Aegr, “What is the weapon hidden on the 
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island?”
“Well, it’s like a staff, but the end is a detachable dagger. The 

handle is rumoured to be buried on the island in a grassy knoll 
at the north of the island, surrounded by bones. The dagger was 
kept in Haven.”

“So when Haven fell Muirtevonn kept the dagger?”
“I presume so. I had thought he was in the Alps at the time, 

but maybe he had travelled back to Ireland by then. All I know 
is that he came into possession of it shortly after the Fall, and 
through some tremendous feat of magic wiped out the Mages 
and magical creatures worldwide. From what I gather, the Irish 
Haven fared better due to some lingering ancient magic.”

Bolhov pulled out his own knife and threw it in the air. He 
caught it, then killed a passing seabird by throwing the knife 
right through its body. He asked, “Is Muirtevonn as good with 
that staff as I am with my knife?”

Cragillahan raised a stone column from the ground, and 
placed his bag on it. He took some food from it, and said, “Yes, 
Bolhov. Don’t you remember him? He always had some kind 
of staff, he even had a walking-stick at one point. In combat 
he could render any opponent unconscious with a single blow, 
and the staff hidden on the island fills the user with power. It 
strengthens his magic, makes him quicker, and makes any 
ambitions stronger, as well as overriding his conscience. It 
belonged to Thalsoninsolan Sebanarraswn, the Mage who 
Reversed his magic and sank Atlantis. The staff is Imbued with 
not only his magic, but that of an Ocean Mage who Reversed her 
magic too —Etteria. She Caused a terrible global flood, the story 
of which is recorded in many religions and creation stories. This 
flood, though, was deemed necessary—magical creatures were 
taking over. Her Elvish title is Etteria Arbanarraswn.” 
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“‘Good-great-powerful’, as opposed to sebanarraswn, 
meaning ‘bad-great-powerful’?” asked Bolhov.

“Mhmm.” Cragill paused to take a bite of food, and added, 
“With the staff, Muirtevonn could denature the rocks, remove 
all magical possibilities from them, and I’d be unable to move 
them. He could easily awaken a troll or a giant—and you know 
how well they sleep.”

At these words, a rumbling went through the ground; Tsiga 
fell over, unused to such violent movement. Cragill helped her 
up, and her hand strayed to her sword-hilt as it always did when 
she was troubled or scared. “Earthquake?” asked Suahi, her 
hand on her sword-hilt too.

“Weapons, everyone! Bolhov, you were right about the giant, 
dammit!” Cragill snatched his dagger from his bag and muttered 
some charms over it. At that moment, an enormous head 
appeared over the edge of the island. Its eyes were unfocused, 
and the pockmarked face had ragged irises. 

Aegr, with his sharp eyes, noticed this, and yelled to the 
others, “Magic won’t work on it! It’s being controlled!” He ran 
toward Suahi, but at that moment the giant kicked a boulder. It 
struck the ground beside Aegr with such force that he tripped 
and smashed his nose against the rocky ground. 

Cragill flexed his fingers, but nothing happened. “That 
snake Muirtevonn must’ve cast a barrier! Bolhov, can you find 
its source?”

Bolhov nodded, and closed his eyes. Aegr stood up, wiped 
his face, and snatched his axe from his lower back. Tsiga ran 
forward with her sword, and Suahi accompanied her. Cragill 
realised that the dragon-oil on his dagger could be set alight, 
and desperately tried to get his magic to work.

“Bolhov! Any luck?”
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He had indeed had luck, and he found the object that the 
barrier was fused to. A magical barrier always must be attached 
to an object, and the only way to remove the barrier was 
to destroy the object, by killing it if it’s alive, or smashing or 
breaking it.  An extremely powerful Mage could fuse the barrier 
to a large object. It was usually something inconspicuous like a 
rock, or a tree, but in this case—

“It’s the giant!” yelled Bolhov, drawing his own knife. 
Meanwhile, Aegr was using his axe to great effect. He was 
darting around the giant’s leg, slashing the calf. Suahi and Tsiga 
were slashing at the giant’s fingers every time he reached down 
to grab them. 

The giant, ten times taller than these tricky, twisting humans, 
suddenly managed to flick Tsiga’s sword out of her hand. She 
jumped up and tried to catch it, but because her magic wasn’t 
working, she was unable to fly. She fell and hit her head on a 
rock, rendering her unconscious. The sword clattered away, 
bouncing into Aegr’s feet. He kicked it up and caught it, using it 
as Tsiga had. He and Suahi worked together, one of them acting 
as bait while the other attempted to stab the giant’s wrist. 

Cragill and Bolhov joined in, and soon the giant’s feet 
were bloodied. It tried to stomp on them, but four targets were 
enough to sufficiently confuse it. They started trying to jump 
and grab its hands, so they could climb up the colossal enemy 
and possibly attack its head. 

“Fingal!” yelled Bolhov, drawing strange looks from the 
other Mages. “Fingal! The giant is Fingal!”

The others nodded and looked at him as if to ask what he 
meant by it; Bolhov, remembering a manuscript stored in his 
hut, shook his head, shouting, “I’ll tell you later!” 

Aegr noticed the giant’s stomping feet nearing the motionless 
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Tsiga, and rushed to distract it, running around the large boulder.
Cragill threw his mind out, and looked at the nearby rocks. 

A few metres away, he found what he was looking for—a small 
piece of flint. He grabbed it and struck his dagger on it. Sparks 
flew, and the blade rippled with flame. Aegr jumped up on the 
boulder that the giant had kicked, and leapt to the giant’s shoulder 
as he reached down to attack Suahi. Aegr hacked at the giant’s 
head, but the giant’s powerful fingers clamped around Suahi’s 
shortsword, pulled it from her hand, and swung it upwards. 

Cragillahan threw his dagger at the giant’s forehead at the 
same time that the sword entered Aegr’s chest. He tumbled 
seventeen metres and hit the ground with a sickening ‘crack’—
the sound normally created by pulling a juicy chicken leg from 
the body, but far worse and far more gruesome. The burning 
dagger pierced Fingal right at the spot where his eyebrows met. 
Flames ran along his body, and he roared in pain. He tripped 
on the boulder that Aegr had dodged, and the ground shook as 
the giant landed. The flames burned blue, and the giant’s funeral 
pyre lit up the evening sky.

The Stones of Home
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Chapter Five
Tragic Loss, Magic Fire

Suahi ran forward to Aegr’s twisted body. He was, amazingly, 
still alive. He had performed death magic, meaning that he 
didn’t die immediately but would not live for much longer than 
a quarter of an hour at most. It was hardly ever used, and only 
when a person wanted to say goodbye to a loved one. Suahi 
ripped her sword out of Aegr’s chest, flinging it aside. His voice 
was a mere whisper.

“Su... take my axe. Keep it safe, use it to protect yourself.” 
Aegr was now barely audible.

“E’lu kaev’lir,” sobbed Suahi quietly. Only Aegr and Cragill 
heard her, but the Mage of Stone knew no Elvish. Aegradin’s last 
words were heard by everyone, and Suahi was still kneeling at his 
side as he said, “Wonderful. Take good care of it.” He chuckled 
as he looked into Suahi’s eyes, and died with a smile on his face, 
although it was tinged with a slight sadness that he could not 
share her future. A look of desperation and despair grew on her 
tear-stained face, and she slowly rose to her feet.

Suahikaien stood up, holding the axe of Aegradin. Her face 
was soaked with tears, and she stumbled as she ran towards the 
giant’s corpse. She shouted with rage, and cracked the skull in 
two with one mighty blow. She yelled again, this time pouring 
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magic into it. The charred skeleton erupted, almost exploded, 
into flames, and plumes of thick, black smoke billowed into the 
sky, as if afraid of this wild distraught woman holding the axe of 
a dead man. When the flames stopped, Suahi was still sobbing 
amongst the embers. Not one chunk of bone or flesh remained. 
Cragill noticed his dagger protruding from the red-hot rock. 
Suahi had even incinerated the dirt and grass beneath the dead 
giant. 

Bolhov was waking Tsiga from her unconsciousness. Her 
brown hair was matted with blood, and the light blue streak was 
almost impossible to see. Her blue eyes were unfocused as she 
asked, “What happened?”

“You tripped on a rock; I think you suffered a concussion. 
You were unconscious for a while there. Aegr lost his life 
attacking the giant.”

“I don’t see it anywhere; did it escape?” she asked blearily, 
running her fingers over her head checking for damage.

“No. Cragill killed him, and Suahi destroyed the corpse 
in her rage. Such magic through anger isn’t good, but it is 
understandable.”

Cragill walked over to Tsiga and Bolhov and asked, “What 
should we do?”

“Let her be. She needs to be alone for a while,” responded 
Tsiga knowing how the Mage of Trickery must feel.

The three Mages ate a quick meal of bread and meat, then 
Tsiga got up and went over to comfort Suahi. She hadn’t moved 
from Aegr’s body. Cragill went to the crater to retrieve his dagger, 
and Bolhov picked up Suahi’s sword to clean Aegr’s blood off it. 
Suahi stood up shakily, still sobbing, and walked with Tsiga to 
have a drink. Cragillahan asked Bolhov, “How did you know 
there was a giant here?”
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“Well, there’s Giant’s Causeway, but also because of a myth 
about a druid. He was close to the king of Dal Riata. On the 
island of Ulva, near here, the basalt columns could shift people 
from one place to another area with the columns—in effect, 
teleport. Only particular people, though—mostly druids. One 
druid came back horribly wounded, babbling about a monster. 
A man-shaped monster the height of a cliff. He died soon after.”

“Where did you hear this story?”
“The druid’s name was Daltyr. His apprentice, Aonneas, 

became my master.”
Cragill pulled the flask of dragon oil from his bag. “You’d be 

amazed at how good this stuff is. It generally lingers on a blade 
for a decade or so, but I had to ignite it to save Suahi from the 
same fate as Aegr.” He tossed the flask to Bolhov.

“Thanks. What magic did you use to light the fire?”
“I didn’t. I cast my mind out, found some flint, and struck 

it on that. What did you mean when you said the giant was 
Fingal?”

“I realised that Fingal was similar to the name that Daltyr 
had written: Fien Dael. It’s from an Elvish root word, and I think 
it means something like ‘Ancient Monster’, from ‘fienn dahrhel’. 
It’s like the phrase used to describe the first elves is Dür-filenn-
alai, which means old ancient ones.”

“You seem to be good with languages.”
“I study them; there’s not much else to do as Mage of 

Solitude.”
“Good, because there’s something I want to know…”
While the men were cleaning and discussing weapons, the 

women prepared Aegr for cremation. Suahi had removed small 
personal things like his lizard-shaped amulet. She was crying as 
she put it in her shirt pocket, beside her heart, where it sat next 
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to her own octagonal amulet. 
Tsiga called Cragill over. “We’re planning on cremating him. 

Suahi wants to bury his ashes with the elves. Could you make 
some sort of jar? I’ve promised to keep the wind away from the 
fire.”

Cragill nodded, and asked Suahi to step back from Aegr as 
Bolhov started creating flames.

“Whenever you’re ready.”
She stood up, clutching the lizard pendant tightly. Cragill 

closed his eyes and relaxed his body, with his fingers twitching 
slightly. The basalt slab that Aegr lay on grew taller, and the solid 
surface fell away and formed a grid. A small opening appeared 
at the base of the pillar, and a jar sat inside. 

Bolhov asked Suahi, “Are you ready?”
She nodded, and he tossed up the fire that he was holding. 

When it reached the top of its arc, level with Aegr’s head, Suahi 
flung her own flame at it. They collided, and the force from 
Suahi’s fire caused it to fly over the body, disintegrating into 
smaller flames. Aegr ignited, and all four Mages poured magic 
into the fire, making it burn bright and hot and pure. The jar 
filled up, and Cragill formed a lid over the top of it. It glowed, a 
distinct orange and purple magic hue that Suahi knew Aegr to 
create only for her. She rested her hands on it, and felt the tingle 
of his presence one last time. She had no more tears left, only 
dry, cold, lonely grief.

Chapter Six
Rematch and Revenge

The next morning, Suahi asked Cragillahan to inscribe Aegr’s 
full name on the urn.

‘Aegradin Runanndach Thalota, Mage of Secrecy’
The script appeared, slanted backwards, and reminiscent 

of the flowing writing style of the elves. A few more words 
appeared.

‘Beloved of Suahikaien Naronie Valisau 
Melquivae, Mage of Trickery’

Cragill paused, added some Elvish writing, and said, “Bring 
it back to me in seven months. I get the feeling that a new name 
will need adding.”

Suahi stared at him, stunned. She asked, “How did you 
know?”

“I heard what you said, but I didn’t understand it. I did see 
the look on his face though; there is a language that everyone 
can read, and I have learned how to read it fluently.” He didn’t 
mention having asked Bolhov for its meaning.

A lizard grew out of the side of the urn, identical to the 
one hanging out of Suahi’s pocket. The lid of the jar had subtly 
changed shape, too—where it was originally circular, it was now 
an octagon.

The Stones of Home
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“Do you want anything else on it?”
“No. Thank you. That’s all it needs.”
Tsiga walked over and saw Cragill’s handiwork.
“Not bad. He always liked the elves. The Alachri-style script 

you’ve done is rather good. They were fond of him, too; they’ll 
be sad he’s dead. Speaking of elves, we need to be leaving soon. 
That peace treaty won’t write itself.”

Bolhov threw his bag to Cragill. “There’s breakfast.” He sat 
down beside Suahi and said, “I cleaned your sword, and purified 
it. There are no traces on it from Aegr, except magical ones.”

“Thanks. He always says I’m hopeless with his axe...”
She slid the sword into its sheath, and wiped her eyes. Aegr’s 

axe sat on her lap, and her fingers lay on the runes, as so often 
his had done.

“Cragill, how can we kill the second giant, if indeed there is 
one?” asked Tsiga.

“I’m not sure. If the she-giant wakes, then our magic will be 
useless, assuming Muirtevonn cast a barrier on her too. If it dies, 
then we can stop it from killing tourists.” He reached for his 
dagger, and looked at the handle. “I’m going to need to replace 
this handle; some of the barrier transferred to the wood.”

Suahi said, “Is this giant the mate of Fingal? Could she have 
young? I think we should stay on Staffa. I want to attack that 
cave, and make sure that not a thing is left alive in there, and 
Cragill could work on his dagger. Use magic, grow a suitable 
tree from a seed. I’ve got an acorn in my bag.”

“Good idea. But I’ll need Bolhov’s knife skills to actually 
make a handle, and his magic to help grow it. Trees are tiring.”

Bolhov chimed in at this point, and said to Tsiga and Suahi, 
“You two go kill the giant, and we’ll make a new handle. We can 
plan the treaty while fixing the knife.”
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Everyone agreed. The two women set off, and the men 
started discussing whittling.

In the cave, Tsiga had to carry Suahi as they flew over the 
first stretch: the high tide. Then, they came to a point where the 
light no longer reached.

“Wait—put me down. I need to light a torch.” Tsiga did so, 
and Suahi pulled a small branch from her belt. One end of it was 
wrapped in cloth. She muttered under her breath, “Ach-enyuel, 
myargu.”  The torch flared up.

“What does that mean?” asked Tsiga, unsheathing her 
sword, Dragonfly.

“It means, in Alamard, ‘burn, fire’. I find that using Elftongue 
while speaking charms helps me to concentrate.” Following 
Tsiga’s example, Suahi drew her sword in readiness. Tsiga said, 
“Interesting. I didn’t understand what you said to Aegr, was that 
Alamard too?”

“Not now. I heard something.”

Suahi was now holding an axe—Aegr’s axe—as well as a sword. 
“What are the best places to attack? Most vulnerable? Weak 
spots?”

“If you throw something pointed, then lob it hard like a 
throwing knife at the throat. If you hit the windpipe then the 
giant will drown in its own blood. Are you sure you’re up to 
killing a giant?”

“After what happened to Aegr? Certainly. What’ll you be 
doing?”

“I’ll fly upwards, maybe find a ledge or something. Then I’ll 
wake the giant.”

“Are you going to try what Aegr did?”
“No, not really. If only I had a foghaith...”
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“What was that?” asked Suahi, not having heard this last 
statement. 

“A foghaith. Elvish dart-thrower. I’ll try to land on the 
giant’s head then stab it in the eyes.” She rose into the air, and 
Suahi stepped behind a pillar. When Tsiga had found a ledge, 
she indicated to Suahi to place the torch in a crack in the rock. 
Stepping behind the pillar again, Suahi watched Tsiga raise her 
sword. She swung it at the roof of the cave, and sparks flew as 
the blade shrieked across the stone. It echoed throughout the 
cavern, rousing bats which added to the cacophony. 

A wind struck up, and Tsiga threw it at the torch, separating 
the oxygen first. The explosion roared in Suahi’s ears, and Tsiga 
shouted, abruptly ending the blaze. Silence and darkness reigned 
in the cave. Suahi muttered her Elvish fire-charm and the torch 
once again burned. A loud thud echoed in the distance. Tsiga 
tried but failed to cast a breeze to the torch, and realised with 
dismay that this giant also had a magical barrier cast on it. Suahi 
clutched the lizard pendant, and then a  boulder smashed into 
the ground right by her hiding place.

Fingal’s mate strode towards the torch, and she looked angry. 
Hurling another boulder at Suahi, the giant grabbed the torch 
by the flame. Its fingers got burned, and it dropped the torch 
into the water, plummeting the cave into darkness.

In the pitch-black cave Tsiga calculated the location of the 
giant. She landed on its head and yanked on a lock of hair to 
steady herself, making the giant bellow. Suahi raised her sword 
as Tsiga attacked an eye. The giant tried to hit her, but its 
knuckles scraped the basalt at the top of the cave, and Fingal’s 
mate screamed in pain as her hand broke and her eye bled. Suahi 
threw her shortsword, and the scream turned into a gurgle. 
Tsiga let go of her sword and leapt. Even though the giant was 
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thrashing around, her jump worked perfectly. 
Almost. 
The giant hit her on the thigh and Tsiga’s femur cracked. 

She landed in the water with a splash, and cried out a spell 
instinctively. It was a beacon spell, which sent out a ball of white 
light up in the air, similar to a flare. It was the simplest magic, 
and so the barrier couldn’t stop it. The ball of light hung in the 
air long enough for Tsiga to crawl out of the water. 

Suahi spoke her fire-spell, but poured more magic into it. 
She threw out a couple of streams of fire, which hung in the 
air like garlands. She went to the giant and pulled out the two 
swords, and watched in horror as the magical barrier snapped 
Dragonfly in three. She ran over to Tsiga, who looked as if she 
was about to vomit. Her face was pale and when Suahi probed 
the wound with magic, she saw that the femur had cracked in 
one place and snapped in another. The skin around the break 
was purplish and mottled. Tsiga asked Suahi to put her to sleep 
and to “Get Cragill. He can get down here faster.”

“I can send him a message-spell, but I can’t put you to sleep 
as well. I’ve used too much magic.”

Tsiga weakly replied, “Use mine. Quickly.” 
Suahi took Tsiga’s limp hand. Magic sprang from a scar on 

her forearm, and Suahi used a pain-removing spell as well as a 
sleeping spell. 

Tsiga relaxed and closed her eyes. Once she was asleep, 
Suahi created a message-spell. It absorbed her voice as she said, 
“Cragill. Tsiga’s leg is broken, we need you to get us to the surface.” 
Suahi hurled the ball of magic upwards, and it went through 
the roof of the cave. Finally, using the last reserves of her magic, 
she mumbled a spell. The torch ignited, and fell from her hand. 
It landed on a pile of driftwood as she fell asleep, and the two 
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women slept beside an underground fire.
Cragillahan and Bolhovangr were sitting on the pillars when 

Cragill heard the voice. The message repeated, this time louder. 
He leaned forward and absorbed the ball of magic.

“Bolhov, Tsiga’s got a broken leg. I’ll be back soon.” He sank 
into the rock, leaving Bolhov wondering what had happened, 
not having  heard the message spell. The Mage of Solitude 
finished the dagger handle in peace and readied the weapon for 
its owner.

The Stones of Home
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Chapter Seven
Named and Tamed

On a boat bound for Ireland, Tsigaltau lay on a stretcher, 
surrounded by the Mages of Stone, Trickery and Solitude. She 
woke up in a motel bed, in a coastal Irish village.
“How long have I been unconscious?” she asked, after sitting up 
and seeing Suahi.

“A couple of days; you’re now in Ireland.”
“Really? I haven’t been here in years.”
“I’m sorry to have to tell you this...” said Suahi, holding up 

an object.
“My sword!” 
Tsiga reached out to take the three pieces, but gasped in 

surprise as she bumped her leg. Her face contorted with pain 
and Suahi placed the sword carefully on the bedside table.

“The other two are trying to find where Andeitlan’s former 
apprentice lives. He is a great healer, and if we can find him, 
then we can fix your leg. We’ll need a back story, though.”

Cragillahan and Bolhov were standing on the pier, waiting 
for a certain boat to arrive in port. The boat they were looking 
for, named the ‘Jenny Haniver’, belonged to Connor Bjornsson, 
grandson of Twioglefr Bjornsson—known as Taylor, former 
Apprentice Mage to Andeitlan.
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When the ‘Jenny Haniver’ came in, the two Mages waited for 
the cargoes of fish to be unloaded before approaching Connor 
Bjornsson. He was a stout muscular man in his mid-forties, 
with short brown hair peppered with grey, and his faded eyes 
matched the sky. 

“Who are you? What do you want?” he asked, scrutinising 
the two Mages.

“Are you Connor Bjornsson?” queried Cragill, quietly.
“Yes, that’s me,” replied the weatherbeaten fisherman.
“Wonderful. Would you like to have a drink with us?” asked 

Bolhov.
“What’s this all about?” grumbled the fisherman.
“We’d like to talk to you about your grandfather, Taylor 

Bjornsson.”
“Sure thing—I just need to collect something first.”
In the pub, half an hour later, Connor reminisced about his 

memories of his grandfather over a pint of Guinness.
“Well, I can’t recall much about him. When I was around ten 

years old he suddenly disappeared. He was a brilliant doctor and 
often went for long walks in the forest, collecting herbs.”

“Can you remember if he said where he was going?”
“Well, there was a particularly dense part of the forest that 

he didn’t often use. Why do you need to know, anyway?”
“He was a close friend of our own grandfather. They both 

worked in a quarry when they were young, and I was wondering 
if there was somewhere that my brother and I could pay our 
respects.” Bolhov finished his drink, and continued. “After your 
grandfather came here, they remained close friends. That quarry 
was dangerous, and they owed their lives to each other.”

After they told the women where they were going, Bolhov 
and Cragill set off for the forest that Connor had talked about. 
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After a few hours of walking, they reached the trees. The sky was 
peaceful but cloud-studded, and the sun illuminated the leaves, 
causing an emerald glow at the canopy. Cragill stopped Bolhov 
after seeing an unusual inscription on a large rock.

“Can you read it?” asked Bolhov. The runes were weathered to 
the point that they could barely be seen.

“Not exactly, but I can sense their message.” Cragill ran 
his fingers over the runes, and murmured in a distant voice, 
“Bjornsson Choill: Twioglefr sé chun-cónái sa choill seo ach anois, 
ta cónai ar Sliab.” He then turned to Bolhov. “What did I say?” 
he asked, knowing Bolhov to be gifted in languages.

“It was Gaelic; you said, ‘Bjornsson Forest’. Something about 
living in these woods, and I think I heard you say ‘on a mountain’. 
It possibly reads this: ‘Bjornsson Forest. Twioglefr lived in these 
woods, but now lives on a mountain.’” They both looked at the 
green headland.

“Well, at least he left a forwarding address,” said Cragillahan, 
and they ventured into the forest. Not five minutes later, they 
met a fork in the road, and set off to the left, following the 
mountain path. From the right path, an unnoticed pair of eyes 
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glared suspiciously, worrying that these strangers might bring 
harm. Like a chameleon, the eyes seemed to fade into the bushes, 
accompanied by a stone-tipped weapon.

______________

Back in the motel, Suahikaien was working on a protective 
spell; a ward so powerful that even Ceannaire, the Late Leader 
of Haven, hadn’t been able to detect it. She tapped the rune-
tattoos on her forearms and muttered, “Naudiz, Uruz, Thurisaz.” 
She had five Viking runes of power on her arm, but she left the 
other two untouched. Naudiz meant ‘need’; Uruz translated  
as ‘healing, strength, vigour’, and Thurisaz, the rune of Thor, 
symbolised ‘protection’. Magic flowed from the three fingers 
which had touched the marks, and flowed into her cupped 
hands, looking as if the glow of the stars and the light of the 
leaves had met on her palms. She tilted her hands forward, and 
the magic flowed like liquid onto Tsiga’s face. She woke up, and 
watched as Suahi splashed the rest of the luminescent magic on 
her own face. Suahi’s face rippled and morphed before Tsiga’s 
eyes. 

When the movement stopped, her freckles were gone, her 
hair had changed from black to blonde, and not purple, but 
blue eyes looked out of Suahi’s greatly changed face. Tsigaltau 
gasped, and nearly screamed when she saw her own face in the 
mirror. Her brown hair was now a shade of dark blonde, and the 
tanned, weather-beaten visage of Tsigaltau Selvhinn-garthull 
had been replaced with a fragile-looking veneer. Her blue eyes 
had remained the same, but the face surrounding them looked 
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as if it was straight out of a catalogue for rare and antique dolls. 
She and Suahi could now pass for sisters.

After Tsiga recovered from the shock of looking completely 
different, she asked Suahi why they needed to appear this way. 
She answered, “While we’re in town, we need an excuse for 
being here. People get suspicious. We also need to get you to the 
hospital, and I’ll need a reason to be there.”

Tsiga nodded, understandingly, but asked, “How are we 
going to explain how I ended up with such a bad injury?”

“We can say you fell down a flight of stairs, on the ferry to 
Ireland. Your leg needs to be rebroken and reset if you ever want 
to walk again.”

“Why walk, when I can fly?”
“It’ll continue to hurt even after it’s fully fused back together, 

if it’s badly set. It’d distract you from flying, and you can’t fly all 
the time.”

“Yes, yes, I know. Wishful thinking.” She turned her head, 
and saw the hilt of Dragonfly sitting on the bedside table, with 
about a third of the blade still attached. The other pieces were 
sitting in the drawer, after they had fallen down when Suahi 
had bumped it. The sheath was leaning against the table. Suahi 
picked it up and handed it to Tsiga.

“We’ll need to get you a new sword. Where did you get 
Dragonfly?”

Tsiga shook her head as she said, “Jarhild made it for me, 
with Ceannaire and Ipus. It was infused with the magic of 
dragon-fire.”

“The Mages of Metal, Fire and Dragons. I miss them.”
“Me too. Ceannaire etched a rune on it,” said Tsiga, pointing 

to the rune.
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The rune meant ‘H’, and looked like a simplified dragonfly. It 
also symbolised she was a Mage, as the ‘H’ meant Haven. Even 
though the sword had been made by the greatest blacksmith in 
the world, the Mage of Metal, the destructive and evil force of 
the magic poured into the giant had broken it.

“He chose that rune because I could hover like a dragonfly. I 
recall one year, helping him pick blackberries; that was when he 
first described me as that. Anyway, that’s why my sword is called 
Dragonfly.”

“Oh, I see. Just remember, our names are Jessica and Jane 
Hall, and you tripped on the flight of stairs and fell while we 
were travelling here.” 

Suahi laughed, a fragile sound which Tsiga hadn’t heard 
since before Aegr’s death. “Shall we go now?” she asked, and 
helped Tsiga hobble with a broken leg as they set off for the 
hospital.

While the women were spending a tranquil time indoors, Cragill 
and Bolhov had reached a small clearing at the top of the hill. 
Upon sighting another carved stone, Bolhov rolled his eyes and 
muttered, “Here we go again.” 

This time, however, the inscription was in plain English 
writing and not as worn down as the other stone.
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Onwards wanders the darker walk

Seen by none but the lark and hawk

All but invisible during the day

Only by night can you see the way

Venturing across the beaten plain

And crossing the graves of enemies slain

Hidden dangers, and conditions harsh

Through cavern and pit, across mountain and marsh

This is the perilous road you must take

To find the healer who lives by the lake.

“Well, this seems pretty straightforward,” said Bolhov, after 
reading it. “Twioglefr obviously likes poems and riddles. We’ll 
most likely find another one on the way to this lake.”

Cragill said, “Hang on—we can be clever about this. If he 
composed the poem here, then I can find the tracemind left 
behind on the stone, and make us a map. Got any paper?” 

He closed his eyes and exhaled. The inscribed stone shook, 
and then a hexagonal pillar grew from the ground, like the 
ones at Staffa. Strings of writing appeared on it, and then a map 
slowly formed on each side. Suddenly, one of the sides bulged, 
and a snarl sounded as an animal’s head grew from the rock. 
Cragill shouted, and leapt back. The stone became inanimate 
once more. 

“What the hell was that?” asked Bolhov.
“Casting the mind has its dangers. The strings of writing you 
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saw were his other thoughts while making the poem, and I think 
that the beast interrupted him.”

“So is he dead?”
“No. See that thought there?” Cragill pointed to the pillar. 

“He brought his pet with him.”
“His pet? That thing could rip him apart!”
“Then he’s good at taming things. It was a tigerwolf. They’re 

utterly massive, larger than any other dog ever. Their muzzles are 
squarish, and the striped fur is why they’re called tiger-wolves. 
They’re very untamable, so Twioglefr has done a good job. They 
also have magical abilities, which is why they’re not known by 
ordinary people.”

“Magical abilities? Like what?” asked Bolhov, drawing his 
knife.

“Nothing much, but they can avoid detection brilliantly. 
Invisibility, mostly.” 

Cragill placed his dagger against the pillar, and cast his mind 
out. The stone replica of the tigerwolf emerged and Bolhov 
watched in amazement as the rest of the magnificent beast 
pulled itself from the rock. Perfectly detailed, the life-size replica 
of the tigerwolf looked as real as a living, breathing creature. Its 
fur seemed to be spun from rock. Even the stripes were faintly 
visible, due to the extreme detail Cragill was able to copy from 
the tracemind.

Suddenly, the tigerwolf sprang forward. Cragill made a stone 
fence erupt from the ground in front of it, and cast a stun-spell. 
The creature stopped moving, and Cragillahan carved these 
words into it, the magic absorbing them:
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Calm be upon this creature of stone
Lost in this world, bewildered, alone
Though you are not of flesh and bone
I still wish to tame you, Lone.

The words sunk into the creature, discharging a little flash of 
light each time.

“What will that do?” asked Bolhov.
“I’m naming and taming. Lone will protect us as long as I 

have magic.”

7.  Named and Tamed
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Chapter Eight
Diversity and Deception

Tsigaltau and Suahikaien were at the hospital. Suahi said, 
“Jessica, the doctor asked me to tell you that when you wake up, 
your leg will hurt. Your foot may feel numb, but we’ll be able to 
borrow some crutches.”
“Okay, Jane,” replied Tsiga, using the false names they had made 
up. 

Suahi whispered something, kissed her fingers, and touched 
them to Tsiga’s forehead. A smile appeared on Tsiga’s pale face 
as she lay back and closed her eyes. The gurney she was on 
was wheeled away down the corridor. A doctor administered 
anaesthetic, and Suahi wandered off down the hallway to wait 
for Tsiga to return.

Cragill and Bolhov were sheltering in a stone hut which hadn’t 
been there before. The Stone Mage was exhausted from using 
his magic constantly. The stone tigerwolf was inanimate, but 
looked as if it was ready to spring. A pot of stew was suspended 
over a fire and Cragill was testing his dagger on a piece of wood. 
He slashed once, and it fell in half. A second attack destroyed it. 

He asked, “How do you carve so well, Bolhov?”
Bolhov carefully placed a wooden figurine on the ground. 

“Lots of practice.” 

The Stones of Home
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The small figure was about four inches high and resembled 
a bird of prey. Its wings were outstretched and the feathers were 
clearly detailed.

“I make these all the time. Back on the mountain, there’s a 
myriad of small wooden animals like this,” said Bolhov.

“I don’t detect any magic in them—do you craft them only 
with your hands? Nothing else?” asked Cragill.

“My magic doesn’t work that way. I can glimpse the future, 
and manipulate matter to an extent. I can even throw objects 
using my magic, but I can’t use it to shape wood—that’s what 
my knife is for.”

Suddenly, Lone sprang upwards and Cragillahan winced 
at the amount of magic it had unexpectedly drained from 
him. The animated stone jumped once more, and a gravelly 
purr sounded as it walked towards them. It kept growling, and 
Cragill desperately tried to cut off the stream of magic flowing 
from his forearm. Bolhov tried to calm and clear his mind, but 
the stone tigerwolf utterly obliterated his concentration with a 
brutal grinding, gritty roar. 

Cragill was lying on the ground, getting paler and paler as 
the magic which surged through his veins leaked out. He pulled 
up his last reserves of power, and flexed his fingers in the dirt. 
The ledge on which the beast was standing shattered, and it fell 
down onto a small tree, snapping it. The tigerwolf looked up at 
the two Mages once more, then bounded down the slope and 
ran out of sight. Cragill shook the dirt off his hands and pulled 
his dagger out of its sheath. It glowed, and a blinding flash of 
light emanated from its tip. The blue shaft of raw energy shot 
towards the escaping beast as Cragill shouted a powerful spell.
The combination of rage and pain on his face was fierce enough 
to scare Bolhov and then the statue exploded. The crater that 
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was left pulsed a purple colour and released a stream of magic 
that caught Cragill as he collapsed. Bolhov was hit in the head 
by a flying chunk of basalt and fell to the ground unconscious.

A curious smell permeated the air as Bolhov prised his eyes 
open. He saw a red flash of light when he turned his head, and 
felt around the dent in his skull.

“Don’t go doing that, you’ll reopen the cut,” said a rich, deep 
voice. Another red flash of magic appeared, and Bolhov could 
see a large bulky figure standing in the doorway. His wavy brown 
hair was shoulder-length, and he sported a neatly trimmed 
beard. Bolhov sat up, and looked over at Cragill.

“Is he alright?” asked Bolhov. 
Cragillahan looked pale, and older than he usually did. His 

breaths were shallow, and no magic illuminated the small runes 
on his forearm.

“His magic is fully depleted. How old is he?”
“Cragill was born around fourteen hundred, I think.”
“Cragill, you say? Is this Cragillahan Arylto?”
“That’s him. And you are?”
“Twioglefr Bjornsson. I was the apprentice to Andeitlan 

Leigheass, before he became evil.”
Bolhov was startled that the healer looked so young, as 

he had been 150 years old when his apprenticeship had been 
terminated. Usually, a person would age at the rate of a Normal 
under such circumstances—unless, of course, they retained 
their life-lengthening amulet.

“You are him? You seem to be rather blessed with youth.”
“I’m one-eighth elf, and my medicinal skills have granted me 

a better life than one would expect. And, of course, the amulet.” 
Here, he gestured to the Mage pendant around his neck.

Just then, Cragill moaned in his sleep.
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“Where’s his dagger?” asked Bolhov.
“There, on the table. Why?” replied Twio. 
Bolhov grabbed it and shoved the hilt into Cragill’s hand. He 

woke up, and immediately looked better.
“What’s happening? Bolhov, who is he?”
“Twioglefr Bjornsson, the healer we’ve been looking for.” 

Bolhov looked back at Twio. “I’m Bolhovangr Daltyriae, by the 
way. Forgot to tell you.”

The healer, looking dubious, asked, “I don’t recall you from 
the Haven meets. Who are you?”

“Not many people actually know me. I’m the Mage of 
Solitude; I barely ever attended the Haven meets at Navan.”

Twio shrugged, dismissing the matter and walked into the 
next room. Bolhov caught a glimpse of the man’s forearm, and 
shook Cragillahan.

“We need to leave. Now.” The Mage of Stone frowned, and 
asked why.

“Twioglefr’s dead.”
Cragill objected, saying, “He’s right there!”
“Trust me,” muttered Bolhov.
“I don’t have enough magic to stand, let alone fight. Give me 

some of yours, and we’ll be good to go.”
They grasped each other’s forearms, with the runes touching; 

magic coursed from one bloodstream to another. Cragill 
grabbed his dagger, stood up, and muttered to Bolhov, “How do 
we get out of here?”

Bolhov indicated to the next room. “I saw a doorway over 
there. We’ll have to get past Andeitlan.”

Cragillahan’s eyes widened with fear. “You mean to say he 
killed his own apprentice?”

“I do mean to say exactly that. He erred, though; the amulet 
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he was wearing wasn’t Twioglefr’s at all. It was his own, and I fear 
he may have realised that I knew. I’ve also found an elixir that 
will help with Tsiga’s leg; it’s sitting on the shelf by the window. 
We need to grab that flask and kill Andeitlan. We must kill him, 
before he has time to react and inflict severe pain on us. He’ll 
torture us if we let him live.”

Tsigaltau woke after a chemically-induced sleep. She was lying 
in a hospital bed, with her leg in a cast.

“Jessica, you’re in the hospital. You’re going to have to stay 
here for at least two weeks.” The doctor placed a book on the 
bedside table. 

“Your sister left this book for you. She said she’s going back 
to England to get your fiancé.”

When the doctor was gone, Tsiga reached for the book, 
wondering what Suahi was doing and what significance it had. 
It was a fairly old-looking book, bound in green leather with 
copper-coloured lettering on the front. She opened it, and lying 
on the first page was a note from Suahi.

‘This book is the history of Haven and its members, 
and details on magic and magical creatures. At the time 
you’re reading this I’ll be reading the ancient runes in 
the caves, or at least trying. They contain information 
possibly vital for us. Read as much of the book as you 
can. Knowledge is the best weapon we have right now.’

After reading the note, Tsiga studied the book. The last time she 
had seen it, gathering dust on a lectern in Haven, she was sure 
it had been thinner. And she was right —this book kept writing 
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itself so long as magic existed, taking down every important 
event as it happened. She opened to the first page.

Haven was founded by the first Human Mage, who became 
known as Pheh-Tzil Faros Willussen. Out of all seventeen 
Havens in the world, Ireland’s Haven is the oldest and most 
influential. From the original Seventeen Mages of Haven 
came all the Havens; each Mage left and started a new Haven 
in a different area of the world. Pheh-Tzil stayed in Ireland 
with the Elves who granted him magic after he saved an 
Elven woman from a troll. Prior to that Elves and humans 
had not met, but with the Age of Haven, the two races began 
to interbreed.

Narimala, or not-magic, is the Elvish term used to refer 
to non-Mages; ordinary people. Interestingly, nari-mala can 
be shortened to nar-mal, meaning ‘no kill’, and this leads to 
the word ‘Normals’ for ordinary people in our language. ‘Ula’ 
is also used, mostly by the Elves, meaning ‘lower people’.

She flipped forward a few pages, to the section about magical 
creatures.

Humans are not generally considered to be magical, as 
only a few possess magic. The three Human species are 
Normals, Elves and Vampires. These species are closely 
enough related that they can be considered as one, and 
can breed producing fertile offspring. The mark of magic 
in Normals is left-handedness, among other things. Not 
all left-handed Normals have magic, and not all Mages are 
left-handed. 
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Elves have a lifetime of two millennia, compared to the 
standard human life of up to one hundred years. Vampires 
live a little longer than humans, averaging one hundred 
and fifty years. A Mage of Haven lives for one thousand 
years, including the two hundred year apprenticeship. 
Elves look like standard humans, whereas vampires can 
only have blue eyes and pale hair. Traits of vampires include 
retractable fangs, superhuman strength and speed, and 
fierce loyalty. It is common for vampires to interbreed to 
maintain a pure bloodline, although this sometimes causes 
fangless vampires, weaklings and less intelligent offspring.

After the Human species are the Canine species—
Tigerwolves and Werewolves. Tigerwolves are gigantic 
dogs, far more intelligent than the common mutt. They can 
use invisibility to their advantage brilliantly, and are often 
unnoticed even by those with sharp eyes. The werewolves 
are descended from canines, but are very human in some 
aspects. They are taller than humans by up to a metre in 
some cases, and have wolflike ears and tail as well as thick 
fur all over their bodies. The magic of the werewolf lies in 
its howl. They can create images and evoke feelings and 
memories.

The third group is the Reptilian Species—the Trolls 
and the Dragons. Trolls are large and stupid, but are able to 
survive underground. Their magical abilities are disputed, 
but whatever magic they do have is weak. Werewolves 
often hunt trolls for food. 

Dragons are amazing beasts, grey-green in colour, 
and able to breathe fire. Their scales are extremely tough 
and  withstand extreme heat. They are the second most 
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intelligent of all non-human species, after werewolves. 
Dragons react well to music, and enjoy being around 
people, although they can only be properly tamed from 
birth. Do not attempt to tame a wild dragon of any age, 
although befriending it is wise.

Finally are the near-Humans: Goblins and Giants. 
Giants are fairly simple, only slightly more intelligent than 
trolls. It is unknown if they have any magical ability at 
all, but for the safety of humans they have been classed as 
magical and therefore protected from humans. Goblins are 
thought to be a little more intelligent than dragons, but 
have an amazing ability to craft metal weapons to be better 
than those made by humans. They are about half the size 
of humans and due to a small lung capacity speak only 
with clicking noises. They are greyish in colour and live 
underground; they dislike sunlight.

While Tsigaltau was lying safe in a hospital bed, Cragillahan and 
Bolhovangr were readying themselves to attack.

“Aim for the neck. Strike hard, plunge your dagger into the 
jugular. As soon as he walks through the door.”

Just then, Cragill fell to the ground, writhing in pain. 
Andeitlan had his hand outstretched calling upon his magic, 
and he snarled, “Did you really think I didn’t know you knew?”

The only response was a moan as Cragill’s body was flooded 
with excruciating pain. Bolhov had been standing behind the 
door when it flew open, and was now on the other side of it, 
obscured from Andeitlan. He was waiting for the Mage to step 
forward, and then his hand found a hilt. He felt around, and 
discovered that it was a goblin blade after slicing his fingertip 
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open with it. He picked it up, and as Andeitlan stepped forward 
to take Cragill’s dagger, Bolhov lunged with the sword-point 
extended. The façade of Twioglefr disappeared around the point 
where the blade entered, and the ugly old face of Andeitlan 
curled up in a snarl. Cragill snatched his dagger from the 
Mage of Pain as Bolhov withdrew the sword from Andeitlan’s 
gut and plunged it into his brawny chest. Cragill stabbed his 
dagger into Andeitlan’s face, and the overpowering red light of 
his magic faded from his eyes. Both withdrew their weapons, 
and let the corpse fall to the floor. With a thud, the vacant shell 
hit the ground, and a whimper seemed to come from it. Cragill 
raised his dagger but Bolhov stayed his hand, saying, “There’s a 
trapdoor here.” 

The whimper repeated itself, and Cragillahan  excitedly said, 
“That sounded like a tigerwolf!”

They kicked the rug away and found the large metal ring of a 
trapdoor. They prised it up and, looking into the cellar, saw a 
cage. Curled up inside it lay a large mound of coarse fur, with 
ribs showing. Bolhov used his knife to pick the lock of the cage 
while Cragillahan looked around the dim chamber.

“It’s a tigerwolf alright. It needs food badly; can you drag the 
corpse down?”

“Just a minute. I think there’s a lever here —” A click echoed 
around the cellar, causing Bolhov to jump.

“Just bring it down, will you?”

The Stones of Home
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Chapter Nine
Twio’s Hut

Tsiga picked up the crutches beside her chair. She was finally 
leaving the hospital after a fortnight of being cooped up. She 
had grown used to the doll-like face in the mirror, but she was 
glad to be leaving and was anticipating looking like her normal 
self again. Suahi had hired a taxi to take them back to the motel.

“What was in the caves?” asked Tsiga, trying to catch up on 
two weeks’ worth of information.

“I’ll tell you when we get back to the motel... How was the 
book?”

“It was pretty dull in parts, mostly about the individual 
people who have been Mages, but now that I know more it 
means I can fight better.”

Cragillahan and Bolhovangr had settled into Twioglefr’s hut. 
They had been there for over a week but still had not found the 
correct treatment for Tsiga’s leg. The flask Bolhov had seen earlier 
was empty. He had studied every book in the small library, while 
Cragill went through all the pre-prepared medicines.

“I’ve seen ointments, elixirs, salves, tinctures, serums and 
potions galore, but not a single one seems to be what we’re 
looking for.” He angrily indicated to the shelves behind him.

“Calm down. There are other places that there might be 
books or medicines stored.” He shut the book he was holding 
with a small thud.

“Maybe down in the cellar. That lever you found, what did 
it do?”
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“Absolutely nothing. I’ve pulled it back and forward a few 
times. Nothing happened.”

“Maybe the lever is a dud? Anyway, how’s the tigerwolf 
doing?”

At that moment, a growl sounded from the creature. Bolhov 
and Cragill rushed to the trapdoor as a Irish woman’s voice 
came from below.

“Calm down, Kinanha. It’s only me.”
“Who are you?” demanded Bolhov, drawing his knife. “Show 

yourself!”
The young woman standing in the cellar was fairly tall, 

dressed in green and wearing dragon-scale armour. Her hair 
was blonde, and her eyes were grey-green, the colour of swamp-
water and matching her armour. She was holding a curved knife, 
with a slight greenish glow. Cragill’s eyes widened.

“Ipus Lachen? Mage of Dragons? Is that really you? I thought 
you were dead!”

The Dragon Mage looked astounded. “Cragill? Cragillahan, 
you’re alive? How did you survive the Fall of Haven?”

“Wait, what—what the hell is going on?” asked Bolhov.
“You’re Solitude, aren’t you? You were hardly ever at the 

Haven meets. I’m the Dragon Mage, Ipus Lachen.”
At that moment, a gentle—but loud—purring growl came 

from above the hut.
“And here’s a dragon. He carried some supplies here for me.” 

Ipus went up the ladder-like stairs, asking, “Where’s Twioglefr? 
He’s got a potion I need.”

Bolhov walked over to where Ipus entered the cave as Cragill 
told her the sad news.

A tunnel led to an underground river. A boat was tied to 
the dock, rocking gently. Bolhov muttered a fire-spell, tapping 
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a rune on his arm. His cupped hands glowed, and he cast it 
out over the water. The fireball lit up an extremely long cavern, 
extending as far as the eye could see. A fizzle echoed as the ball 
of fire hit the water. Bolhov turned his back, and went up the 
stairs. He didn’t hear a few soft splashing sounds behind him, 
nor a slight scritching of claw-like fingers on stone above him. 
He did, however, hear a dislodged stone tumbling down a steep 
slope and hitting the surface of the water. He whipped out his 
knife, and shouted another fire-spell. It illuminated a horde of 
goblins all around him. 

The ball of fire sped up to the ceiling and disappeared into 
the stone. The goblins recoiled from the flash of light, but as soon 
as it disappeared, they advanced again, blocking the exit. They 
made rapid clicking noises with their mouths, and advanced, 
chasing Bolhov towards the water. They brandished their knives 
and swords, with some faint light making their yellow-brown 
eyes gleam. They all had greyish skin, pale and light-lacking. As 
one, they charged. 

Bolhov ran forward, roaring with anger. He was careful to 
avoid the blades, as he knew that wounds from goblin weapons 
healed badly and were terribly painful. He slashed and stabbed, 
blocked and parried, punched and kicked. He grabbed a sword 
from a fallen fighter, but a diminutive goblin managed to creep 
past him and stab him in the gut with a small curved knife. 
Bolhov grimaced in pain, and removed the goblin’s head with 
one mighty swing. The door he was trying to reach flung open, 
and both Cragillahan and Ipus ran down to fight. Kinanha, 
Twio’s tigerwolf, also followed. 

At that moment, a second horde of goblins swarmed from 
the water. Bolhov tried to run, but there were goblins and their 
deadly swords in front of him. A goblin stabbed him in the 
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chest several times, puncturing through his flesh. Another blade 
entered his gut. The tigerwolf leapt forward, ripping into goblins 
all around.

Suddenly, the tip of a blade protruded from his chest, right 
through his heart. He collapsed to the ground, and more goblins 
attacked him. 

Kinanha continued to shred goblin-flesh, and both the Mages 
were using their daggers to good effect. Cragill said to Ipus, 
“Call your dragon!” Upon saying this, he hurled his dagger 
towards the ceiling and shouted as it met the stone. A gigantic 
explosion echoed through the cavern, and the goblins shrank 
from the light. A shadow appeared over the hole, and the 
dragon swooped through, the tips of its enormous wings barely 
missing the edge of the hole. It swooped down, breathing fire. 
The goblins recoiled from the heat and the light and the sound; 
they fled into the water. Cragill rushed to Bolhov’s bloodied 
body. His face was spattered with blood, but pale, and he was 
too weak to speak. Cragillahan grasped his forearm and let the 
magic speak.

“Take my knife, take my magic. There’s no hope for me. Just 
restore Haven, it’s all I ask. Rebuild Haven, and take care.”

Cragill watched as Bolhov’s eyes dimmed. He felt his forearm 
grow limp, and he heard the final breath escaping the punctured 
lungs of the Mage of Solitude.

_______________
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Back in the town by the sea, Suahi helped Tsiga out of the 
car and up the stairs.

“When Haven fell, I had no idea where anyone else was. 
Nobody did. We assumed that everyone else was dead, that it 
was just me and Aegr left. I was wrong.”

She and Tsiga both still looked like fragile dolls, and as soon 
as they were in private, Suahi said, “Hold still.” She pressed two 
fingers against Tsiga’s forehead, and muttered a spell. The Mage 
of Flight felt a strange tingling sensation, then looked at herself 
in the mirror.

“Oh, great! I’m myself again!”
She watched Suahi use the spell on herself. “You can come in 

now, Willussen,” called Suahi. The door opened, and in walked 
a tall man, with shaggy brown hair and a scraggle of a roughly 
shorn beard. Leaves were tattooed on his arms; they twisted and 
writhed when he moved his fingers. His eyes were a terrifying 
ice-blue, cold and piercing, but they melted as soon as he saw 
Tsiga.

“Tsiga? You’re alive?”
“Rorgnar? Is that you? Is it really you?”
They embraced, tightly. “Yes, it’s me,” he replied in his 

Northern Irish accent. 
Here, Suahi interjected. “I saw a newspaper with reports of 

markings scratched in a cave, and a crazy wild-man. The runes 
were straight-line Alachri, in rough Alamard. They led me to a 
large tree.”

“That tree is where I saw her,” said Rorgnar.
“But how did you survive?” asked Tsiga. “You sent a message-

spell, I saw you surrounded by vampires. I went there as fast as I 
could, but all there was left was a bloodstain on the floor.”

“I was cornered. But this is a knife of Elven make. I’ve 
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always loved it, but that was the first time it saved my life. I’ve 
been living in the forest on the edge of town for a long time; I 
sheltered with the Elves for a while, which is where I learned the 
language, albeit poorly. Vampires can hold a grudge for many 
years; I killed fifteen of them in the Fall.”

Tsiga was surprised; Rorgnar had always been a peaceful 
person, despite how scary he could look.

“Really? You should have tried to find me. You need to be 
around people, we all do.”

“The memories haunt me, almost every night. I remember 
that moment so clearly, I sometimes wake out of fear because 
the dream is so vivid. I recall every cry of pain, every spurt 
of blood that this knife caused. There were fifteen of them. I 
reduced every single life there into a pile of limbs and blood. 
So much pain, so much death. There is a price on my head. The 
vampires want me dead.”

The Stones of Home
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Dreams and Dragons

A hand grabbed his arm, cracking the bone. He screamed 
with pain, sending out a message-spell instinctively. The 
horde of vampires closed in. He pulled out the knife from 
his belt; his beloved knife, his shiny dagger. It had never 
felt blood before that moment. But this was no time for 
hesitation. He stabbed and slashed, cleaving limbs and 
skulls. The wonderful knife of Elven make was now 
tarnished forever red, but still it flashed back and forth, 
effortlessly stealing the lives of the vampires.

Rorgnar Willussen woke with a cold sweat. He had been 
dreaming. Again. He walked to the window and looked out 
across at the hills surrounding the town. Just then, a gust of 
wind stirred the leaves of the trees beneath the window. He 
turned to see Tsiga entering his room.

“I heard you dreaming. You alright?”
“It’s been over a century and a half. Why can’t I get it out 

of my head?”
“Human company. New memories will make the old ones 

fade.”
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“Really? That’s all it takes?”
“You’d be surprised. It also helps if you fight more; if you 

gain skill, you learn to suppress fear.”
“I hate killing. I only keep this knife because of Drya, the 

previous Mage; she entrusted it to me to keep it safe.”
“You’ll need to do a bit of killing if you’re going to help us 

fight.”
“I know. I’m a very poor fighter, though. I need training.”
“I can help. I’d teach you how to use a sword, but mine was 

broken.”
Rorgnar looked surprised. “Wasn’t it forged with dragon 

fire?”
“Yes, it was. Ceannaire, Jarhild and Ipus made it for me.”
The three people she had mentioned were the former 

Leader of Haven and Mage of Fire, Ceannaire Tearmann, as 
well as the Mage of Metal, Jarhild Aroulssen, and the Dragon 
Mage Ipus.

“Really?  Why did they do that?”
“The former Mage of Air was highly respected, and when 

she died, passing the title to me, a new sword was forged 
because hers was broken. It’s a shame that they’re all dead now.”

“How can you be sure that they’re all dead?”
“I was in England at the time of the Fall. I didn’t know 

about it until it was too late, and when I went back to find you, 
I found Ceannaire and Jarhild. I only recognised them because 
of their amulets, and I buried them there. Ipus’s dragon was 
ripped to shreds, and I’m assuming she was too.”

Cragillahan and Ipus finished burying Bolhov’s body in the 
small patch of ground designated as as graveyard beside Twio’s 
hut. It had seen some use previously; some illnesses were 
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incurable, some wounds unsealable. A doctor could fix a body, 
but not a mind. No magic could fix a mind; nothing except the 
unrelenting march of time could, and even then not always. 
A broken heart or a grief-racked mind was sometimes just as 
fatal as a wound.

_______________

“We should leave this place. We’ll rendezvous with the other 
two, on the coast. Could we fly there?” asked Cragill, eyeing 
the dragon.

“If we do, we can only carry the barest minimum. A dragon 
can hold the weight of a human and their possessions, but if 
it’s two people riding then there’s not much else you can carry 
with you.”

“Okay, then. How soon can a dragon fly here if you call it?”
“Well, the other one here, Bullda, had flown overland for a 

day to meet me, but an unladen dragon takes about half a day 
to get here.”

“‘Boulder’?“ asked Cragillahan, mishearing her.
Because he reminded me of someone. A great dragon. He 

loves to fight.”
Cragillahan smiled. “You named a dragon after me?”
“The dragons are all I have. Twio was a good friend and 

marvellous doctor, but I have a close connection with the 
dragons. I can talk to them.”

“Have you named any other dragons after anyone?”
“There’s been a few dragons. I name them for the traits 

they share with people I’ve known. Should I call one?”
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“You do that. I’ll have one last search through this hut for 
the potion.”

Tsigaltau, Rorgnar and Suahikaien were tidying up the 
last of their belongings into backpacks. They were planning 
on travelling to the elf-village, deep in the forest. Suahi was 
making a message-spell.

“Cragill, Bolhov. We are going into the forest, to the elf-village 
of Caihi. Meet us there.’”

She closed her fingers, letting go of the spell, and tapped 
her forearm to send it on its way. The spell flew out the window 
and in the direction of the Mage of Stone.

“You ready, Suahi?” called Tsiga.
“Done. They’ll know within a couple of hours.”

_______________

She clutched the pendant around her neck, and unconsciously 
rubbed her belly. Aegr’s death had not been long ago, only a 
month. Suahi had been hiding it well, but she was still very 
much in pain from his loss. They left the motel and set off on 
foot, each one carrying their own pack. The track to Caihi was 
only reachable by foot.

‘Dragon, fly.

Swift wings, strong winds.

Dragon, fly. Come to me.’
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Ipus finished the spell, and a flash of purple light came 
from her hand as she cast it. A bolt of blue magic sped off 
toward the distance.

“Aha! I may have found it!” came Cragill’s voice from the 
hut. Ipus went inside to have a look. A small green bottle stood 
on the table.

“Where was it?” asked Ipus, peering at the label.
“Right at the back of a shelf, behind a book which looked 

as if it was wooden. That’s why I didn’t see it, I thought the 
book was the back.”

‘Bone Heal’ was written in faded handwriting on the dusty 
scrap of paper, with a small unreadable footnote.

“You sure this is the right one?”
“I’m fairly positive, yes,” replied Cragillahan.
“By the way, may I have a look at your dagger? What do 

you use on it?”
Cragill pulled it from his sheath and handed it to Ipus, then 

passed her a mid-sized flask, almost empty, from his pack.
“Dragon oil?”
“You gave me a small amount of it, once. I’ve been using it 

sparingly, but I don’t have much left.”
“How often do you use it?”
“Whenever I sharpen my dagger, which is something like 

every ten, fifteen years—it holds an edge well.”
“I haven’t used it for some time; I ran out a while ago.”
“I’m guessing that you can’t remove it from a dragon?”
“Not unless you want to torture it to death. I only remove 

the oil after they die. Speaking of dragons, I just summoned 
one; she should be here soon.”

“Oh? What’s she called?”
“Galhaea. She and Bullda are the parents of five younglings.”

10.  Dreams and Dragons
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“How old are they?” asked Cragill, curious about dragons.
“These two are both around forty; with five, maybe ten 

years left in them each. Their oldest offspring is about 17. The 
older set of twins is about ten years, and the younger set, five 
years.”

“Are they always twins?”
“Sometimes twins, sometimes a single one. It’s uncommon 

to have three in one litter, though.”
“Interesting. How soon will Galhaea get here?”

Cragillahan’s question was answered by a flapping sound, like 
a canvas sail in a strong wind. Bullda turned his head upwards, 
letting out a quick snort of fire as he called to his mate, and 
Galhaea landed. Her grey-green skin blended in well with the 
scrub on the mountain. The two dragons pressed their heads 
against each other, then Galhaea leapt into the sky with a flick of 
her wings and a powerful kick from the ground. She skimmed 
close to the grass, her wingtips hissing as they brushed small 
plants. A rabbit leapt in front of her; she snapped it up with a 
chomp of her jaws, then flew back to the others.

“Because of her wonderful eyes, her fire and her flying 
skills, the word ‘Galaxy’ was a large inspiration when naming 
her.” Suddenly, Ipus pulled her knife from its sheath and 
slashed across Cragillahan’s forehead, drawing blood.

“Agh! What was that for?”
“A dragon needs to taste your blood before it will let you 

ride it. Walk up to Galhaea.”
Cragillahan pressed his hand to his face, then held it out to 

the dragon. She cautiously sniffed his hand, then licked it. She 
cleaned the blood off his face with another lick, then let out 
a small tongue of flame. The fire hit Cragill in the forehead, 
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causing him to instinctively recoil. Then he realised the power 
of dragon fire: it could heal. His forehead now no longer had a 
cut on it, and he unsteadily mounted the dragon.

10.  Dreams and Dragons
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Chapter Eleven
Allies and Ambushes

Tsigaltau, Rorgnar and Suahikaien were tramping through a 
deep patch of forest. Unlike Cragill and Bolhov, they had gone 
right at the fork. They had been in the forest since nightfall, and 
Rorgnar had built a shelter early the previous evening, when 
Suahi had collapsed from tiredness.

“I like this place. It’s so quiet, so peaceful. Reminds me of 
where I grew up.”

“Too quiet, if you ask me. I haven’t heard a bird since 
yesterday.” Suddenly, Tsiga tripped on a root, causing her leg to 
collide with the ground hard.

“You alright?” asked Suahi, helping her up.
“It’s this leg. Hopefully Cragill and Bolhov meet the elves 

before us.”
Right then, an arrow thudded into a tree right beside Tsiga.
“Ach-ist, ardai!” shouted a voice through the trees.
“What was that?”
“ ‘Ach-ist’? Elvish for ‘stop’. And ‘ardai’ means ‘strangers’, ” 

muttered Suahi. The three Mages stopped walking.
“Tai lu thra?” demanded the unknown voice.
“We are Mages. Do you speak our language?”
“Yes, a little.” A young man stepped out from behind a tree, 
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holding a weapon that the Mages didn’t recognise at first.
“Is that a foghaith?” asked Tsiga excitedly.
“Indeed it is.” The stranger hefted the weapon and placed 

a dart on it. He snapped his arm forwards, launching the 
projectile, and the dart sailed through the air. It hit a treetrunk 
with a satisfying ‘thunk’.

“Follow me. I am Caltann, Elvish scout and Warrior, also 
called an Alha. Caihi is this way.” He led the Mages off through 
the trees.

Ipus was flying in front of Cragillahan, leading his dragon with 
hers. Both of them had their daggers at the ready in case of 
hostility on the ground when they landed.

“We’ll land here,” shouted Ipus over the rushing wind. The 
dragons swooped lower, and landed in a clearing beside a small 
lake.

“This way,” said Cragill, pointing to a path which wound 
into the forest. Galhaea and Bullda started drinking from the 
lake, but Ipus suddenly froze. She had been leaning against a 
tree, and Cragillahan could see that a dart had hit the tree right 
beside her head. Like the other Mages had, they heard a voice 
shouting in Elvish.

“Tai lu thra?” Cragill ran it through his mind, but had no 
idea as to what it meant.

“We are Mages, we come in peace,” called Ipus, having a 
small grasp of the language.

“More?—I didn’t think that there’s any more of you alive!” 
Caltann walked out from the trees. “Scout duty is usually 
uneventful, but five Mages in a single day?”

“Did you say five?” asked Cragillahan worriedly, images of 
their enemies racing through his mind.
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“I met three people on foot earlier.”
“Where are they now?”
“In the protection of the Caihi tribe.”
“There were two other Mages when our group split up. What 

are their names?”
“Suahikaien Melquivae, Tsigaltau Selvhinn-garthull, and 

Rorgnar Willussen.”
“Tree Mage? But Tsiga told me she saw him die!”

_______________

When Cragillahan and Ipus reached Caihi, the chief came out 
to greet them.

“It seems that the Age of Mages has returned. Welcome to 
Caihi.”

“The age never left. We were forced underground—literally, 
in my case—by a growing evil,” said Cragill. The Elf-Leader, an 
old man with a flowing white beard, looked him in the eye and 
said, “Ah yes. You’re Cragillahan Arylto, aren’t you? The Stone 
Mage?”

“That I am. Ipus Lachen, Mage of Dragons, is also here.”
“And I see you brought your dragons, Ipus.”
“Galhaea and Bullda,” she replied.
“Star-sky and Stonefall, is it?” asked the chief, sensing some 

connection between these two Mages. Just then, Suahi came out 
of the lodge, followed by Tsiga and Rorgnar.

“Rorgnar? Where have you been all these years?” asked 
Cragillahan.

“Long story. And I could ask the same of you, Cragill. And 
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is that Ipus?”
“Long time, no see. I never thought that any of the other 

Mages survived, either.”
At that point, Tsiga spoke up. “How is Twioglefr? Did he 

have the potion?”
“He’s dead, sadly. Andeitlan killed him.”
“Killed his own apprentice?”
“He was evil. I did find the potion, though,” said Cragill, 

handing it to her. Suddenly, Suahi realised someone from their 
group was absent.

“Where’s Bolhov?” she asked, dreading the answer.
“Murdered. By goblins. Most likely sent by Futhuulkor to 

avenge Andeitlan,” replied Cragillahan.
“So much death. It all seems pointless. I’ll be inside,” said 

Suahi. She slipped inside the hut they had been allocated, and 
nobody noticed she was clutching Aegradin’s pendant.

_______________

“So, if the buruntsakai, the werewolves, are also willing, would 
you sign a peace-treaty and work together to help us fight?”

“Cragillahan, do you know what those creatures have done? 
They attacked us, without warning. They killed my wife,” said 
the Elf-chief.

“But, Halentul, we’ll be fighting both gunhallai and kaeltakai, 
goblins and vampires. They’re just as bad. And if they take over, 
they’ll spread to the forests. Not only will Caihi be destroyed, 
but also Duinn and Guravai. It is essential to work together.”

“Why involve the buruntsakai at all, then? Each of our tribes 
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has at least 200 Alhai. There’s 300 in Guravai. How great is this 
enemy that 700 trained fighters could not stop?”

“By our estimates, there’s more than twice your number.”
“But how could those wretched buruntsakai help?”
“Using my skills with stone, I have found that there’s 400 of 

them in the caverns. They are accustomed to fighting gunhallai, 
and are formidable warriors.”

Chief Halentul stood up, indicating to Cragillahan to do the 
same.

“If there’s any decision to be made, it will be done by all the 
chiefs. I’ll contact them; you go get some rest.”

Cragillahan exited the small guest lodge after a few hours’ 
sleep. There seemed to be an unusual amount of activity going 
on in the camp. He walked over to a familiar face—Caltann, the 
scout who had found them the previous day. 

“What’s going on?”
“The other chiefs have arrived; my father is currently 

welcoming them.”
“You’re Halentul’s son?”
“As much as you’re the son of Danfai Arylto.”
“How do you know my father’s name?”
“He was close to my father. In fact the goblin attack that 

killed him was directed at Halentul, who was visiting.”
“Ah yes. Sorry, I forgot about your longevity. You just look 

so young.”
“Well, that is true, in a way—I’ve only just reached two 

hundred, but we Elves have little more to do with our long 
memories and lives than to recount old stories. Mages feature 
heavily in them, usually, but it’s rare to find a Narimala in one of 
these stories. The most well-known ‘ula’ story is, I suppose, that 
of Pheh-Tzil.”
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“Ah yes, I see what you mean. But are there any stories from 
before his time?”

“Not that I know of, but—” Suddenly, he was interrupted.
“Halentul! Vartalen, kfai!” boomed a rich voice from the 

edge of the camp.
“What did he say?” Cragillahan asked the chief ’s son.
“ ‘Good to see you, old friend’. It can also mean ‘well met’, 

depending on the situation.”
The newcomer was another fairly old elf, and he was followed 

by a bodyguard of half a dozen Alhai—Elvish warriors—
distinguished by the scar on their foreheads: a wavy line.

“That’s Chief Danzill of Duinn.”
The two leaders went into Halentul’s lodge.
“Where’s the Guravai chief?”
“He arrived in the night, with a bodyguard like Danzill’s. 

It’s almost a status symbol; a chief ’s bodyguards represent his 
power.”

“Why bodyguards, though? Is this area particularly 
dangerous?”

“The Guravai and the Duinn are known of by the kaeltakai. 
Fraganni, Chief of the Guravai, is particularly good at finding 
them.”

“Kaeltakai as in warrior-vampires?”
“Yup. Vicious brutes.”
Cragillahan nodded, remembering all his encounters with 

them. Suddenly a cry of “Gunhallai!” went up in the camp. 
Everyone rushed to grab their weapons; the Alhai had formed 
a ring around the camp and everyone was armed—mostly axes, 
with a few daggers. The Alhai closer to the centre of the camp 
placed darts onto their foghaithi. 

Cragillahan realised that it was an attack, and drew his 
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dagger in readiness for this unseen danger. Tsiga was hovering, 
holding a foghaith, and Suahi was clutching her shortsword. 
Ipus had leapt onto Galhaea, and Bullda was also circling in the 
sky. Rorgnar was a short distance outside the camp, and clutched 
his dagger with one hand while the other grasped a tree-branch. 
“Goblins!” cried Tsiga, launching a dart.

They erupted out of the ground, scattering leaf-litter as they 
jumped from shallow concealed pits. Their deadly swords flashed 
through the air; darts sped along the breeze, felling the first few 
goblins. Rorgnar readjusted his grip on the large oak tree, and 
closed his eyes to help focus his magic. The ground shook, and 
a wall of roots sprang up in front of the goblins, creating ever-
smaller cages. The roots snaked over the goblins, and although 
they slashed with their terrible swords, for every root that was 
cut two more sprang from the stump crushing the goblins with 
sickening crunches. Still more foes leapt from hiding-places, but 
the Alhai were the superior fighters. They split ranks, and all 
the other elves ran forward with axes and daggers. Suahikaien 
and Cragillahan killed the goblins that tried to sneak around 
the sides, and Galhaea rained fire down, amazingly not burning 
the trees.

“Run, Rorgnar!” cried Tsiga, spotting a goblin behind him. 
Instead of running though, he drew his dagger and punched 
it through the goblin’s chest. The creature let out a barrage of 
clicks, and blood bubbled out of its mouth. Rorgnar snatched 
up the goblin’s sword, and used it to defend himself against the 
onslaught.

Finally, no more goblins rose from the ground. Only a few 
elves were injured, and everybody seemed to have survived. 
Cragillahan went around the camp, checking up on the other 
Mages, when he noticed a trail of blood leading out into the 
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forest. There was too much of it for it to have been goblin 
blood, otherwise the carcass would be in sight. He followed 
the trail, and it ended at a large tree, with a large pile of leaf-
litter surrounding its roots. A goblin leapt from the tree, almost 
landing on Cragill’s back, but the Mage of Stone dodged and 
dispatched it with his dagger. He looked to where the goblin’s 
lethal knife had landed; point first in what he thought to be a 
hidden root. He leant down and pulled it out, but noticed blood 
dripping from its tip. Casting it aside, he scrabbled to push the 
dead leaves away from where it landed, revealing a bloodstained 
tunic. His heart sank as he realised that he recognised that shirt. 
Sure enough, when he cleared the leaves from the face, it was 
the first Elven face he had seen upon arriving. “Caltann?” There 
was no heartbeat. Cragillahan sombrely picked up the body and 
walked back to the camp.

The Caihi were celebrating a victory; there was music, and 
dancing. Halentul, Danzill and Fraganni were all enjoying a drink 
of blackberry wine together, and a feast was being prepared. As 
Cragillahan came into sight, the musicians stopped. Halentul 
looked up, and gasped in horror.

“My son! What happened to him!?”
“A goblin ambushed him from above. I’m so sorry.”
Cragillahan carefully placed the bloodied corpse on a bench 

which had been set out for the feast. Halentul rose from his 
chair, and knelt by his son’s dead body. He began feeling the 
full weight of his 1900 years as he farewelled his son for the last 
time.

“Em rel tia, emkal taralir. Dirflainn.”
    [I loved you, my son. Farewell.]

11.  Allies and Ambushes
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Chapter Twelve
Dirflainn

Fraganni, Danzill and Halentul, along with the Caihi’s best 
Alha, Vennkarl, carried Caltann’s body on a cloth stretcher 
towards the graveyard. They carefully lowered him into a hole 
that had been dug, and then Vennkarl crouched down and 
placed Caltann’s foghaith beside him as Halentul stood up and 
delivered a speech.

“Emai cranna milari emkalai lurelte taralir, Caltann. Dar 
lua malte di al gunhalla, zu dar lua udak al gil tar bae za-
ku-ku velai. Mi lari, emai kalu maratan Aegradin Thalota li 
Bolhovangr Daltyriae, del Malgai bae Palkantu li Aluhan. 
Mür Caltann, Bolhovangr lua malte di gunhallai; Aegradin 
multe zalgar al muzartalla. Darkal lurelte, Suahikaien 
Melquivae, balku darkal vur na gul na emai balku Caltann. 
Dirflainn, emkalai vut davai li alaril. Tai davnir lu 
maratante.”

Halentul had tears in his eyes as he sat down. The five Mages 
were standing in a group, and Vennkarl had been translating the 
speech from Alamard.

“We bury today our beloved son, Caltann. He was killed 
by a goblin, but he was only a young man of two hundred 
years. This day, we also remember Aegradin Thalota and 
Bolhovangr Daltyriae, the Mages of Secrecy and Solitude. 
Like Caltann, Bolhovangr was killed by goblins; Aegradin 
died fighting a giant. His beloved, Suahikaien Melquivae, 
mourns his loss as much as we mourn Caltann. Farewell, our 
lost friends and family. You will be remembered.”
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Suahi was clutching Aegr’s pendant, and although tears glistened 
on her cheeks she was silent. The musicians began playing; it 
was a dirge for the dead. Aegr’s urn had been placed in a hole 
near Caltann’s grave. One by one, each elf walked up and threw 
a handful of dirt into each hole. When every elf had been past, 
the Mages did so too and Cragillahan tossed a small stone into 
each hole, smoothing the dirt. Rorgnar knelt between the two 
holes, and sent magic through the ground. Roots sprang up, 
making intricate patterns across the graves. When he stood, 
everyone could see his beautiful handiwork. On Aegr’s grave, 
the roots had formed a lizard-like shape, and on Caltann’s, there 
was a single raised root in a broken wavy line, like those that 
graced the heads of all the Alhai. The roots below it seemed to 
subtly depict something familiar to all the elves—a foghaith, 
the dart thrower used by the warriors. Both Suahi and Halentul 
thanked Rorgnar. Finally, Vennkarl stood up and delivered his 
own speech.

“Emai davnir mal del gunhallai. Emai davnir zal avku 
vari emai khal silhar. Del maluzal davnir lu emkalai 
tanroh bar del malu bae Caltann. Del Malgai lu kaev’emai 
gür zal del gunhallai li del kaeltakai. Emai davnir inroh 
Caltann, Aegradin li Bolhovangr. Emai davnir zal, li emai 
davnir gann-avku. Mi lu emkalai udak daiblr bar silhar. 
Davnir tai zal kaev’emai, Alhai bae Guravai li Duinn? 
Emkalai davai li kfai; emkalai alaril. Swn alai lu alaril, li 
swn alai rel avku thra rel emai. Emai davnir nari flainn 
emkalai relt’altai narinrohte. Thra lu kaev’em?” 
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[We will kill the goblins. We will fight them until 
we have peace. The war will be our revenge for 
the murder of Caltann. The Mages are with us 
to fight the goblins and the vampires. We will 
avenge Caltann, Aegradin and Bolhovangr. We 
will fight, and we will defeat them. This is our 
only hope for peace. Will you fight with us, 
warriors of  Guravai and Duinn? Our friends and 
companions; our family. All elves are family,  and 
all elves love those who love us. We will not  leave 
our loved ones unavenged. Who is with me?]

A cheer went up from the crowd. Vennkarl pulled his dagger 
from his belt, hoisting it as he jumped onto a low-hanging tree 
branch. He shouted, “Davnir tai maluzal bar Caltann?”       

 “Ae!”                                                                              
“Davnir emai kir?”  
“AE!”

[Will you battle for Caltann?
Yes!
Will we win?
YES!]

“What’s happening?” asked Cragillahan, lost in the fluent 
Alamard. Halentul smiled through his tear-streaked face, and 
said quietly, “Vennkarl is going to lead the fight, and we are 
going to win. The werewolves can help us avenge my son, but 
the elves are now once again in charge. Tell Nalgar to join us in 
destroying the goblins.”
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_______________

A quiet breeze swept through the camp, heralding a chilly dawn. 
The Mages had packed their scant belongings, and now stood 
awaiting Halentul. The Caihi chief walked out of his hut, greeted 
Cragill, and said, “The other chiefs offer you their blessings. 
Good luck on your travels.”

Ipus spoke silently something over her amulet, which lay in 
her palm, then placed it around her neck, pulling her long hair 
out of the way. It was a circular amulet, with a groove following 
the edge all the way around. There was a cross in the centre of 
it, and to the right of that, a feather had been engraved. All of 
this was carved with fine lines on a silver disc; the grooves, after 
millennia of being worn by Mages, had miraculously stayed free 
of dirt. A dragon swooped down, skimming to the ground low 
enough for her to jump on. Galhaea immediately flew upwards, 
with Ipus on her back. Cragillahan mounted Bullda, as did 
Suahi. Tsiga lifted Rorgnar by the arm and rose off the ground. 
Five Mages flew towards the mountains, towards the never-
ending war between goblins and werewolves.

The midday sun berated the travellers as they stopped for a 
break beside a small lake. Galhaea and Bullda rinsed their scales 
in the glistening water.

“Gul yelhar,” [“Much beauty,”] murmured Cragillahan, 
practising his Elvish. There was a booklet in his hand, which 
Halentul had given to him upon their parting. Ipus walked up 
behind him.

“What book is that?”
“A small translator from Elvish to English. I think I’m getting 

the hang of it.”
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“Really? Say something to me, then.”
“Ti lu yelhar-swn, Malga bae Kurazai.”
“Da lu del kurazai thra lu yelhar-swn, nari em.”
[“You are beautiful, Mage of Dragons.”
“It is the dragons that are beautiful, not me.”]

“You understand Elvish?”
“Enough to hold a basic conversation; French is more my 

strong point. Come on, we’re leaving now.”
By nightfall, the tired Mages had reached the foot of the 

mountain that Twioglefr had lived on. Rorgnar and Suahi had 
been swapped between the two dragons many times.

“Hopefully, we can reach this hut before midnight,” said 
Rorgnar.

“Why midnight, particularly?” asked Cragill.
“I’m tired, dammit.” Rorgnar shook his head, traumatised 

by the fighting earlier in the day, and the Mages trudged up the 
mountain in the dark.

______________

A beam of sunlight shone through a crack between two 
planks. Suahi blocked it with her arm as she opened her eyes, 
and she saw something move in the corner. It was a small rabbit, 
scurrying from its burrow beneath the floorboards. Suahi smiled 
at this beautiful display of life. Suddenly, the rabbit twitched, and 
started growing larger and changing shape. It was a grotesque 
thing to see, and Suahi turned away. When she thought it was 
over, she looked back towards the animal.

“A tigerwolf?” She knew of their ability to conceal 

12.  Dirflainn
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themselves, but was unsure as to whether or not they could 
actually transform.

“I am Kinanha. Follow me.”
Suahi’s eyes widened in surprise, “You can talk?”
Kinanha nodded. “There’s something you need to see.”
Suahi got up from her makeshift bed. She reached for her 

sword, but Kinanha said, “You won’t be needing that, we’re only 
going a short distance.”

“I always keep a weapon with me.”
“Very well.” Kinanha walked out the door, and Suahi slipped 

on her shoes to follow.
By the time the sun had fully risen, Suahi and Kinanha were 

around the corner from Twioglefr’s hut. 
Kinanha said, “Wait here.” 
She walked into a small gap in the hill, surrounded by 

bushes. Suahi sat down on a small boulder. A rustling sound 
came from behind her. She turned, and somebody sprang from 
the undergrowth, maniacally swinging a sword. Suahi deflected 
the first blow with her forearm, the blade digging a chunk from 
her flesh, but by the time her attacker swung again, Suahi had 
her own sword up. She parried the swing, and caught a glimpse 
of her attacker’s face. It was someone she once knew. A Mage, 
but now she was evil. “Ailimessa Sambrinne?” Suahi conjured 
up a message-spell in her mind, and released it.

Cragillahan was sitting in Twioglefr’s hut, eating breakfast 
with the other three. Suddenly the Mage of Flight dropped her 
spoon and bowl, and shouted, “Suahi’s under attack!” 

Everyone sprang up, grabbing their own weapon. Tsiga 
picked up a goblin sword from beside the door. She flew out, 
with the others following her on foot, to where Suahi was.

Suahikaien was having a hard time fighting the Mage of 
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Transformation. Her arms bled from multiple cuts and gashes, 
and the hilt of her sword was slippery from her own blood. 
Ailimessa, with a flick of her wrist, made her sword dig another 
chunk out of Suahi’s arm. Another swing managed to get her 
fingers, chopping two of them off. Suahi cried in pain, and 
switched her sword to her left hand.

Tsiga ran along the path, gathering speed, and jumped. She 
rose into the air, speeding off to where Suahi was. The others ran 
in a group, stumbling on the rocky path. Cragillahan leant down 
and made the rocks into a single solid flat path. Ipus, Cragill and 
Rorgnar sprinted onwards, daggers at the ready.

Suahi dropped her sword, splattering blood from the blade. 
A large gash was flowing freely on the back of her left hand, 
dripping blood onto the soil; chunks had been hacked out of her 
arms, and she was missing three fingers. She looked Ailimessa 
in the eye, and said, “If you kill me, you kill two people.”

The Mage of Transformation grinned wickedly, slowly raised 
her sword, and said, “Excellent.”

Tsiga had finally reached Suahi. She flew down,  but Ailimessa 
had already swung her sword. Suahikaien Melquivae collapsed 
as her life-blood coursed out of her neck. Tsiga landed and 
attacked, but Ailimessa spun around, blocking and parrying. 
Ipus had arrived, and ran over to Suahi, but she was too late; the 
Mage of Trickery died in her arms.

12.  Dirflainn
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Heirlooms

Ailimessa Sambrinne transformed into a bird, flying up into the 
air and avoiding Tsiga. The Mage of Flight pursued a sparrow 
through the scrub. Suddenly, Ailimessa flew into a large 
thornbush. With one swift hack, Tsiga cleared the branches, but 
the Mage of Transformation was nowhere to be seen. Tsiga tried 
casting her mind out, but her concentration had been shattered. 
She wearily flew back to Ipus, dropping her sword on the bloody 
ground. Cragillahan and Rorgnar had arrived just after Ipus, 
and were making a stretcher to carry the body back to the hut.

“This place must be cursed,” said Cragill. “So much death.”
Tsiga had been keeping away from the others, berating 

herself for letting Ailimessa escape. She saw flies buzzing in a 
nearby bush, and realised she could smell decay. A tigerwolf 
lay dead beneath the scrub. It looked as if it had been dead for 
a few days, but smelled as if it had lain rotting for a week. Tsiga 
returned to the others, and told them what she had found. 

Ipus followed her to where it was. She noticed a particular 
patterning on its side, and a familiar scar on its cheek, and told 
Tsiga, “It’s Kinanha, Twioglefr’s tigerwolf.”

Cragill and Rorgnar slowly carried Suahi’s body on a rough 
stretcher towards Twio’s hut. Tsiga walked a short distance ahead, 
eyes downcast and mind numb with grief. Ipus was walking 
behind the others, alert in case of an attack. Tsiga stumbled, 
dropping the goblin sword she used in place of Dragonfly. She 
crouched to pick it up, and as Cragill and Rorgnar walked past 
she saw a flicker of movement on the other side of the path. 
Tsiga sprung up, flying over Cragillahan, twisting through the 
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air to land with her sword-point through a rabbit. It morphed 
hideously, writhing around the tip. Ailimessa Sambrinne lay 
there in the dust, a sword transfixing her through the stomach. 
Tsiga looked her in the eye and saw the fear, the pain. She 
hesitated, then thought of Suahi. Tsiga pulled the sword from 
Ailimessa’s gut and beheaded her abruptly, her sword cutting 
through the Mage’s neck in the same fashion that Ailimessa had 
executed Suahi. The Mage of Flight stood up and walked away, 
following the others to the hut.

Shortly after, the Mage of Trees returned to where Ailimessa 
had died, and out of respect to the great Mage she once was, 
grew roots over her body, covering up the blood as well. She had 
always been kind to him at the Haven Meets, when he was still a 
child but attending because Dryadaera, the previous Mage and 
his surrogate mother, brought him along.

“Aili, why? What changed your mind?” Rorgnar hated to see 
the death of a friend, but even worse was that of an enemy who 
had once been a friend. He felt betrayed and mournful, finding 
it incomprehensible why such a good person could turn so evil. 
He went back to where the others were, keeping silent. He sat in 
a corner, curled up, trying to get all thoughts of death from his 
head. 

Tsiga noticed his sadness, and went to comfort him. A cool 
breeze heralded her presence, and he rested his head on her 
shoulder. “Come, we need to bury Suahi,” she said, bringing him 
to his feet.

Cragillahan crouched a few metres away from Bolhov’s grave, 
with his fingers in the soil. He poured his magic out through 
his hands, and a large chunk of soil lifted from the ground. He 
placed it off to the side, and Tsiga lifted Suahi’s body into the air. 
Carefully, she lowered the corpse into the grave, and laid Suahi 
to rest with her sword atop her body. Rorgnar formed a cage of 
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roots for the second time that day, but this time around Suahi, 
and finally Cragillahan replaced the dirt. He raised a headstone, 
inscribing on it:

Here Lies 
Suahikaien Naronie Valisau Melquivae, 

Beloved of Aegradin Runanndach Thalota and 
Mother of his Unborn Child. 
Dir Flainn Kaeva Silhar.

“They’re together again,” said Tsiga, vaguely; her mind was 
somewhere else, somewhere away from the pain and grief. The 
Mages paid their respects at the graves of their fallen friends. 

_______________

“How do we get to the werewolves?” asked Ipus, as the sun 
dipped below the hill.

“The only plausible route is the way you came here; across 
the underground lake,” answered Cragillahan.

“Really? I’ve only ever seen my route before; no other 
tunnels or anything like that.”

“According to one of Twio’s books the werewolves have a 
secret entrance to their kingdom. It’s underwater and that’s 
why the goblins have never found it.”

Tsiga was sitting in the corner, holding a book. “Here’s the 
one you mean,” she said dejectedly. 

Rorgnar took the book, a small dun volume, and said, “Is it 
wise to go so soon? I know that the faster, the better, but if any 
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one person is unable to use their magic, it could be disastrous.”
“We can allow for perhaps a week, no more,” said Cragill, 

taking the book from Rorgnar, who sat down beside Tsiga.  
Cragill put his arm around her, and she sobbed into his 
embrace. 

“Suahi was my closest friend for a century. She and Aegr 
eked out a living as farmers, then they ran a convenience store... 
I met with them every year, after I became a teacher. Then, one 
year, Cragill was there too. Aegr, with his mastery of disguises, 
visited Bolhov. Do I bring bad luck? Am I cursed, Rorgnar?”

“No, not at all. You’re remarkable. Your fighting skills are 
unparalleled and the magic you wield is strong. I’ve never met 
anyone, man or woman, who would—or could—give someone 
mercy and deal out justice like you did today.”

“I had to kill her!”
“I know. If I had known she was there, I would have tried 

to attack, but you did some kind of crazy flip and killed her in 
two seconds sharp.”

“I’m not as good with this sword as I was with Dragonfly, 
though.”

“Practise, then. I will too, with my knife, but that sword 
is as sharp and black as Futhuulkor’s mind. It’s like a raven, a 
silver raven.”

“Silver Raven it is, then. Any good sword deserves a name; 
Suahi’s was called Crowflight. That sword truly flew.”

“As do you.”

Cragillahan and Ipus exited the hut, leaving the other two 
quietly talking. The dragons snorted a greeting towards the 
woman who had raised them from hatchlings. Ipus smiled, 
though it went unseen in the deep twilight. Bullda strode over 
to Cragillahan as Ipus mounted Galhaea. The dragons flew 

13.  Heirlooms
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into the night sky, bearing Mages mourning the loss of a close 
friend.

Rorgnar and Tsiga were practising fighting skills, using 
sharp balanced wooden daggers crafted by Rorgnar. He held 
the mock-knife in his left hand, carefully following Tsiga’s 
instructions.

“Always be aware of your surroundings. One small mistake, 
and whatever enemy you’re fighting can gut you.  Even though 
the knife, unlike the sword, isn’t designed solely for combat, it 
can be just as effective.”

Rorgnar spun, stabbing the knife into one of the targets—
straw wrapped in old cloth—before ducking and stabbing 
another.

“Always be one step ahead. Faster, more unpredictable. 
Controlled, but unpredictable.”

Another straw target was struck, then a fourth.
“There is an attack where you draw your knife, dagger, 

or shortsword, and with the same movement, you slash their 
throat. Try it.”

Rorgnar faced a straw target, dropped the wooden knife, 
then slowly moved his left hand down to where his own knife 
was sheathed. Half a second later, the target’s head was rolling 
along the ground and the dagger was embedded in the chest of 
a target a few metres behind Rorgnar. He had unsheathed the 
dagger, removed the head of the target, and thrown the dagger 
at a second target all in the same move.

“Brilliant!” said Tsiga, smiling at him. Rorgnar looked 
around at the devastation he had wrought. A root snaked out 
from the ground and threw his knife to him. He caught it and 
resheathed it fluently. One mannikin had no head, and the 
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other five had stab-marks right through the centre of the chest. 
Cragillahan and Ipus walked over from the dragons.

“Good knifework. We’ll make a warrior of you yet.” Cragill 
picked up the disembodied straw head. Even the stick that had 
held it to the body was sliced through cleanly.

“Can I have a look at that knife?” asked Cragill.
“Sure. It’s Elf-made.” Rorgnar tossed the knife to 

Cragillahan, who caught it casually with two fingers.
“It’s quite a good knife, but...” Cragill’s voice trailed off as a 

look of wonderment appeared on his face.
“What is it?” asked Rorgnar, looking worried.
“Luras taruhaz karldu!” babbled the Mage of Stone.
“What’s that in English?”
“Surely, this can’t be true! This knife....where did you get it?”
“Dryadaera gave it to me. Why, what is it?”
“These markings on the blade were put there by Pheh-Tzil. 

The ring inside the hilt was his amulet.”
“Wasn’t his amulet buried with him?” asked Ipus.
“It should have been, but now it seems that it wasn’t. I 

remember my master telling me about it. His was a personal 
amulet, not a Mage Heirloom, and so it wouldn’t’ve been passed 
down. Unlike ours, which we wear around our necks, he wore 
it as a ring. Pure silver, with an emerald, and two sapphires, one 
on each side. He was a Tree Mage; they symbolised something 
or other, but I can’t remember what.”

“Does the hilt come open?” asked Rorgnar.
“If you remove the pommel...” Cragill tossed the knife 

to Rorgnar who caught it and unscrewed the pommel. He 
shook the hilt, and a mummified finger wearing a ring fell out. 
Rorgnar closed his eyes and felt the pulsing magic of the finger, 
like a heartbeat.

13.  Heirlooms
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“It’s still alive!” he exclaimed. Then, his face went ashen 
grey, and he slowly rose the knife.

“Nobody panic,” he said, sounding as if he was asleep. 
He cut off the fourth finger of his right hand, and raised the 
mummified finger to the stump. It fused perfectly, and Rorgnar 
woke up.

“That was... unexpected,” said Tsiga, looking at the severed 
digit on the ground.

“We should get going,” suggested Rorgnar, and the others 
agreed. They went to the hut, collected their bags, and Rorgnar 
cleaned his knife off. He couldn’t quite comprehend what had 
happened, but the finger looked as if it was his own; the ring 
covered the scar where the digit had replaced its predecessor.

The Stones of Home
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Chapter Fourteen
Underground Skirmishes

The four Mages descended the rickety ladder into the basement 
of Twioglefr’s hut. Rorgnar led the way, followed by Tsiga, then 
Ipus, then Cragillahan.

“We will need to swim to the bottom of the lake,” Rorgnar 
said. “Cragill, if you could show us exactly where, then we can 
pass mostly undetected for longer.”

He adjusted the pack so it sat better on his back.
“Tsiga, you’ll need to be our air supply, and Ipus, you supply 

light.”
“What’ll you be doing?” asked Tsiga.
“This knife used to be that of a pacifist, but now I am a 

fighter. I’ll hold them off for as long as possible before joining 
you.”

They opened the small door through which Bolhov and 
Cragillahan had first seen Ipus enter. Her boat was still where 
she had left it, although its rope had been cut and caught on 
a rock. The small dock had been smashed, leaving a pile of 
splintery planks. 
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A click sounded in the shadows, and a lone goblin appeared 
between them and the door. Its face had an ugly scar across its 
left eye, and on the leather sleeve-armour it wore were multiple 
cuts, along with a large burn on its chest and singed armour. The 
goblin uttered a series of clicks, and a dozen others appeared 
from the murky darkness.

“Looks like we’ve had a run-in with him before,” muttered 
Cragill. Scenes flashed before Ipus’s eyes, of smashing through 
the now-repaired hillside; Galhaea breathing fire, and fighting 
goblins alongside Cragill and Bolhov with daggers and knives. 
She involuntarily stepped back, and slipped on the stones at 
the water’s edge. As one, the goblin horde leapt at the Mages, 
swinging their deadly swords.

“Quick! Into the boat!” shouted Rorgnar. Ipus dived onto 
her boat, shortly followed by Cragill and Tsiga. On the shore, 
the goblins felt the brunt of Rorgnar’s newfound fighting skills. 
Tsiga summoned a gust of wind to propel the boat, while Ipus 
breathed light into a skeletal dragon made of fire. Amidst all 
this commotion, Cragillahan was sitting stone-still with his eyes 
closed, in the centre of the boat.

“Stop! This is it!” he told Tsiga.
“Rorgnar, jump!” she yelled. He did so, and a shaft of air 

slammed him across the lake. He landed in the water and dove.  
The fiery dragon plummeted downward, transforming into 
blue spheres of light as it hit the surface. A ball of air followed 
Rorgnar, and the other Mages jumped in after him. Ipus threw 
a light to the bed of the lake, revealing a dark hole. Goblins 
dove into the lake, chasing the Mages, but they couldn’t swim 
very deeply. Cragill led the others through a pitch-black tunnel, 
and finally, the waterway led upwards. Four dripping Mages 
shivered around a quickly-started fire. Then, they heard a growl, 
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and an enormous creature stepped out of the shadows. It was 
three metres tall and covered with fur.

“Who are you, and why have you entered the realm of the 
werewolves?” he asked, clacking his massive claws together as if 
preparing to attack.

“We are the Mages of Stone, Dragon, Flight and Forest. We 
wish to meet with Nalgar,” said Cragill, eyeing the werewolf ’s 
humanlike, fur-covered fingers that ended in claws.

“Very well. I am Drozak. I will take you to him, but I cannot 
guarantee that he will receive you.” The werewolf turned and led 
the Mages down a dark passage. Another werewolf joined them, 
after appearing out of a side-tunnel covered in blood.

“What happened to you, Fotar?” asked Drozak, concernedly.
“Goblins, a whole horde. None breathe, but I may join them 

without treatment soon. You’re headed to the Cave?”
“These Mages request an audience with Nalgar. Walk with 

us.”
“Mages, eh? Not many of those down here, I can tell you 

that.” Fotar limped along with the small group.
After about an hour of walking through dark caves, dimly 

lit with occasional torches, Ipus asked, “How much further, 
Drozak?”

“Not long yet, Dragonlady. We’re almost there.”
“I smell goblins!” yelled Fotar. Drozak immediately ran and 

started sniffing the air. “Run, Mages!” he shouted. They drew 
their weapons and prepared to fight. Goblins swarmed out of 
a small cave, armed with their lethal swords. Fotar and Drozak 
ducked and dodged, avoiding the swords and crunching the 
goblin’s fragile skulls with their large teeth, and shredding them 
with their claws. Tsiga swung her own goblin sword, hacking 
off limbs and heads.  A major knife-fight was going on with the 

14.  Underground Skirmishes
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other Mages. Cragillahan was using the tunnel to his advantage, 
morphing the stone to pin and crush goblins.

“Stand back from the passage!” he yelled. The werewolves 
jumped back, and fought the goblins in the main tunnel. 
Cragillahan slammed both his fists into the rough stone, and 
the smaller tunnel sealed shut. Drozak dispatched the last few 
goblins, and ran over to Fotar.

“Any chance you’re going to survive?”
“A goblin dagger to the chest hardly bodes well for survival. 

Take my body to Lotar.” With these words he coughed up blood. 
“Tell Rittaun I love her, and the pups.” 

Fotar’s last words bubbled out with his blood. Drozak closed 
his eyes and let out a blood-curdling, grief-stricken howl.

“Tsiga, I need you over here,” said Cragill quietly.
“What is it?”
“I need you to remove the air from this chamber. It’s a dead 

end, but there’s about thirty goblins in there.” He placed his 
hand against the freshly formed wall, and fanned his fingers out, 
forming a small hole, perhaps as wide as a finger.

“All yours.”
Tsiga partly covered the hole with her fingers, and the Mages 

felt a cold breeze. Cragillahan resealed the wall, and after a few 
minutes made it sink down into the ground. Dozens of goblin 
corpses could be seen, littering the floor. Werewolves came 
scampering through the tunnel, having heard Drozak’s howl. 
They saw Fotar’s corpse, and took up the howl themselves. Two 
of them carefully picked it up, after Drozak muttered something 
to them. The third stayed behind to collect the knives from the 
goblins.

“Two attacks in one day. They are getting far more frequent. 
A decade ago, one attack a month was more usual. At least, in 
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this time of fighting, we are well-fed and well-armed.”
“You eat the goblins?” asked Rorgnar.
“There’s a thermal vent in the Cave. We use it to cook them, 

and besides, what else is there to eat? Trolls? Even a small one is 
twice the height of a werewolf, and far bulkier. In these caverns, 
there’s only werewolves, goblins and trolls. Bats too, but they’re 
a bit small and too fast to bother catching for a meal.” The 
werewolf gathering knives stopped for a moment, and pulled 
a bundle of moss from his back. He set it alight with his torch, 
then added some bones from his bag.

“Drozak, you hungry?” he asked.
“A bit, yeah. More worn out than hungry, though.” He went 

over to the other wolf, and said, “May I introduce Hakurir, a 
fellow scout and a close friend. Hak, this is Cragill, Ipus, Tsiga 
and Rorgnar, the Mages.”

Hakurir grabbed a goblin and ripped off an arm. Cragillahan 
asked, “What does goblin meat taste like?”

“Here, try this.” Drozak hacked out a piece of cooked flesh 
and tossed it to him. Cragill caught it, and looked at it dubiously. 
After biting into it, he said, “It’s quite stringy, but it’s not too bad. 
A little like pork.” He encouraged the others to try it, and they 
agreed with his verdict.

When the goblin had been fully eaten, Drozak told Hak, 
“Fotar encountered some goblins a while up that path. When 
you find it, make a trail for the food-collectors. I’ll see you in 
the Cave.”

“Is there any other name besides the Cave? What’s the 
proper name?” asked Ipus, as they navigated dark and winding 
passages. They rounded a corner, and Drozak said, “Welcome to 
Veran-Duratir, realm of the Virin.”

Before them lay a large town in an even larger cavern. A steep 
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slope led downwards, and there were steps off to the right. Just 
then, a werewolf ran towards the slope, and then up it. When he 
reached the ledge, he said, “What happened to my brother? How 
could you let him die? He has pups at his hearth!”

“Lotar. Friend. He fought a whole horde of goblins, and then 
accompanied us. A second horde attacked, and though Fotar 
fought valiantly there were too many. A dagger found its way 
into his chest.”

“Does Rittaun know yet?”
“Not unless he’s been carried into town already.”
A wavering, grief-filled howl rang through the air, coming 

from the town. “It sounds as if she does.”
Lotar, Drozak and the Mages started down the stairs.

The Stones of Home
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Politics

As Drozak led them through the village, the Mages noticed some 
strange weapons: enormous bones tipped with goblin knives.

“Drozak, what are those?” asked Tsiga.
“They’re called ‘yrfa’, if you’re a Virun; you might describe 

them as bladed clubs. Troll bones and goblin knives.”
A particularly burly pair of werewolves had spears with 

entire goblin sword-blades inserted into the bone. They stood 
outside a large doorway and blocked Drozak.

“Why are you here?” one of them asked.
“I have the Mages with me. They wish to consult with Nalgar.”
The guards stepped aside, and Drozak entered with the 

Mages. They stood in a large room, with a fire in its centre. 
Opposite them, on the other side of the fire, sat an enormous 
werewolf on a throne of black marble.

“Alpha Nalgar. The Mages wish to talk to you.”
The gigantic werewolf stood up. He was over three metres 

tall, bulky, and scarred from snout to tail.
“And what do they wish to discuss? Surely we haven’t angered 

the elves by hunting goblins?”
“You have nothing to fear from the elves, Chief Nalgar. We 

come here from them with a proposed treaty,” said Cragill.
“A treaty? And why would we want a treaty with the elves? 
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They murdered us. My father fell to the elves.”
“We bring with us their apology, but a war is near. After 

Haven fell to the vampires, they joined with the evil Mages, who 
have sympathies with the goblins also. We can only win if your 
people and the elves work together.”

“And why should we fight against them? What risk do they 
pose us?”

“If they can get to the goblins, then they can get to you. It’s 
not long until, after destroying the elves, they come down here 
to kill these families.”

“Any werewolf can kill a dozen goblins, and humans aren’t 
that tough either.”

Cragillahan ignored this thinly veiled threat, and responded, 
“You don’t understand! The goblins know all the tunnels. 
That’s why the attacks have been getting more frequent; they’re 
scouting out the caves. And the Mages can kill with a flick of the 
hand. If you don’t fight, you will die.”

“And if we do fight, we also die. Why shouldn’t the werewolves 
join these other Mages? They seem to hate the elves.”

“A few werewolves might die, but the rest will survive. If the 
caverns, though, are the battlefield, then the casualties will be 
the mates and pups of the warriors as well.”

“What if we lose? They will still die and the werewolves will 
have lost everything, including honour.”

 This irritated Cragill, who launched into an angry retort. 
“Your honour. Is that what keeps you trapped underground? 
Three of my friends have died in the last few months. We had 
an agreement that if anyone dies, we would fight, and avenge 
them. Aegradin died from an attack by a giant, which was being 
controlled by Muirtevonn, who still lives. Bolhovangr was killed 
by a horde of goblins under the command of Futhuulkor, and 
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Suahi was murdered by the Mage of Transformation. So, if your 
honour means so much to you, and you want to starve  on goblin 
flesh in the dark, then stay here. I can’t force you to join us in the 
sunlight. You need not leave your cave for the scent of grass and 
the thrill of battle. Dead goblins and vampires are the only spoils 
if you win. Up there, there’s no caves to hide in, no trolls to hunt. 
Stay here. Hide underground. Preserve your dignity.”

This last word he spat, as if it were a bad taste in his mouth. 
He turned and walked back to the other Mages, and sat on the 
floor with them, quietly fuming.

“You have a convincing argument, Mage of Stone. If it means 
so much to you, then we will fight. And I do miss the scent of 
grass.”

“So, you’ll agree for peace with the elves? You’ll accept the 
treaty?”

“They killed Grafa, my father. I’ll not forget that. I remember 
the youngster that killed him, too. Called ‘Kartarn’ or something.”

“Caltann?”
“That was it. And on my own honour and my father’s, I shall 

not agree to this until he lies dead.”
“You’ll agree, then, Nalgar? I saw him die. An attack from 

goblins.”
“We will join you on the battlefield, then. And we will make 

temporary peace with the elves.”
“Very well, then. Could you accompany us to the surface to 

meet the elves?”
“Anything for a Mage.”

“Nalgar! Rittaun wants to see you!” yelled one of the guards. 
She pushed past him, and stormed in. “What leader lets his 

people die! Fotar has sons and daughters but you sent him out 

15.  Politics
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to be killed! The pups ask for their father, but I haven’t the heart 
to tell them.”

“Your mate volunteered to join the scouts after the pups 
were born. It is no fault of mine that he was attacked twice, but 
the goblins that he fought will not be bothering us again. He 
killed most of them, and the other scouts killed the rest.”

“Why did he volunteer at all?”
“He was young, he had a beautiful mate, and five gorgeous 

pups. All was right with the world; he wanted to support his 
family.”

“He died! How is that supporting us?”
“Calm down, Rittaun. Your mate died protecting the pack. 

Protecting his family. Protecting you.”
“He didn’t have to die!”
“But he did. We have no control of our fate. His brother will 

look after you from now on.”
“When is Fotar’s burial?”
“That shall be done tomorrow.”
Rittaun left the chamber, looking as if there was a heavy 

burden on her slender shoulders.
“She’s always had a temper, that one. My mate is a litter-mate 

of her mother. I’ve managed to tame one of that family; let’s just 
hope Lotar survives.”

“Shall we leave now?” asked Ipus.
“Very well, Dragonlady.” Nalgar  strode around the fire, 

grabbing a knife as he did so.
“I’ll accompany the Mages to the surface. My son Narlugar 

is in charge.”
“You’re not staying for Fotar’s wake?” asked one of the 

guards.
“Oh. Bother. I forgot about that. Mages, you’ll have to stay 
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another day or two. I hope you don’t mind.”
“No no, it’s fine. We’d like to learn more about werewolf 

culture,” said Tsiga. 
Nalgar directed them to follow him and he led them to a 

guest house. “You’ll be sleeping here, all of you. Any problems, 
just talk to someone.”

_______________

A howl went up in the camp, rousing the sleeping Cragillahan. 
“Blargh. What was that?” he asked, tired and bleary-eyed.

“I dunno,” answered Rorgnar from the other side of the 
room, next to Tsiga. “What’s the time?”

“Five thirty in the morning,” came a voice from the next 
room.

“Really? What was the howl for, then? We under attack?” 
asked Cragill, sitting up.

“It’s like a cockcrow, I suppose.” said Ipus, walking into the 
room. “Also, Rorgnar, where’s your pack? There’s food there, 
right?”

“You’ll find it in the corner. You’ll also find me asleep for 
another hour or two.” With that, Rorgnar rolled over so he was 
facing the sleeping Tsiga, and went back to sleep.

“Why does the howl go up so early?”
“Werewolves sleep for a shorter period of time than us, and 

they have no sunlight to control their hours. Their day starts 
earlier than ours.”

“Too early, if you ask me. The pack’s over there. I’ll get up 
soon.”

Ipus rummaged through the pack, and left upon finding the 
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necessary items. 
A few minutes later, Cragill got up and joined Ipus in the 

kitchen, which also functioned as a dining room. “What food is 
there?” he asked, as he made himself comfortable on the stone 
floor.

“Besides the bread, we have a little dried fruit and the 
ingredients for another loaf. We also have goblin meat.”

“Ugh. Not my favourite. They seem too human; it feels 
wrong to eat them.”

“I agree, but at least it’s better than bugs. D’you want some 
bread and jam?”

“Ah, the comforts of civilisation. Yes please.”
“When will Rorgnar and Tsiga wake up, do you think?” 

asked Ipus as she buttered the bread.
“Trees are slow beings, which sleep for a long time. I doubt 

he’ll be awake for a while. I have a feeling that they might have 
stayed up later than us, too.” 

He thanked Ipus for the sandwich, and asked, “Do you think 
Tsiga will wake up sooner?”

“I don’t know, why?”
“I have an idea as to how we can stop the goblins attacking.”
“How d’you propose that, then?”
“I need her to show me where the airflows are, so I can 

reshape the tunnels to the werewolves’ advantage.”
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Chapter Sixteen
The Howl

Fire blazed in a circle around a large hole, dug in the dirt floor 
on the edge of the cavern. The werewolves were howling a chant 
and banging on drums. 

Beside the pit stood Nalgar, Lotar and Drozak, the latter two 
holding Fotar’s body. Nalgar raised a troll-bone over his head, 
and then with a tremendous howl, cracked it in two. The howl 
seemed to linger in the air, almost as a colour—an amber light 
wafting from his mouth. Nalgar lowered the two halves of the 
bone to the fire and a new rhythm emerged from the chanters. 
The flames danced up the bones, and Nalgar raised his arms 
to cross the flaming bones above his head. Lotar and Drozak 
lowered the body into the hole, then picked up two half-bones 
each. Once they ignited them, an amazing three-person juggling 
ceremony began. Burning bones flew through the air, then each 
wolf picked up a second unbroken bone. They each used it as a 
club, bouncing the flaming half-troll-bones, then more bones 
were added by the chanters. Two dozen bones flew through the 
air, and suddenly the chant changed, became more intense, and 
the bones flew higher and higher. The chant stopped, and the 
lights in the air disappeared. Charred and scorched bones fell 
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back to the jugglers resulting in each wolf having eight bones. 
They laid them around the edge of the hole, then jumped over 
the fire. The flames spread to the hole as the chants and drums 
started up again, then went out, leaving only the edge of the hole 
burning. The howlsong ebbed, then ended.

Nalgar stood up on a raised platform, with Rittaun on his left 
and Lotar on his right. They each held one of her pups: Emmann 
and Hwala, the youngest two. All the other werewolves were 
sitting on the lower ground, along with Gvengar, Yalavé and 
Arga, the older cubs of Fotar’s hearth. 

Nalgar started a beautiful howl, full of sadness and nostalgia. 
Lotar and Rittaun joined in, and the drummers began a quiet 
rhythm. The howls spoke of a friend, a brother, a husband. Three 
voices became one, and amber light shone at their mouths. It 
drifted out, and slowly, a shape was forming in the air, first faint 
as a shadow, but gaining strength. Fotar stood before them, a 
glowing apparition, and the pups joined in the howl, adding 
their innocent joy at seeing their father. 

Then, the howl changed its tone; Fotar slowly faded and 
the light seemed to turn red. A picture of a goblin appeared, 
red with hatred and blood. The pups whimpered, and Nalgar   
changed the colour of the howl. Green and blue filled the air; 
a meadow, and a blue sky. All the werewolves marvelled at his 
imagery. Nalgar howled of freedom, of sunlight. He was the only 
werewolf that remembered the outside world; he was a cub in 
his mother’s arms when they fled from the elves. Now, he was 
almost a century and a half old, and was ready to see the sky for 
one last time. His howl hung in the air, and the half-remembered 
scent of grass hung in his nostrils. Nalgar was unconsciously 
pouring joy into his howls as his memories came flooding back 
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to him, and then with an aggressiveness that only werewolves 
can accomplish, he poured his hate of goblins into the howl. 
Joy and an urge to fight echoed in the caverns, and a love for 
his people built up in the sound. The image slowly became 
brighter and turned into a white star with four points. Brighter 
and brighter it grew, with all of Nalgar’s raw emotion-filled 
howls of love, of joy, of hatred, of bloodlust until it exploded 
with a shatter, leaving only the purest ethereal echo of a crystal 
wineglass. Silence reigned in the caverns for a moment. 

Then, Nalgar said, “These underground caves have been our 
home for 150 years. But once, we had a different home. A home 
filled with light, where grass grows and water flows. That home 
we had, it’s gone now. But there are places like it. We shall fight 
the goblins and the vampires, and the elves will help us to repay 
killing our kind. I am an old dog, far older than most. But I 
remember the smell of grass, the feel of wind, the warmth of 
sunlight. The howls I have given you are only a taste of marvels 
of the surface world. I would feel my fur in the sun, one last time 
before I die.”

The following howl was one of the loudest things the Mages 
had ever heard. The wolves were pouring all their appreciation 
and agreement into it; their desire to see the surface and their 
will to fight.

“Mages!” yelled Nalgar, beckoning them forward. “How 
soon do we fight?”

“A month, no more,” replied Cragillahan.
“Drozak! How long does it take to get to the surface?”
“For one wolf, a day. For three hundred, including mates, 

pups and belongings, most of a month.”
“Werewolves! Prepare yourselves! The sky beckons!”
The Mages were alone with Hakurir who was leading them 

16.  The Howl
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through the tunnels to the surface. Tsiga and Cragill had worked 
together to seal all the caves that the werewolves didn’t use, 
so that the goblins were unable to attack Veran-Duratir. The 
werewolves had started to prepare for their new life that they 
were sure awaited them on the surface, and Hakurir was leaving 
markers so that the other werewolves could later follow.

“You’re in the main route now. Follow it until it branches 
into two paths and take the left one. There should be a chute 
going up. Cragillahan, make the tunnels wider and smoother so 
that werewolves can use them.”

Hakurir handed something to Tsiga.
“Here’s the troll-tooth. May you all reach the surface in 

safety.”
The werewolf scout bounded back down the twisting caves.
“Why did you want a tooth, Tsiga?” asked Rorgnar.
“For the handle of my goblin sword. It’s almost the exact 

shape; if I can fit it as a pommel, this sword will be far better.”
Cragillahan stopped in the centre of the path. He breathed 

out, then placed his hands palms-downward with the fingers 
splayed out. The walls of the cave grew further apart, and the 
sharp stones on the ground sank into the floor of the cave, 
leaving a smooth surface. 

“Let’s go,” he said, after inspecting his handiwork. The 
chimney to the surface had crude footholds and handholds 
chipped into it. With his dagger, Cragillahan made them far 
deeper and larger, and also added some more. Tsiga flew up past 
him, and when he reached the top, he yelled down to Rorgnar, 
“Can you hurry up? There’s thorns here!”

Once all the Mages were up, and Rorgnar had cleared the 
spiky bushes, they looked out upon a large field. The sun was 
setting, and a small brook ran through the meadow, meeting a 
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larger stream by the edge.
“Where are we?” asked Ipus, looking around in wonderment.
“I’m not sure, but everything here is beautiful,” replied 

Cragill.
“Well, I’m going to call the dragons. Don’t disturb me,” she 

said, taking off her backpack. She started singing, a captivating 
song wafting through the air, completely unlike the quick verse 
Cragillahan had heard her say at Twio’s hut.

When the meadows burn
And the creeks run dry
That is when we’ll part
Under an ash-filled sky.

When the magic leaves
And my dragons die
Those will be the times
That my heart will cry.

When the sky goes dark
And our deaths are nigh
I will miss my friend
The final dragonfly.

But in these dark times
The end is not yet here
So flap your lovely wings
And now take to the air.

Above the verdant hills
You have naught to fear
Protect us from the night
My dragons now come near.                          [Music p.248]
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“That is the most beautiful and sad song I have ever heard. Your 
voice is more powerful than your magic,” said Cragillahan.

“My magic is my voice, and vice versa. I speak to the dragons, 
I sing to them, and they love me.”

“I can see how that could work,” said Cragill, a long-forgotten 
love of music suddenly flaring up in him.  

Ipus sat down beside her backpack, getting out some food. 
“Let’s eat,” she said, biting into the bread. The others sat down, 
and she handed the loaf around. Cragill sparked a fire on a flat 
rock, and shaped it into a large dish. Rorgnar left the fire to fetch 
something, and came back holding a rabbit.

“I love this place. There’s food, water, and beauty—all the 
necessities of life.” 

He unsheathed his beautiful Elvish knife and skinned the 
rabbit, which was then roasted over the fire. Cragillahan and 
Ipus fell asleep side by side next to the fire; Tsiga and Rorgnar 
laid down their heads on the opposite side.
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Chapter Seventeen 
Hatchings and Histories

The flap of leathery wings woke the Mages. Ipus sat up on the 
dew-covered grass beside Cragillahan to see Galhaea lying down 
in the meadow, and Bullda soaring overhead. She excitedly rose 
to her feet and ran to Galhaea, rubbing the dragon’s neck and 
stroking her head. Galhaea let out a snort of hot air, bathing 
Ipus’s face in dragon-breath.

“Tu m’as manqué; les grottes étaient sombres.” [“I missed 
you; the caves were dark.”] As if in response, the dragon 
snorted again, followed by a small lick of flame. Bullda flew 
down and landed on the other side of the Dragon Mage, who 
put an arm around each scaly neck. A few snorts later, Ipus 
laughed and walked over to the other three, who were still 
lying on the ground.

“Galhaea’s egg has hatched! I was doubtful as to whether 
it had survived, but now, he’s flapping around the nest. They 
want me to name the youngster Harhounn. The others are 
looking after him right now; I’m going to fly with them to the 
nest, sing to him. This moment is crucial in a hatchling’s life, 
when they’re meeting their family.”

“We need to get to Haven, though, as soon as possible.”
“We could split up—I must do this.”
“Rorgnar and I will go to Navan, then. I know Cragill loves 
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the dragons,” said Tsiga, amid mouthfuls of her breakfast.
“Well then, stone man? You’ll join me?” asked Ipus, 

climbing onto Galhaea’s back.
“Happily. I haven’t seen a hatchling since since you brought 

one to Haven back in 1807.”
“It was 1806, and he was this one’s great-great-grandfather, 

Taliesin.”
“The musical Dragon Mage and her bardic dragon. You’ve 

always loved music, haven’t you?”
“I would be the Mage of Music if it could be controlled; if 

I hadn’t met the dragons. But that’s part of the magic of music, 
that it is uncontrollable.” She beckoned Cragill over, who swung 
his pack onto his back and mounted Bullda. The dragons flew 
off, and Tsiga started laughing. “What’s so funny?” asked 
Rorgnar, who hadn’t even sat up yet.

“Those idiots didn’t even grab breakfast. Riding a dragon, 
they’ll be starving by nightfall.”

“Speaking of food, can you chuck me some? I’m starving.” 
Half a loaf landed on his chest; Rorgnar sat up and leaned on a 
nearby tree. “Thanks. What type of bread’s this?”

“Just plain bread, with a few added herbs.”
“Which ones? It tastes like pizza.”
“Oregano, mostly. A couple of others. It’s stale because I 

baked it when we were down in Veran-Duratir.”
“If I was able to eat only this and fresh meat every day for 

the rest of my life, I would not be unhappy.”
“You’d die of thirst.”
“Trees soak up water through their roots. Why can’t I soak 

it up through my toes, in the soil?”
“I was just pointing out the fault in your statement.”
“There was no fault though, I only said ‘eat’; there was no 
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mention of abstaining from water. I was complimenting your 
cooking, not starting a debate.”

“Why bother with meat at all, then?”
“Man cannot live on bread alone. Also, rabbit-meat 

sandwiches.”
“Good point. Pass me one.”
Food changed hands, and silence ruled as they woke 

themselves up with succulent roast-rabbit sandwiches. Once 
they had finished, Tsiga hoisted her pack onto her back and 
said, “If we’re going to be inconspicuous in Navan, then we’d 
better buy some more casual clothes. We look as if we’re from 
some Viking settlement.”

“This outfit isn’t too bad—plaid shirts aren’t too uncommon 
these days.”

“Neither are lethal Elvish daggers and scraggly hair, I see.”
“So I’ll get a haircut and a bag.”
“How much money do we have that’ll be accepted?”
“I’ve got something like five hundred in cash, and a few 

solid gold coins.”
“Let’s get to the nearest town, then. We’ll meet in the forest 

beside it.” 
Tsiga jumped into the air and flew off. Rorgnar mentally 

scanned the area, then set off in the general direction of the 
town. He travelled by tree, and like a man raised by apes, he 
leapt from branch to branch. If anyone had been watching, 
they may have noticed that rather than jumping and landing, 
he was being thrown and caught by the branches.

By nightfall, Cragillahan and Ipus had just reached the nest 
and were, like Tsiga had predicted, extremely hungry. As soon 
the the dragons landed, Ipus dropped her pack in the dust and 
demolished half a pie, offering the other half to Cragill. 
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He ate just as fast as she had, then asked, “Why didn’t we 
stop on the way to eat? Come to think of it, why didn’t we eat 
breakfast?”

“My fault. I was so eager to see Harhounn, and if we had 
stopped it would have been too dark to land.” 

Just then, a smaller dragon walked over, roughly half the 
size of Galhaea. It snorted at Ipus, then Cragill.

“This is Sparhilde. She’s a young dragon, only just hit 
adulthood.” 

The dragon guided them to the nest. All eight dragons 
were there, huddled around the centre of the nest. 

Ipus started naming them: “Here’s Galhaea, the biggest 
and mother of all of them except Bullda, her mate, who’s a 
bit smaller. Here’s Skunak, he’s their first child, then there’s 
Arnahel and Sparhilde, both female, hatched together. That’s 
Var, a few years old, and his sister Vel, and here, we have the 
hatchling.”

Harhounn was far smaller than Var and Vel; he was about 
the size of a large rabbit, or perhaps a small cat. His skin was 
far more verdant than all the others’, and his wings were wet 
and weak. At the sight and smell of Ipus, Harhounn flapped 
his wings and scuttled to his mother’s belly, sheltering beneath 
her wing. 

Galhaea nosed her newborn towards Ipus, who carefully 
picked him up. The baby stopped flapping and calmed down 
against Ipus’ dragon-scale armour-clad chest. There was the 
familiar texture, of his mother and father and brothers and 
sisters, a smooth, rough skin that went in and out with every 
breath. But there was also a new smell, a new touch; warm, 
soft, smooth hands caressed his back, and with them came the 
smell that lingered around the nest, especially with his mother. 

17.  Hatchings and Histories
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When Harhounn was fully calm and happy against Ipus, she 
beckoned Cragill over: “Carefully, put your hand above his 
snout.” 

As he did so, the dragon once again became agitated at the 
new smell; it was very different but at the same time similar 
to that of the woman who held him. The smell was also on his 
father, so tentatively, Harhounn licked the proffered hand. 

Cragill slowly lowered it and started stroking the dragon as 
he would a cat, and once again it calmed down. The hand on 
his head was larger, heavier and rougher than the one that was 
on his back, but it smelled dragon and human. 

The young dragon had accepted these two as part of its 
family, and Ipus returned him to his comfortable niche beside 
his mother. She then conjured a small ball of light, and said, 
“We should get some sleep. My house is over there.” 

The two Mages walked along the path to a two-storey 
building made of stone and wood, with white panelling that 
looked scorched in places. When Ipus turned on the light, 
Cragill’s gaze was instantly drawn to the upright piano in the 
corner, beside a couch piled with clutter. The other side of 
the room boasted a bed and a bookshelf, which was kept safe 
behind a pane of glass. 

“You sleep on the couch, just push the stuff onto the floor,” 
said Ipus, yawning. she flicked a small lamp on and used a pole 
to turn off the main switch, as she had done for half a century. 
Cragillahan removed his jacket and lay down to sleep.

Rorgnar and Tsiga checked into a motel under the names 
Rory Wilson and Tessa Sabin. It was only midafternoon, but 
they had already reached the town. Tsiga cast the same spell 
that Suahi had used at the hospital; having learned it from her 
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once made her realised its potential and usefulness. She also 
changed into jeans and a T-shirt, so that she would blend into 
the crowd. Her weatherbeaten face was now slightly paler, and 
her hair was plain brown, but the same light shone from her 
blue eyes. She went out and bought a satchel for Rorgnar’s knife 
and assorted small possessions, and then they enjoyed a cup of 
coffee once he had had a haircut. Instead of wavy shoulder-
length brown hair, it was now short and stuck up like boar’s 
bristles. As he drank his coffee, he would occasionally reach up 
and scratch his scalp. 

Tsiga finished her cup, ordered another, and asked, “How 
long has it been since you last had short hair?”

“Well, it’s not long at all now, is it?”
“Hilarious. I recall you having short hair at the Haven meet 

of 1848.”
“After the Fall I retreated to the forest with the elves, for a 

short while, then took up a job as a gardener, until aspersions 
were cast that I was a witch.”

“You? A witch? That’s hard to believe.”
“I stayed in one town too long. Live fifty years and barely 

age at all, people get suspicious. Also, I was apparently 
‘unnaturally good’ with plants.”

“Makes sense. After ’62, I wandered for a while, not doing 
much. In 1880 though, I reunited with Aegr due to a chance 
encounter at a marketplace where I was selling jewellery. 
Thirty years later, he sent me a letter—we would often write 
to each other—saying he had found Suahi working on a farm. 
They bought a small property, raising animals and crops, and 
I became a teacher. The first war had me working with Suahi 
on their small farm, and upon Aegr’s return from fighting they 
sold it and instead bought a store. The next few years were hard, 
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but the second war meant that work was once again available. 
Working as a teacher had its perks—and it was definitely a 
steady job—but I had to dye my hair all the time. These streaks 
of pale blue in the brown, that’s my natural hair colour. I would 
visit the other two often, and we ended up living next to each 
other. Then, two years ago, Cragillahan turned up on their 
doorstep.”

“Interesting. I lived in the forest after leaving that town, 
sometime around the start of the Great War. I lived there for 
perhaps a century, I think, and then Suahi found me.”

The two disguised Mages finished their coffee and left, 
returning to the motel in the evening.

The Stones of Home
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Chapter Eighteen
Food and the Brood

The beams of the rising sun fell on Ipus’ closed eyes. She squeezed 
them shut, and rolled over —onto a dragon. Harhounn had 
ventured inside via the window, which had been left open, and 
lay down beside the warmest thing he could find. Ipus picked 
him up and carried him outside as she opened the curtains.

Unlike most reptiles, dragons only laid one or two eggs at a 
time. Also unlike most reptiles, dragons cared for their eggs. 
Any egg that a dragon lays and incubates is almost guaranteed 
to survive to adulthood. With the help of Ipus, the hatchlings 
grew fast, ate well and learned quickly. Harhounn hopped and 
flapped over to Galhaea, and nosed his way under her wing.

“Wake up,” said Ipus, shaking Cragill by the shoulder. He 
rolled over, but as he was sleeping on a couch, he hit the floor 
with a thud.

“Blargh. Why?”
“Sunrise is breakfast time. Get up, I’m hungry.”
The Mage of Stone rose unsteadily to his feet and sat down 

at the small table. “You could have started without me.”
“Guests first, and I always rise with the sun. That way, 

there’s more time to eat breakfast before the dragons warm up 
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enough.” She handed Cragillahan a steaming bowl of porridge. 
It was far more than it seemed, though, because it had dark 
chocolate chips melting into the mixture, as well as cinnamon 
and rum-soaked raisins. She ladled herself one, and sat down 
opposite him. “It’s porridge for breakfast because it’s the only 
things the dragons refuse to eat—anyone looking for bacon 
and eggs around here will have to fight a dragon for it—though 
I do eat well when they hunt.”

“What is there around here to hunt?”
There’s some rabbits, some more rabbits, and of course I 

cannot leave out rabbits.”
“You and your rabbitting on.”
“There’s not much else up here, except a few deer in the 

woods. The smaller dragons are quite good at hunting them, 
though. Birds too, but they’re too fast and small for a dragon 
to bother. I hunt them with my crossbow.”

“At least they aren’t breeding like rabbits,” said Cragill, 
pointing out the window.

“Dragons are beautiful, but they’re also big. They’re not 
meant to prey on rodents; large animals are better. Deer, 
moose, elk.”

“So why do you live here, in Ireland?”
“It’s safe, it’s warm enough, and I don’t like snow.”
“Who said anything about snow? Large animals can live 

in lots of places. England has a few, and you could move to 
somewhere like Africa, even though that’s not part of the Irish 
Haven.”

“Too hot, too dangerous. Even though we’re the only 
remnants of any Haven left, I wouldn’t want to move anyway. 
I was born here, or rather became a Mage here. It’s just that 
this place is the hub of magic. If you control Ireland, then you 
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control the world.”
“And if Futhuulkor takes over Ireland, we’re doomed.”
“The point of Haven was to protect and govern magic.”
“Haven is gone, but we’re still here.”
“Four people, trying to protect a nation—no, the world. 

Against those who have no qualms about hurting people or 
using magic in public. Against armies of goblins and vampires. 
Why did we think we could succeed?”

“There were five of us, and in total, seven Mages willing 
to fight. Aegradin, Bolhovangr, Suahikaien. Three good Mages 
killed. Our only hope lies in the werewolves and elves, if only 
we can arrange a treaty.”

“There aren’t many elves, and the werewolves are too wild. 
They’ll fight to the death, and won’t follow a battle-plan—
they’ll just run at them screaming.”

“Better than taking four against five thousand.”
“Are there really that many? I thought it was only two thou.”
“Our enemies are recruiting and training. The elves will be 

outnumbered five to one, even with the help of the werewolves.”

Ipus looked at the clock on the wall, and remarked, “We’ve 
spent fifteen minutes talking.”

“Discussion is good. So is this porridge.”
“I need to do the naming ceremony for Harhounn today. 

He’s three days old, and it needs to be done within his first 
week.”

“Might I watch? Dragons are beautiful, and I’d like to see 
how you name and tame them.”

“It’s nothing much, I just sing to them.”
“That’s odd.”
“What?”

18.  Food and the Brood
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“The most amazing voice in the world just claimed that her 
singing wasn’t much.”

“The dragons love my singing, too. I think that they fall in 
love with my voice.”

“I don’t blame them. They stay here because their nest is 
here and you are here.”

Ipus took his empty bowl and stacked  it with hers in the 
sink. “Come; I think now’s a good time to name that dragon.”

She picked up a small bag from a pile of dragon-saddles, 
and walked out the door with Cragill close behind.

Tsiga woke up to the sound of rain. It pattered on the roof of 
the motel, and ran down the windows as if the droplets were 
racing. She looked at Rorgnar, who had chosen to sleep on 
the floor. He was lying still as a log, as if a freshly felled tree 
had been carved into his shape. She went to the small kitchen, 
where she had left bread dough rising overnight. The clock on 
the wall showed that it was seven o’clock, and by five past the 
bread was in the oven, mostly a loaf but a couple of buns too. 
The smell of freshly baked oregano bread found its way to the 
nostrils of the sleeping Tree Mage.

“Do you have an oregano plant?” he asked, still lying on 
the floor.

“No, but I’d like one. There’s a gardening shop nearby, I 
think.”

“If you buy one I can supply you with as much oregano as 
you can use.”

“I prefer dried oregano to fresh, though.”
“Then dry it. Air it out, or something,” said Rorgnar, 

hauling himself to his feet. He was half-wearing a jacket over 
his shirt, crumpled from being used as a blanket.
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“How long ’til the bread’s done?” he asked as he walked 
into the kitchen. 

Tsiga was lifting the tray out of the oven. She had gotten 
up before him and was already dressed, in a white t-shirt and 
creased jeans.

“You might want to tie your hair up,” said Rorgnar, noticing 
her long hair dangling into the oven. 

Tsiga stood up and placed the tray on the bench. “And you 
might want to put a belt on,” she said, seeing that his trousers 
were about to fall.

“My knife’s on it, and I didn’t want to get stabbed in my 
sleep.” 

He went back into the other room, and Tsiga heard a clinking 
sound.

“Food time,” said Rorgnar, reappearing in the doorway. 
Tsiga chucked him a roll.

“Aagh! Hot!” 
He tossed the bun from hand to hand and juggled it to the 

bench. Using his dagger, he sliced it in half and buttered it, 
watching the yellow spread melt into the hot bread. 

As they were eating, Tsiga asked, “So how are we going to 
get to Navan?”

“I dunno.... I can’t stand cars, or buses.”
“We can’t walk... maybe the train?”
“It’s mildly better. I don’t mind the rain, though—”
“I do. Let’s go.”
They finished their breakfast, loaded their backpacks back 

up, and paid the motel-owner, who was nervously eyeing 
Tsiga’s sheathed sword.

“Put that in your bag, it’ll attract too much attention 
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otherwise.” Rorgnar unhooked it from her back.
“It won’t fit in there, it’s far too long.”
“Then let’s use a cloaking spell.”

Rorgnar and Tsiga both relaxed their minds and cast them into 
each other. Their heads were almost touching, and Rorgnar felt 
her mind searching for the spell, so he opened his to allow her 
to look. Her mind was like a cool breeze, and his a forest. She 
found the spell: one he had learned from the Mage of Secrecy, 
long ago. It meant ‘hide my weapon’. She plucked it from its 
branch, and they both murmured, “Nir-hazal.” They opened 
their eyes, but each felt different. Rorgnar felt as if there was a 
breeze in his head, tossing his thoughts about in turmoil, and 
in Tsiga’s head there were leaves blowing in the wind.

“Let’s go,” she said, slinging the sword onto her back.

Ipus knelt in front of the small dragon, and took some red clay 
from her bag, which she daubed on Harhounn’s face. Then she 
began to sing:

Out from the egg and into the world,
Leathery wings are now unfurled,
Scaly green tail extended, uncurled,
We welcome Harhounn at his birth.

A small burst of flame, you’ll learn to blaze bright,
You’ll open your wings, fly into the night,
Dance with a giant, you’ll learn to fight,
We welcome Harhounn on this earth.
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You’ll be one of us, flying with speed,
When you grow up, a human’s steed,
Learn to hunt, so that you may feed,
We welcome Harhounn at his birth.

Fire and flames will spit from your nose,
Fly everywhere, defeat all your foes,
Swoop over seas, and plough through the snows,
We welcome Harhounn on this earth.       [Music p.250]

The cheerful tune rang in Cragill’s ears as Ipus added some blue 
woad to the red ochre on the green and scaly face. Harhounn 
flicked his long pink tongue over his nose, unclogging his 
nostrils. Then, he sneezed, and a globule of orange fire shot 
across the ground.

“How do they do that? I’ve always wondered.”
“A fire spell, and the oil they make.”

The red, blue, and green face glowed with the orange fire for a 
second, and then Ipus reached down and rubbed the colours 
off with her thumb.

“His first flight often will follow his first flame, after about 
a month.”

Cragill yelled at her, drawing his dagger. “Run! Look out 
behind!”

18.  Food and the Brood
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Chapter Nineteen
Slaughter

A train sped across Ireland, carrying two incognito Mages 
towards Navan; they were homeward-bound at long last.

“Do you know what’s happened to the place while we’ve been 
gone?” asked Rorgnar, itching his scalp.

“I haven’t been there in a while; a building was erected on 
top of the hill, though.”

When the Mages got there they saw that there was a library, 
standing where a different building had once stood, long ago. 
They used the back door to the library, and went around the 
bookshelves to a door labelled ‘Downstairs’. Once they were 
down there, Rorgnar asked, “So where’s the door?” 

The room was an empty concrete chamber with a few shelves 
and a desk.

“Wait, I’ll cast my mind.”
“Good idea.” Both Mages loosened their weapons and 

relaxed their minds. In the trance-like state of exploring the 
world with only their consciousnesses, both Mages noticed three 
odd things. The concrete floor in one corner had a rectangular 
patch which sat slightly lower; a painting on the wall had a 
faint blue magical luminescence, and thirdly, the vampire who 
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had followed them down had his hands around Tsiga’s throat. 
She re-entered her head and tried to stab him with her sword, 
but the long blade wasn’t manouvreable enough. He snatched 
it from her hand, and told Rorgnar, “If you walk into a place 
where you’ve killed fifteen of my family, don’t carry the murder 
weapon with you.”

He released his grip on Tsiga’s throat, only slightly but 
enough so that she could breathe.

“Release her, vampire. Your family was trying to kill me, I 
was merely returning the favour.”

“How about this: I strangle her to death then kill you with 
her sword? I could live like a king with the money and respect I 
would get for your head.”

Rorgnar and Tsiga exchanged glances and he knew what to 
do.

“Kill her then, but only over her dead body shall you kill 
me.”

“You’re willing to let her die so you’ll live a few minutes 
longer?”

“That’s plenty long enough for my plans.”
The vampire tightened his strong grip on her throat, cutting 

of her airflow once more. Or so he thought. Tsiga’s chest was 
subtly moving, she was taking small shallow breaths while the 
vampire closely watched Rorgnar. The Mage of Trees ambled 
over to the painting and pondered the blue glow emanating 
from it.

“You’re surprisingly uncaring for your ‘partner’. I can’t wait 
to kill you, you emotionless scum.”

“Oh, do be quiet. I’m busy.”
Rorgnar took a pencil and paper from his bag, and made a 

quick sketch of the image. The title on the frame read ‘St. Martin’s 
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Island.’ He wrote it down, and asked the vampire, “Are you done 
yet?”

Tsiga slowly stopped struggling in his grip and cast her mind 
out, so she would appear dead. When the vampire felt certain 
she was dead he dropped her, as if she was a week-old sock. He 
felt unsure due to Rorgnar’s confidence, but said, “You disgust 
me. To draw a picture, you let her die.”

“What can I say? I’m devoted to my art. Now, shall we?” 
asked Rorgnar, gesturing towards Tsiga’s sword. 

The vampire reached down to pick it up, while still watching 
Rorgnar. He looked down, and the white face of Tsiga stared 
blankly up at him, with a red neck contrasting the bloodless 
visage. Also, the sword was in her hand and at his throat.

”You tried to strangle me? Me? The Mage of Flight and Air? 
Honestly, I don’t blame Rorgnar for killing them; they deserve 
to die if they’re all as stupid as you.” 

She rose to her feet, still with the sword-point causing a 
small hole in the vampire’s neck. She adjusted her grip, and the 
tip penetrated again. 

“How about I kill you? The way you’ve killed others? Should 
I drain you dry? Or tear your head off?”

The vampire slowly lowered his hand, to his pocket.
“Don’t.” She kicked the pocket, and a gun flew upwards, then 

clattered onto the floor. Rorgnar went to grab it, but the vampire 
spun around, stabbing him in the shoulder with a small knife. 
Tsiga lunged forward, punching the blade through the vampire’s 
neck. The momentum from the spin kept the vampire going, 
until the sword hit the spine. The blade found the gap between 
two vertebrae, and as Tsiga yanked it out, the head fell off.

“Well, that worked,” said Rorgnar, pocketing the gun. 
Blood spurted from the stump of the neck, coating the wall in a 
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gruesome shade of crimson red.
“How are we going to open the trapdoor? What should we 

do with this body?” asked Tsiga, in dismay.
“Let’s just leave it here, for other vampires to find. If they 

knew to look for us here then they’ll know when he doesn’t 
return or respond. Besides look at this dust. Nobody comes 
down here. And we don’t need to open the trapdoor. There’s 
nothing beneath there except empty rooms.”

“What? How?”
“All that is Haven was relocated, to the island in the painting.”
“Everyone died or fled! There was no time to relocate!”
“The Soldiers of Haven. The marble statues of the house 

of magic. The Stones of Home did this for us. They moved 
everything to St. Martin’s Island.”

“So, where is this island?”
“It’s to the west; there’s a map in the frame of the painting.”

While Tsiga and Rorgnar examined the artwork, Cragill and 
Ipus were having vampire problems of their own. Five of them 
strode into the dragon’s nest, and were all wielding guns and 
knives. Cragill tried to cast a protection spell, but the magic was 
gone. He couldn’t get to it. Ipus noticed at the same time, and 
her face went white as three vampires opened fire on Skunak. 
Cragill was facing down one vampire, and Ipus noticed the fifth 
attempting to attack her from behind. She spun around, and he 
threw his knife at her with such force that it penetrated through 
her dragon-scale chest-armour, and a short distance into her 
flesh. She jumped up, holding her own knife, kicked the revolver 
from his hand, and destroyed his face into a bloody fleshy pulp. 
She heard a shriek, and saw Skunak lying dead as two of the 
vampires attacked Arnahel and Sparhilde. The other shot Var 
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and Vel, killing them with one bullet each, through their soft 
young skulls; he then aimed at her. She ducked behind a stone 
and pulled the knife from her chest, only losing a little blood—it 
wasn’t very deep, and the scale had served its purpose. 

She didn’t notice it dislodge as she pulled the knife out. She 
threw the blade, and it hit the vampire in the heart, not realising 
that her own was exposed. 

Only Galhaea, Bullda and Harhounn were left, and the two 
vampires shot at Bullda, thankfully missing his eyes—the bullets 
glanced off his scaly face. Just then, Galhaea managed to clobber 
one with her tail, knocking his head upon a stone. 

Cragillahan shot the vampire with his own gun, leaving 
only one alive, who ran towards Ipus. He held the revolver out, 
threatening her, and she ran forward and stabbed him in the 
chest as he fired. A spurt of blood shot through the air as Ipus 
staggered backwards; the missing scale in her armour allowed 
the bullet to pass straight through her heart. 

Cragill ran towards her, trying to conjure even the smallest 
healing spell—but no magic would come. Cragill, regretting that 
he was even thinking it, cast his mind out towards the dragons, 
searching for a barrier. 

He found one—a pulsating blue light with flecks of red 
weaving in and out. Whoever had cast this had done so over 
Bullda’s heart. The barrier could block out all but the most 
insignificant magic, so Cragill formed a plan, although he hated 
himself for it. 

The Mage of Stone picked up a pebble, and held it against the 
dragon’s skin, near his heart. It slowly disappeared, and Cragill 
reformed it carefully inside the vital organ. He flicked his fingers 
outwards, and the pebble sent out spikes in a mini-explosion. 
A small burst of flame and a mournful groan from the dragon 
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signalled that Bullda was dead. 
He quickly removed the stone, but made it hollow and it filled 

with dragon’s blood—from the outside, it looked as if nothing 
had happened. Cragill pocketed it, and ran to Ipus. Blood was 
trickling from her chest, directly from her heart. Rivulets of 
tears and blood joined together as she propped herself against a 
stone. Cragillahan summoned his most powerful healing spell.

“Dunaragh nal farrianhallae!” he whispered to Ipus, magic 
building up in his mind and hands. He pressed the stone to her 
wound, opening it, letting the magical blood of the dragons 
mingle with that of the Dragon Mage. 

Pure green light shone into her chest as Cragill poured all 
his magic, all his energy into the greatest spell he had ever cast. 
Silver strands wove through the green light, and he stood up, 
letting it wash over her whole battered body.  She started to 
breathe, and the exhausted Cragillahan collapsed to the ground. 
Dragon blood and Dragon Mage blood coated his hands.

_____________

Ipus woke up as the sun was setting. Her body ached with pain, 
but tingled with magic not her own. She noticed the hole in her 
chest, newly healed, and the blood that had run like tears from 
it. 

She remembered the awful feeling of not being able to use 
magic, an emptiness in her mind. She walked around the corner 
of the house and fell to the ground sobbing. Six dragons lay 
dead. She noticed Cragillahan waking up, and looking empty, 
drained. Ipus felt a bleak, black truth fall into her heart. She 
started singing, her weak and feeble voice breaking with grief.
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When the magic leaves
And my dragons die
That will be the time
That my heart will cry.

19.  Slaughter
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Chapter Twenty
An Oak in the Ocean

“This painting has a message-spell in it as well,” said Tsiga, 
leaning it on the wall. The map on the reverse of the painting 
gave detailed instructions on how to get inside Haven. After 
they had removed it from the wall, they noticed a crack in the 
cement. One punch with the grip of the vampire’s revolver 
opened it wide enough for Tsiga to reach in and take an ancient 
toothless key from the hole. Then they arranged the body to 
make it look as if another vampire had killed him.

“Let’s get out of here,” said Rorgnar, checking his watch. Midday 
was approaching, and with it, the likelihood of more vampires. 

Tsiga and Rorgnar left an hour later, in a train bound for 
the Atlantic coast of Ireland. They slept on the beach, and in 
the morning, Rorgnar made a kayak from wood along with 
matching paddles. A tiny speck on the horizon signalled their 
destination and they started paddling, watching the black dot 
become more substantial with every passing hour. When they 
were roughly halfway, the two Mages felt an extremely strong 
current pulling the boat southwards.

“What’s happening?” shouted Rorgnar, as Tsiga tried to 
control the wind. 

She yelled, “Give me your bag! Jump!” 

The Stones of Home
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He threw it to her, and desperately tried to escape the kayak 
as she flew upwards into her area of expertise, conjuring a net 
of spells to save him from the water. She cast it, catching him, 
and saw a dark-haired woman rising from the water. As soon as 
she snagged Rorgnar by the arm, she started flying towards the 
island as fast as possible. 

Rorgnar looked her in the eyes, and said, “Drop me.” 
He plummeted into the sea and sank like a rock. The 

woman with the black hair rose up on a pillar of water, holding 
a shortsword. It was shining a greenish-silver in the sunlight, 
and the handle was made of deeply scored bone.

“Give up, airhead! I can drown you at any altitude!” yelled 
the Mage of Ocean, mocking Tsiga.

“Belhiga Uiscalann? You joined that moping no-hoper of an 
apprentice?”

“Futhuulkor is a mighty Mage! More powerful than even 
Thalsoninsolan the Great!”

“The power cannot be compared. Thalsoninsolan Secarraswn 
could only do what he did because he was a Mage of Stone. 
Atlantis was destroyed and sunk by a Mage of Stone and Leader 
of Haven wielding a staff of extreme power, and yet you claim 
an apprentice who chose to kill his master instead of becoming 
a Mage, is just as good?”

“He has a way with fire that would scare a dragon. The fire is 
in his heart and in his eyes. He burns but I cool him.”

“You’ve fallen in love with a self-igniting warlock? I never 
thought you’d be so foolish.” 

Tsiga dropped the two bags she was carrying into the ocean, 
and removed her sword from her back, still in the scabbard.

“Futhuulkor is going to take over the world! All Earth will 
worship him as a god!” 
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“Not if I have something to say about it,” said Tsiga, 
unsheathing the sharp and graceful goblin sword.

“The dead don’t talk. I’ll kill you, then him. The other two 
will meet their end soon enough.”

While the other two Mages were arguing, Rorgnar had retrieved 
the kayak, the backpacks, and the paddles. He climbed on and 
paddled towards the island with all his strength. Tsiga, noticing 
him fleeing, sent a silent wish in her mind that he had a plan, 
that he wasn’t just deserting her to fight the Mage of Ocean at 
sea. Belhiga saw Tsiga’s eyes glaze over and become blank.

“Surrender, flying girl. You’re out of your element.”
“Everybody is in my element. Even you. Even though you’re 

the Mage of Ocean, you’re still human. You’re still flawed.”
Tsiga’s hand started glowing blue, then her sword followed 

suit. She flew towards the Mage of Ocean, and their swords met, 
fizzling as the two magics collided. Belhiga’s short sword was no 
match for the long and lethal goblin blade wielded by Tsiga. 

As the women fought, Rorgnar got to a far enough distance 
that he felt was safe, then conjured his own magic. It snaked out 
of the ring on his new finger, a sapphire blue and an emerald 
green. Silver sparks were intertwined in the light, glinting as if 
in a stream. 

He pointed it towards the ocean below the Mages, and 
tossed a small acorn in. The magic rolled around it, forming a 
shimmering ball of light as the oak seed fell. When, after its long 
tumble through the salty water, it hit the sandy seabed, it sent 
out roots that plucked the water from the ground. Small hairs at 
first, but they quickly thickened. 

A leaf poked up, then Rorgnar yelled some incomprehensible 
spell, swinging his arms skywards. The seedling became a stalk, a 
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sapling, a tree. A gigantic oak shot out of the water, and Rorgnar 
ran along the branch that grew towards the fighting Mages. 

Belhiga saw Tsiga swinging her sword for a kill-stroke, and 
reflected in her own blade she saw the tree behind her.

“Girrihan ach-lu nahaz!” she yelled, the Elvish for ‘water be 
strong’ sounding twisted by her evil mouth. 

The pillar of water she floated on suddenly shot up foaming 
walls, with such force and pressure that it shattered Tsiga’s 
blade and pulverised the end of Rorgnar’s branch. The pillar 
disappeared and Tsiga managed to get to the branch before her 
magic failed. A sword-wound went right through her chest, and 
blood was pouring everywhere. Tsiga dropped the hilt of the 
goblin sword, and it landed on Rorgnar’s foot.

“Get to the island, save the world.” Her last words grew 
fainter as her life poured out of her. “Fight well, Forester. Win 
the war for me, and...” Tsiga got to the end of her breath, but did 
not take another. Rorgnar closed her eyes and pushed her hair 
behind her ears. Her jaw was hanging slightly open, so he closed 
it, but as he did, he felt the last tingle of speech on her lips. He 
kissed her, and the delicate magic transferred itself to his mind.

Three words.
 “Em rel ti.” 
    [I love you.]

He carved the symbols for them into his skin and watched the 
blood flow, feeling the physical pain because the emotional was 
too raw, too strong. He picked up her body and carried it along 
the branch to the trunk, where he placed her in a hollow pocket 
near the waterline. 
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A tear fell from his eye, although he had been trying to hold 
it back—but it was the trickle from the breaking dam. He sobbed 
quietly, filled with anguish and despair. 

Rorgnar placed the hilt of the goblin sword in her left hand, 
then carefully removed Dragonfly’s hilt from its sheath and 
placed it in her right. He collected all the fragments of both 
blades, and placed them beside her body. Rorgnar created a wall 
of roots around her body, and on it, out of living twigs, wrote:

 Tsigaltau Dyrrian Lurialla Selvhinn-garthull
Mage of Flight, Aged 356 Years

Killed by Belhiga Uiscalann, Evil Mage of Ocean
Dir Flainn Kaeva Silhar

Fight and Flight

He stepped off the platform and landed on the boat. He slowly 
paddled towards the island, his heart heavy and the first rain 
he had felt in weeks fell from the sky pattering on the kayak, 
mixing with his tears and washing the blood—both his and 
Tsiga’s—from his arms. An inner part of him quietly rejoiced at 
the rain, the part that was his magic with the trees, but all that 
was human of him wept. 

On his face was a broken expression as he remembered the 
look on Tsiga’s face as she died. She had almost smiled, but was 
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also urgent to utter her final sentence. Her mouth, still open, 
told him without moving. 

Rorgnar felt a scrape against the kayak’s hull as the rocky 
shingle of the island’s beach met the underside of his boat. He 
clambered out of the boat, dragged it onto the beach a little 
higher and scanned the island with his salt-filled eyes. It had 
scant tree-covering and the only shelter Rorgnar could see was a 
stone ruin at the top of the cliff. A small forest grew beside it but 
it was stunted and deformed by wind and salt. 

He trudged up the hill, slipping as the persistent rain 
turned it to mud. The ruins had once been a monastery and 
time had destroyed most of it. The only shelter was where trees 
had breached the wall and held up a small side-building whose 
roof was dangerously close to caving in. Rorgnar stumbled in, 
caused the branches to grow across the ceiling for stability, and 
collapsed to the muddy leaf litter.

20.  An Oak in the Ocean
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Chapter Twenty-One 
A Plea for Help

Cragillahan slept for over a day, letting his magic build up. While 
he wasn’t physically wounded much, his body was drained of 
every drop of magic and half of his life-force. Ipus had nearly 
lost all of hers, and so they were both greatly diminished. 

On the second day, he slowly opened his eyes. Ipus was sitting 
beside the bed on the floor, leaning against the couch, legs 
crossed and eating half-cooked porridge. “You’re awake, I see. 
You’ve been out cold for two nights; you lost consciousness after 
you saved me.”

“That long, eh? Any porridge left?” 
Cragill sat up, and immediately regretted it. His body ached 

and he felt bruised all over. Ipus walked over with a fresh bowl 
still steaming slightly. Cragill gratefully accepted it. He started 
to eat and asked, “How are the dragons?”

Ipus’ face instantly fell. “Two of them survived. Galhaea and 
Harhounn. I’ve prepared the others for burial, and taken that 
which I can use from them.”
Cragill noticed a bandage across her chest, brown with dried 
blood.

The Stones of Home
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“How are you, though? That bullet went through your heart; 
I’m glad that you’re still alive.”

“Alive, yes, but my life is empty and filled with pain. My 
heart aches in every possible way.”

“How can I help? Do you want me to bury the dragons?”
“You’ve done enough. You risked your life to save mine; I 

would surely be dead if it weren’t for you.”
“There are only three people in this world that I can relate 

to: You, Rorgnar, and Tsiga. I’m not going to let that number 
drop to two.”

Tears started trickling silently down her face, and aching 
though he was, he clambered down to sit beside her, comfort 
her, console her over the loss of her loves.

From the crumbling ruins of the monastery, Rorgnar carefully 
created a message-spell, although his mind was unable to focus 
easily.

“Ipus, Cragill. Haven’s empty, a painting there led Tsiga 
and me here, to St. Martin’s Island. We were attacked by 
the Ocean; Tsiga was murdered. I will surely die too if I stay 
here alone too long. Please, come to the island. You two are 
my only chance of survival.”

He gathered his words up in a ball of magic and released it to the 
sky. As the rain kept falling he slowly grew a tree from the ground 
around him. Soon enough, outside the ruins of the monastery 
was a new tree. An oak among willows with a tall straight trunk. 
Rorgnar Willussen was no longer visible. The only trace of him 
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was a residue of magic around the tree, but he trusted his life to 
this method; it had helped him avoid detection many times—
nobody is going to suspect a tree which is only slightly wider 
than a person and had bare autumn branches with no leaves to 
hide anyone. 

By midday, after Cragill had managed to get up and help 
Ipus with burial pits for a few hours, both the Mages were 
hungry. They sat down for bread and soup, and a message-spell 
floated through the doorway. Rorgnar’s tired voice was distorted 
by the weak spell, betraying his own weakness. After hearing the 
message, Ipus asked, “So how are we going to get there?” 

“Maybe if I ride Galhaea there, and send her back for you?”
“That could work perhaps, but the others need to be buried.”
“Then we should hold their funeral now, and then leave.”
They finished their warm and tasty lunch, and Cragillahan 

sent a spell to Rorgnar saying that they would arrive by the next 
day’s nightfall. He went outside to join Ipus, and asked, “What 
part of the dragon do you use?”

“I use the skin from the belly and back as armour. The oil I 
extract to use as polish for blades, and I also remove the claws 
and teeth.”

“What purpose do they serve?”
“Keepsakes, weapons, and jewellery.”
Cragill noticed that Bullda and Skunak had been placed 

away from the other dragons, and asked why.
“A dragon’s scales reach their full strength with adulthood. 

You’ll be helping me skin them.”
“Why not Sparhilde and Arnahel? I know they’re smaller, 

but didn’t you say they were adults?”
“Their scales are still young, and it’s pointless to have too 

many scales. One set of armour lasts for ages, and a dragon in 
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its prime has enough for half a dozen sets.”
“Oh, I get it. Do we remove the oil first, or skin them?”
“I’ve already done that. It’s stored in a large stone-lined tank 

outside. If you could seal it so it doesn’t leak, I’ll start on the 
scales.”

Cragillahan walked over to the oil pit and focused his magic. 
It was still weak, but he fused the stones together into one large 
crude bowl-shape. Then he unsheathed his dagger and asked 
how to skin a dragon.

“You’ll need to dip your dagger in oil. Grab a flask from 
inside and fill it up.”

He did so, and Ipus used a cloth to polish her knife with it. 
She handed the fine-woven fabric to Cragill, who cleaned and 
polished his own knife.

“To skin it efficiently, we need to start at the wings. Cut the 
membrane close to the body, then downwards.”

She demonstrated, then gestured for him to try. Starting with 
Bullda, they removed the scales, and then moved on to Skunak. 
Because the dragons were magical creatures, Cragillahan was 
fast filling up with power. Once they had finished, Cragill 
assisted in moving the dragons to the holes. By nightfall, the two 
Mages —using cooperation and no small amount of magic—
had buried all of the dragons. They returned to the house and 
collapsed exhausted to sleep.

With the first light appearing in the sky the Mages were up and 
breakfasted. Porridge, as usual, but on this particular morning 
instead of sunlight, an overcast sky greeted them as they exited 
Ipus’ hut. The storm that had rained over Rorgnar had spread to 
the mainland, and Ipus started singing:
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Gone is the breath that warmed my heart
The fire’s dead, we are apart
The raindrops now falling from the sky
Are washing away the place that you died.

Goodbye, my dragons, I will miss you forever
Farewell, my children, may you rest eternally.
Goodbye, my dragons, I will miss you forever
Farewell, my children, may you rest eternally.

Gone is the sparkle from your eyes
Gone is the dragon, old and wise
The father, sons and daughters now lie dead
The mother and son are the only ones left.

Goodbye, my dragons, I will miss you forever
Farewell, my children, may you rest eternally.
Goodbye, my dragons, I will miss you forever
Farewell, my children, may you rest eternally.

Gone are the dragons from the sky
Dead are the wings that used to fly
Under the dirt that you hatched on at birth
We now return you to the earth.

Goodbye, my dragons, I will miss you forever
Farewell, my children, may you rest eternally.
Goodbye, my dragons, I will miss you forever
Farewell, my children, may you rest eternally.

[Music p.252
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Raindrops and tears were both caught in Cragillahan’s beard as 
he looked over the six mounds of dirt. He wondered how such 
a beautiful voice could even exist, how she could write such sad 
music. 

It was nearly seven o’clock, and Ipus told him to get to the 
island before midday. “That way there’s time enough for me to 
get there in daylight.” He slung his bag over his shoulders and 
mounted Galhaea. The large dragon looked back at Ipus, who 
was holding her only surviving child.

“Ach-lu nahaz, emkal kuraza,” whispered Ipus; ‘be strong, 
my dragon’. Galhaea looked sorrowfully at her, and spat a small 
flame. Then, she spread out her large wings and took off from the 
ground. The rain and wind buffetted her but after half an hour 
or so she had risen above the clouds. Cragill shivered in this 
cold and eerily quiet skyscape. Even though the sun was shining 
he couldn’t feel any heat. He huddled close to the dragon’s back.

After hours of flying Cragill saw the tip of a tree poking through 
the low cloud. Thinking it was the island he directed Galhaea 
down. Below the cloud, rain still fell steadily but instead of an 
island, as he had thought, it was an enormous tree. Galhaea 
landed on a branch; as a testament to the tree’s enormity, her 
outstretched wingtips were barely wider than the limb. It 
extended much further out than any of the other branches, and 
had blood on it. He cast his mind out, seeking stone, and was 
relieved to discover the island on the horizon.

“Go, Galhaea. Get back to Ipus, and Harhounn. Fly safely.” 
The dragon bent her head acknowledging his words, and left. He 
watched her fly away, then looked around the tree to see what 
secrets it held. He had already guessed it was Rorgnar’s work 
but he wanted to know why. There was a trail of blood leading 
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to the hollow trunk, which resonated with his footsteps as he 
carefully climbed down the inside. There was a system of inward 
protruding branches, too gradual for a ladder and too steep to be 
steps. He could hear the rain pattering on the sea as he reached 
the bottom but writing on the wall drew his attention; lettering 
done in small twigs. He saw the words:

Here Lies Tsigaltau

He read further down the inscription, and understood what 
Rorgnar meant when he said that the Ocean had attacked them. 
He noticed the woven pattern in the branches, and knew that 
Tsiga’s final resting place was behind them. Cragill walked out of 
the doorway-like gap, dived into the sea, and started swimming 
to the island, letting salt water sear all the cuts and scratches on 
his body, focusing on the repeated motion of his arms through 
the water rather than allowing the harsh truth of reality to flood 
him.

The Stones of Home
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Hidden Talents

After spending hours in the sea Cragill finally managed to haul 
his bedraggled body onto the shingly shore of St. Martin’s Island. 
He was freezing but he was able to stumble up the beach to the 
cliff. He made a shallow cave and started a small magical fire in 
it, burning the driest piece of driftwood he could find. He fell 
asleep in the small hollow, listening to the pattering of the rain 
and the crackling of the fire.

Ipus nervously waited for Galhaea to return and as she waited, 
she searched through her hut to find her crossbow. She had used 
it before she had even become a Mage, and was hunting rabbits 
in the pastures and fields of her family’s farm. It was over 400 
years since she had last used it regularly, but it was still in full 
working order. Ipus loaded a quarrel into her crossbow, and 
walked outside. She had depleted the rabbit population in her 
area but a flutter of wings alerted her to a bird taking off. She 
spun around and fired instinctively. Ipus grinned as the bird 
dropped. 

She remembered the first time she had seen a dragon, as 
Harhounn bumped against her leg. She had only turned sixteen, 
using her new crossbow on the local rodents. A bolt went astray; 
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she pushed through the brambles to get it. After hearing a snort 
nearby she went further into the bushes. She emerged to see a 
man sitting on the rocky beach beside the stream. He looked 
about the same age as her father with grey-peppered hair, and 
asked her name.

“I’m Tara, but that is no concern of yours. Who are you, and 
why are you here on my father’s property?” Her family had been 
fairly wealthy, and so owned their own land.

“Well then, Tara. What if I was to tell you that dragons are 
real?”

“Dragons? They’re ugly red demons that terrorise towns. 
They’re terrible vicious creatures, and I hope they aren’t real.”

“Ugly red demons? What are you, six? This isn’t a fairytale, 
Miss Tara.”

“I’m fift—I mean, sixteen, and everyone knows about 
dragons. The priest, Vicar Williams, he told me.”

“Then I’ll wager he’s never seen a dragon. They’re generally 
greyish-green, and are the most beautiful sort of creature.”

“Why should I believe that?”
“Because you’re standing right next to one.”

Suddenly, the slope next to her moved. What she had thought 
was shingle and gravel was actually dusty green scales: the 
dragon had been sunning itself. Tara’s eyes opened wide in 
amazement; this was the largest animal she had ever seen. The 
dragon looked at her, and growled.

“Calm down, Ipus. This is Tara.” The man started to sing as 
Tara stroked the dragon’s nose. The song was melancholic but 
seemed to contain hope.
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As my bones grow old
And my power wanes
There will be another
That I’ll have to train.

“That song —what does it mean?” asked Tara.
“I see it in your eyes and in your mind that you love that 

dragon, as you love music. I’ve been looking for you.”
“How do you mean?”
“I am Dréoch, Mage of Dragons, but I’m almost 800 years 

old and I need to train an apprentice.”
“Nobody can live to 800! That’s impossible.”
“Magic is a wondrous thing. I appear perhaps sixty, yet I am 

many times that.”
“So I could learn magic? Is that what you’re saying?”
“I’m willing to teach you but you must be prepared to leave 

your family forever.”
Tara nodded, seriously considering his offer.
“Meet me here in a year—to the day—but don’t tell anyone 

about magic or the dragon.”
After that Dréoch mounted the dragon and flew off, first 

conjuring a cloaking spell so that none could see him.
Ipus. I like that name, thought Tara.

_______________

One year later, Tara told her family that she was leaving to seek 
work in the city, and walked through the overgrown bushes with 
a bag on her back and crossbow in hand.

“You’re late,” said Dréoch. He was huddled in a cloak, and 
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Tara asked why.
“It’s freezing, in the sky. You’ll have to get used to it.”
Tara climbed up onto the dragon, Ipus. “How do I ride her?”
“She’ll show you. This is Larrock, over here,” said Dréoch, 

gesturing to the dragon he was leaning on. Larrock was an old 
dragon and his horned crests were worn smooth from years of 
use. Dréoch got on his back, and signalled to Ipus to take off. 
Tara felt unsteady on the dragon’s back and asked what to do.

“Lean forward against her back. Wrap your arms around her 
neck and hold on.”

Tara felt shaky as Ipus took off but was soon lost in the 
wonderment of flight. The freezing air whipped her long blonde 
hair behind her head and her hands were numb, but she hadn’t 
enjoyed herself more in her life.

After hours of flying Dréoch signalled Ipus to land. The 
dragons were in a small clearing on the side of a large hill. 
Trees surrounded them and Tara could see a small dilapidated 
wooden hut.

“You live here?”
“This shack is past it, I’m afraid. I’m only living there until 

Gelarth Arylto and his apprentice finish building my new house. 
The Stone Mage is over there,” said Dréoch, pointing towards 
the trees where an old man stood, with a long grey beard and 
wispy hair like clouds about his head.

“Who’s this, Dréoch?” asked the Stone Mage.
“Gelarth, I would like you to meet Tara, the woman who will 

one day take my place.”
“What, falling out of the sky?” A chuckle accompanied this 

jest from Gelarth.
“It was five hundred years ago, as you know so well. I was 

young and so was the dragon, who had never flown with a rider 
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before.”
Tara enjoyed listening to the light banter of the Mages poking 

fun at each other.  As the joking continued, she wandered over 
to Ipus and asked, “You’ve never dropped anyone, have you?” 

The dragon turned its head so that her dark brown eyes 
met with the girl’s greyish-green ones. Tara heard a voice in her 
head, saying, “Do not worry, my dear. I have flown before, many 
times. Nobody falls from me.”

Tara thought-spoke, “You can talk?”
“Not in the human way, but I can communicate with a few 

gifted individuals. You are now also called Ipus, because you have 
made this connection with me.”

Tara felt a magical surge go through her body, and realised 
what it must feel like to be a dragon.

“Tara! Come see this!” yelled Dréoch, upon seeing the 
almost-finished house. He was about to call again, when he 
noticed her crouched beside the dragon, hugging its neck. He 
also noticed the green shimmer surrounding both of them.

“Well done, Dréoch. Only half a day into her apprenticeship 
and you’ve taught her to bond with a dragon,” said Gelarth.

“All I’ve taught her is how not to fall off a dragon—”
“—Not that you’d have much experience—”
“—But it would seem that it comes naturally to her. She is 

the Dragon Lady of Pheh-Tzil’s writings.”
The Stone Mage turned and yelled to his apprentice, 

“’Gillahan! What d’you know ’bout Pheh-Tzil’s writings! 
Dragons in particular?”

 Gelarth’s apprentice walked over and said, “A talented 
woman; before magic, a girl of animals and hard work. Can 
tame dragons with a touch, has the mind of a dragon. That’s all  
I can remember. Oh, and her death will herald the beginning of 
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the end of the relationship between humans and magic in this 
world.”

“Who are you?” asked Dréoch of his apprentice. 
She turned her head, her eyes shining green, and spoke in 

an eerie voice. “I am Ipus Lachen, Apprentice Mage of Dragons.” 
The voice echoed in the heads of the others, as if two voices 

had spoken simultaneously and telepathically. Flame flowed 
from her mouth and nose, and now her cloak was smouldering.

“Well, Dragon Lady. You have much to learn,” said Dréoch, 
who added under his breath, “Or perhaps much to teach.” 

He took her hand and helped her up. “These are the other 
dragons,” he said, leading her under the trees.

The Stones of Home
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Chapter Twenty-Three 
The Calm Before the Storm

A snort of air brought Ipus from her reverie. Galhaea had 
landed quietly behind her, and Ipus stroked the large familiar 
nose. Harhounn flapped excitedly over to his mother, and Ipus 
stood up and slung her bag on her back.

 “Up, Harhounn,” she said. 
The dragon jumped onto her shoulder, causing her to 

stagger. “Umph! Heavy little fella.” 
Ipus climbed onto Galhaea’s back and moved the hatchling 

to her lap. “Time to go, Gal.” 
The dragon snorted fire over the graves of her mate and 

children, and Ipus suddenly got a terrible feeling that she would 
never see this place again. She tried to ignore it, but it wouldn’t 
go away. Ipus signalled Harhounn to stay, and quickly ran inside 
the house. She opened an old dusty box on the mantelpiece. She 
pulled out a silver chain upon which was strung a small bead of 
amber with a minuscule dragonfly trapped inside. It had been 
Dréoch’s amulet, the one which Ipus would one day give to her 
apprentice. She tucked it into her pocket, locked the door, and 
left.

The rain had been pummelling Ipus and Galhaea for hours 
by the time they reached St. Martin’s Island. The sun was setting, 
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and the dragon, drained of energy, slumped into the mud. Ipus 
felt presences on the island but decided to investigate them in 
the morning. She slept on a wet mossy stone in the shelter of the 
dragon’s wing; the reptile’s limb was so big it acted as a tent.

The weather eased overnight, and it was only spitting when 
Ipus opened her eyes to a dreary grey sky. As she ate a quick 
breakfast she cast her mind out to find the presences she had felt 
the previous night. She was relieved to find that it was Rorgnar 
and Cragillahan, and walked over to the oak that Rorgnar was 
encapsulated in. 

“Wake up, Rorgnar.” She sent a message-spell through the 
bark of the tree and sensed Rorgnar’s mind stirring. Then she 
tried to find the other presence, which had been closer to the sea 
by the cliff. She finally found the spot where Cragill had sealed 
himself up. She woke him with a message-spell too, then went 
back to see how Rorgnar was doing. The bark was peeling off 
his face and Ipus could see it was scratched. More bark peeled 
off and Rorgnar stumbled to the wet ground. There was a nasty 
series of cuts on his arm and she offered to help him clean them.

“They’ll heal,” he said, trying to cover them up.
“No, they won’t. They’ll get infected.”
Rorgnar gingerly offered his arm to her, and she poured 

water over it, washing out the dirt. Ipus carefully bandaged his 
arm and cast a healing spell. Rorgnar started tossing his knife 
from hand to hand, seeming fidgety and worried. Cragillahan 
appeared from the cave at the bottom of the cliff, bleeding from 
his head and hand.

“What happened to you?” asked Ipus.
“Knife slipped, and I hit my head.”
“Get up, I’ll heal you.”
Cragillahan walked around the base of the island to where 
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the cliff tapered off into a ledge. Dried blood was matted into 
his hair. Ipus cleaned him up and soon only a scar ran across his 
right thumb. She had closed the cut on his head with a special 
form of glue made from dragon-cartilage and magically healed 
it too. Cragillahan’s shaggy hair was caked together with glue, 
blood and mud, and Ipus offered to cut it. 

“Yeah, go ahead,” said Cragill.
A few minutes later, short hair was all that was seen on his 

scalp. “You’re quick with that knife,” said Cragill, rubbing his 
hand over his head. The bristly hairs scraped his hand. 

“It’s sharp, and Dréoch taught me how to cut hair fast.”
“Dréoch? The old Dragon Mage?”
“That’s him. There were sheep around that needed shearing.”
“I remember helping Gelarth build a hut for him, when 

I was perhaps a century old. Around about the time, I think, 
when you were apprenticed.”

“I remember that. That was the first time I rode a dragon.”
“How is Galhaea?” he asked.
“She’s exhausted. She flew from dawn to dusk yesterday, with 

her magic drained by grief. She needs rest.”
Just then, Harhounn started jumping up on Rorgnar, who 

was trying to eat. Ipus grabbed him, and fed him strips of dry 
meat from her pocket.

“So, what is there to eat on this place?” asked Cragill, looking 
around. The island had no animals on it, except for bugs and 
small crabs around the beach.

“I brought bread and there is of course fish. We’re going to 
need some big ones to feed Galhaea.”

“So, do you have nets and poles in your bag?”
“I’ve got cord but no poles.”
“I’ve got them, don’t worry,” said Rorgnar. He was holding 
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his knife and some leaves. He threw them down, and as they 
drifted to the ground, cast a spell. Where the leaves had landed 
three stalks now snakily grew. A stream of magic was visibly 
emanating from Rorgnar’s hand, and when they were twice his 
height, one slash of his knife at the base of the plants caused all 
three to fall.

“There’s your fishing rods,” he said.
A short while later, all three Mages were fishing off the tallest 

cliff up by the ruins. All the fish that Ipus caught, she was giving 
to her dragons, although Galhaea was also diving in like an 
enormous bird, catching larger fish. The two men were tossing 
theirs on a small grill made from stone. Every now and then one 
of them would get up and put the cooked fish in a basket and 
they were discussing where their enemies might be.

“Last I heard, Futhuulkor had a subterranean base of 
operations in Drogheda, and filled it with magical items from 
Haven. I don’t know, though—Rorgnar, what do you think?”

“I have a bad feeling about this island. Surely he would have 
known about it? And if he was taking things from Haven, surely 
he would have found the key, right?”

‘Maybe it only appeared for you because you’re descended 
from the First Mage. A few things have that magic; I can 
remember some Elvish weapons that return if their owner is 
killed. The enchantment works best on darts, though—unlimited 
projectiles for the foghaithi.”

The conversation lasted all afternoon, and by the time the sun 
started to get low on the horizon the Mages had filled three 
baskets with cooked fish. Galhaea slept contentedly with a 
full belly and a pile of fish bones marked where Ipus had fed 
Harhounn. Rorgnar had also made a shelter by the trees and 
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Cragillahan deepened it before they drifted off. A full day’s 
fishing had given them time to relax and prepare for entering 
into the island and each of them had uneasy dreams that night.

The leafy domed shelter protected the Mages as they slept, 
unaware of the events unfolding elsewhere. In an underground 
bunker, furnished with relics from the old Haven, Futhuulkor 
was reprimanding Muirtevonn while Belhiga listened in.

“You’ve missed him twice now! Why don’t you attack him 
directly? Although it may be impressive to place a barrier, 
whether on a giant or a dragon, it gets old if it doesn’t work. 
Also, all you’ve managed to do is endanger him and we need 
him alive to able to wake the Soldiers. You’re just as useless as 
the other two and only perhaps slightly luckier to have survived 
so far.”

“Both of them were killed because they weren’t allowed to 
kill. We don’t know what Cragillahan looks like.”

“Really? At the dragon place, how many Mages were there? 
Besides Ipus, only one, right? So how have you not seen his 
face?”

“I placed the barrier and left before they arrived. Anyway, it’s 
the vampires who almost killed him.”

“Coward. You’re wrong, too—he almost killed himself, with 
an immense drain on his magic. You could have very easily 
dragged him away. Anyway, didn’t you go to the Haven meets?”

“I haven’t seen Cragillahan for two hundred years. He used 
to have short hair and a clean-shaven face, but for all I know he’s 
now bald and bearded! That’s what Gelarth did.”

“Muirtevonn, you’ve had the same straggly reddish-blonde 
hair for three hundred years. You’ve hardly changed, why would 
Cragillahan?”
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“Obviously, it’s because he wishes to be disguised.”
“He’s not too hard to outwit. Just bring me all of them. Both 

of you.”
“The others haven’t managed to capture even one of them. 

How will we do better?” asked Belhiga, looking puzzled.
“Muirtevonn, leave. Bring me Cragillahan or don’t return at 

all.”
The Mage’s red eyes flashed, and he strode out of the room. 

Futhuulkor turned to face Belhiga.
“Bel, the others don’t matter. Once we have Cragillahan—

and he should be easily identified by his amulet—we can wake 
the soldiers and have whatever we want. Whatever you want.”

“I want to kill the others, though.”
“Then you can. Just make sure you’ve got the right one—his 

pendant is a mountain carved onto a small stone.”
Belhiga smiled gratefully, and their lips met. Futhuulkor 

broke the kiss and left the room; he walked from the lounge to 
his study, where he sat down and pulled a knife from a drawer. 
The blade was thick and heavy, and many uses had rendered 
it dull. The metal was scratched, and the wooden handle was 
damaged in many places. 

The scar that ran across his face had been caused by this 
knife when he was young. His father had tripped and landed on 
him, leaving a long gash along his face. 

Futhuulkor, then named Conrad, murdered his whole family 
with it. He set the barn on fire and piled the bodies of his parents 
and brother with hay. Ceannaire had found him shivering in 
a ditch, wearing rags and clutching a knife. For a month, the 
thirteen-year-old had been starving, eating only what he could 
find. The knife was what he used to butcher rabbits. Futhuulkor 
put the knife back in the drawer. Beside it sat another knife, as 
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well as a few pens and a notebook. The other knife was shiny 
and sharp, gleaming in the light from the desk lamp. Futhuulkor 
picked up the notebook, and wrote a short entry about the 
Soldiers of Haven.

Must be woken by M. of Stone. No other way. Need 
Crag. alive.

23.  The Calm Before the Storm
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Chapter Twenty-Four
The Soldiers of Haven

“How do we get into this place?” asked Ipus looking around the 
island.

“The painting in Navan left instructions on how to get in. 
There was a key too.”

“So what were they?”
“Tsiga listened to the message spell. I didn’t.”
“Damn. So where is this key?”
Rorgnar went to the boat, and grabbed the two bags from 

it. After searching through them both, he threw a bronze key to 
Ipus. It was dark green and heavy and ancient runes decorated 
the handle.

“This is the key that Pheh-Tzil made.” She said it as a 
statement not a question. The 10,000 year-old key sat in her 
palms looking as if it was made of history. Its handle was circular 
but unlike most keys it had no teeth: it was a cylindrical bar with 
a tapered point. The runes on it caused it to glow but it was 
barely noticeable; like the key the light was green.

“Anyone remember anything about magical or concealed 
doorways?”

The Stones of Home
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“If only we had Aegradin with us—a Mage of Secrecy would 
be very useful. Hang on... I think I remember a parchment or 
something from around the time that Pheh-Tzil died. Most of 
it was missing or unreadable but I recall a passage, a song about 
his burial.”

The Island sits far away from the land,
With tall cliffs and a little sand,
The old one, the wise one, there he lies,
Encircled by sea and under the skies.

Guarded by soldiers he lovingly made,
Buried down deep, surrounded by shade,
A tunnel goes down to his last resting-place,
From a small door on the highest cliff-face.  [Music p.254]

“Turns out all the studying my uncle made me do paid off,” said 
Cragill.

“Uncle?” asked Ipus, who had thought that Gelarth was his 
father.

“My father, Danfai, was his twin. Gelarth and Danfai were 
both the Stone Mage; when Danfai died, Gelarth took me in. I 
lived with him in England for a while, then later we came here 
and he trained me to be a Mage.”

“Interesting. I never really liked my parents and I fell in love 
with the dragons the first time I saw them.”

“That was Dréoch, wasn’t it?”
“He was sitting by what I thought was a riverbank, the first 

time I saw him. Then I felt the ground move and it was a dragon. 
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Larrock and Ipus were his dragons, and Dréoch taught me music 
as well as magic.”

“Rorgnar, who was the previous Mage of Trees?” asked 
Cragillahan, turning his attention to the shivering Mage. Ipus 
banked the small fire they were sitting around as Rorgnar said, 
“Dryadaera. She raised me after finding me on her doorstep, 
placed in a basket. My parents were likely farmers, with a large 
family, no food or space for another baby.”

“So how old were you?”
“Drya said I looked half a year. I grew up in her tree; she was 

always my mother. Not in blood, but in heart.”
“Her tree? I don’t recall her having a treehouse. She always 

had that stone one.”
“Of course you’d notice the stone house, even though it’s in 

front of a forest. She officially lived there but only used it to greet 
people, to seem normal.The biggest tree in the forest, living but 
hollow, was where she lived. Then the axes came, and the fire, 
not long after I became Mage. Dryadaera was only about 900 
then but the axes and accusations of witchcraft came to her. She 
threw me her knife and told me to run. No forest can hold back 
a fire. The cottage, the old stone one, is still there but all that’s left 
of the forest is a row of trees at the roadside and a large dip in the 
ground, where the tree stood. Its roots ran deep.”

“Do you know where Dryadaera got the knife?”
“She came home one day after having a look at the ruins 

in the valley. She said that it had once belonged to someone 
important, but I was only perhaps five years old.”

“So she found Pheh-Tzil’s knife in some old ruins?”
“They were over in the next valley, I think.”
“The next valley. St. Martin’s Valley.”
“Yes. And Pheh-Tzil was my ancestor.”
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“How do you know that?”
“Drya detected magic in my blood; that’s why she took me 

in. She said it was pure, although weak. Purer than elf-magic. 
The only person with that purity of bloodmagic is someone the 
elves gave magic to; they refined it and blessed seventeen people 
with it, who each started a new Haven. Pheh-Tzil’s stayed in 
Ireland. Our Haven is Pheh-Tzil’s. We are his legacy.”

“And now we want to get into his tomb, otherwise we will be 
breaking his elf-sworn oath,” Cragill said.

“So what do we know so far?” asked Ipus.
“The island has a magical barrier, or rather, the tomb does. 

We can do magic up here—” he demonstrated by morphing a 
black pebble into the shape of a rose—“but we won’t be able to 
down there.”

“And that’s where the soldiers are. How many do you think 
there are?”

“These are going to be the deciding force in the Battle for 
Haven. We don’t know how many there are, and we don’t need 
to. As long as we’re fighting for what is right, we’ll win.”

“So let’s get into this place.”
Each Mage unsheathed their knife and Cragill pulled a small 

electric torch from his bag. 
“Got a spare?” asked Ipus.
“Yes, but only one.” He threw the other to Ipus. Rorgnar 

picked up a dead branch and held its end in the fire. “I’d rather 
use this.”

“Cragill, where is the door?” asked Ipus, holding out the key. 
He cast his mind out, and said, “It’s about halfway down that 

cliff over there,” he said, pointing to the high end of the island. 
He took the key, and asked Rorgnar to make a platform leading 
down the cliff. The Mage of Trees carefully started growing a 
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lattice of roots and branches leading down the cliff. Ipus checked 
on Galhaea and Harhounn, who were curled up by the trees. 
Cragill ran his whetstone along his dagger one last time for luck, 
and the three Mages descended the ladder. 

Ipus handed the key to Rorgnar, saying, “You’re his descendant, 
you ought to open his tomb.” 

He took the key, then placed his hand on the mossy rock. 
Green light rippled from his fingertips, strongest from the ring, 
and the streams converged on one spot, then formed a small 
hole. He lifted the heavy and ancient key to the hole and it fitted 
perfectly, not a clink was heard. The magic reached out and 
turned it and the small circular stone door swung open. The 
dry air, which had been trapped for millennia, rushed out, as if 
eager to escape. 

Rorgnar raised his torch, revealing the low tunnel before 
them. All three Mages could sense the magical seal on the door 
and they shivered with both the cold and the eerie tingling 
sensation of their magic leaving their bodies. They crept through 
the tunnel, all of them with a hand on the hilt of their knife or 
dagger. 

After the first few metres, the tunnel expanded and led into a 
room. The electric torches shone beams of light into the corners, 
revealing human shapes in the darkness. They were black marble 
statues, slightly larger than life. There was a raised pedestal in 
the centre of the room, with a white marble statue behind it. A 
quick count showed that there were eight black statues on each 
side of the room. 

Rorgnar approached the pedestal reverently. It had a clear 
covering of some sort of crystal. He brushed away the layer of 
dust on it, and saw a pale face beneath. It had high cheekbones, 
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a prominent aquiline nose and bushy white eyebrows. He had 
been preserved so well that he looked as if he had only been 
dead for a day, if that, rather than thousands of years. Rorgnar 
looked at the white statue behind the pedestal and saw the same 
face—wrinkled, eyes shut, a peaceful smile. Brushing more 
dust away from the case, Rorgnar saw that the right hand was 
missing a finger, and he looked at his own hand. They had the 
same slender digits, the same muscular forearms. 

Pheh-Tzil had been laid to rest in a leather tunic which had 
an intricate series of knots and whorls sewn into it. His forearms 
had scars all along them, magical symbols cut by the elves. 
Cragill recognised some of them from Aegr’s arms but these 
were far more complex. 

Ipus was looking at the statues, noting the faces. These weren’t 
the first Seventeen of the Irish Haven but rather the Original 
Seventeen Mages, the Founders of all the Havens worldwide. 
They all stared straight ahead, no emotion showing except for 
the white one. In the right hand of each soldier was a spear 
made from ebony and tipped with steel. She could detect magic 
in the spears, although only faintly due to the magical barrier in 
the room. 

The Generals of the Soldiers of Haven were all male and 
bare-chested, faint musculature visible. Around the neck of each 
Soldier hung an amulet, carved from the same black marble. 
Ipus saw a Celtic knot, a mountain, an octagon—similar to the 
pendants of Bolhov, Cragill, and Suahi. She looked for a pendant 
like her own—a cross and a feather, inside a circle. She found it 
on the soldier nearest to the white one, to the right. She saw a 
ring like Rorgnar’s on the effigy of Pheh-Tzil, who had folded 
arms and no weapons. 
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The Stone Mage pendant hung on the statue opposite the Dragon 
Mage, and on the wall beside each statue was a name, carved  in 
runes. She asked Cragill to read it out, knowing that Bolhov had 
taught him how to read them. Cragill went around, translating 
all of them, noting all the names down.

 
Pheh-Tzil Faros Willussen. Mage of Trees. 
Narriach Draco Lachen. Mage of Dragons.
Darian Basann Arylto. Mage of Stone.
Jarl Ferru Aroulssen. Mage of Metal.
Kurnalghi Arlo Daltyriae. Mage of Solitude.
Valisau Triach Melquivae. Mage of Trickery.
Gwin Soullarn Vuthalanne. Mage of Blessing.
Malliar Arjall Jurlassin. Mage of Energy.
Leiffjelken Sutarassen Thalota. Mage of Secrecy.
Dannach Kardin Virinyf. Mage of Life.
Farid Azalun Selvhinn-garthull. Mage of Flight.
Kjellsen Ducann Ocurti. Mage of Sight.
Aralo Akinn Sambrinne. Mage of Transformation.
Bannlar Charlgharniel Uiscalann. Mage of Ocean.
Suthar Friacha Portadiam. Mage of Mind-Control.
Harne Piallunn Leigheass. Mage of Healing.
Jarl Rumaghann Tearmann. Mage of Fire.

After writing all of these down, Cragillahan told Ipus and 
Rorgnar to stand back. He cast his mind into the statue labelled 
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‘Darian Basann Arylto.’ The other two Mages saw the statue’s 
eyes emit a faint glow, but suddenly Ipus felt a sharp blow to the 
back of her head. She collapsed, stunned. Rorgnar was about to 
yell when the same thing happened to him. Cragill returned to 
his own mind and spun around to see a club swinging down.

______________

24.  The Soldiers of Haven
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Chapter Twenty-Five
A Twisted Mind

When he woke up, Cragillahan was lying on a stone floor beside 
Rorgnar and Ipus. He stood up shakily but didn’t recognise the 
room. After shaking Rorgnar, Cragill tried to work out where 
he was. The room had the same type of stone as the tomb, but 
was far less dusty. After crawling around on his hands and knees 
he found his torch. When he turned it on he saw that there was 
an old wooden door, locked. He tried forcing it open, but it 
wouldn’t budge. 

Rorgnar was waking up, and Cragill gently shook Ipus awake. 
He noticed blood on her neck, and then discovered he had some 
on his forehead, as well as a nasty wound. He realised that the 
club must have had a nail in it which punctured his skin. 

Once the others were awake he told them of the predicament 
they were in. None of them had their knife on them. Without it, 
Cragill felt helpless. Ipus saw what he was doing and asked if he 
wanted a knife. She pulled one from her boot, a fold-out blade 
3 inches long. He accepted it gratefully and proceeded to try 
picking the lock. 

It was an old lock so he had no problem wriggling the small 
knife in and unlocking it. He put his shoulder to the door and 
rammed it, but still it wouldn’t budge. In desperation, he tried 

The Stones of Home
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stabbing the knife through the solid wood but the blade buckled 
and almost snapped. 

Cragill folded the knife and tossed it back to Ipus, then 
sighed in annoyance. “I’m guessing that this has two locks, as 
well as something heavy against the other side.” 

A quick search revealed that all they had on them besides 
their clothing were their amulets, one torch and one small knife. 
Cragill’s pack had clothing in it as well as spare torch batteries. 
Distributed between Rorgnar and Ipus’ bags was all their food, 
as well as a few other useful items. 

More than all their supplies, though, the greatest loss the 
Mages felt was their magic, Cragill especially: he was trapped in 
a stone room. Rorgnar was feeling almost as bad, as they were 
held back by a door made of wood. Alone in a lightless locked 
room they all realised how much they depended on their magic 
for almost everything. 

At that moment, the door creaked open. Two men with guns 
walked in. From their pale hair and clear, light blue eyes, Cragill 
rightly guessed they were vampires. One aimed at him, the other 
at Ipus.

“Knife. Torch. Now.” They had rough Northern English 
accents. 

Rorgnar stood in the shadows, and when he saw the 
vampires he shook with fear. Hardly a night had passed without 
nightmares of being at the mercy, or rather the lack thereof, of 
vampires. The only way he could get proper rest was to sleep 
in—or sometimes as—a tree. 

The vampire taking the torch and knife pointed his gun at 
Rorgnar and said, “You! Get out of there, now.” 

The Mage of Trees fearfully stepped into the open. His hand 
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automatically dropped to his side, where he usually kept his 
knife. The vampire, in one swift movement, holstered his gun 
and grabbed Rorgnar’s arms. The old nightmare, constantly 
replaying in his head, became a reality as his forearms were 
fractured by the vampire’s deadly grip. A cry escaped his mouth 
and he collapsed to his knees. The vampire chuckled cruelly and 
hauled him to his feet as the other pocketed the torch and knife. 
They directed the Mages towards the door, then down a hallway 
to a well-furnished office with red, yellow, and orange carpet, 
the colours mixed into a swirling pattern of stylised flames, 
and an assortment of books and maps lined shelves. A large 
globe sat in the centre of the room beside an old polished desk. 
It seemed that the globe was coloured in certain parts, as if to 
signify something but there was no time to speculate about it. 
At the desk sat a man wearing a greatcoat over a pinstripe suit. 
His sandy spiked hair was visible from behind but his face was 
towards the wall.

“Welcome, Mages, to my humble hovel.” He turned around, 
and the Mages saw the ugly scar down his face. Slate-grey eyes 
looked at them and held their gaze. 

Cragill managed to look down, and saw five knives on the 
desk. He recognised his own, then that of Ipus, then Pheh-Tzil’s. 
Then, there was a long slim blade, glinting, looking deadly 
sharp. The final knife was a heavy blunt weapon, with a notched 
edge. He guessed that both of them belonged to Futhuulkor, 
who picked up the slender blade and held it to Rorgnar’s throat.

“Mage of Trees! Well, hasn’t it been a while! Last time I saw 
you, you were killing my family. What punishment does that 
warrant, I wonder?” He slowly ran the knife along Rorgnar’s 
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neck, drawing a little blood as the horribly sharp blade sliced 
through the skin.

“I-I killed them only because they would have killed me 
otherwise,” Rorgnar stammered, trembling.

“You took fifteen lives to save a single one. One life, now, 
that’s understandable. Two or three, even. But fifteen? Not to 
mention the one you helped kill in Navan, only recently. Sixteen 
lives, fifteen with that knife.” Futhuulkor indicated to the knife 
on the table. “In all fairness, I should use it to kill you.”

Rorgnar, who was against the wall, kneed Futhuulkor in 
the groin, then went to punch him in the face as he doubled 
over. But Futhuulkor caught Rorgnar’s fist, and snapped his 
forearm in half. Futhuulkor grinned maliciously as Rorgnar’s 
face contorted with fear and pain.

“Your greatest fear is vampires. If a vampire and a human 
have a son, though, then he is just like his father, apart from 
the teeth and the thirst for blood. The eyes are always like the 
mother’s.”

Futhuulkor’s slate-grey eyes looked into Rorgnar’s blue ones, 
as the evil apprentice Mage picked up the Elvish knife of Pheh-
Tzil.

“Dir flainn kaeva-nari silhar,” snarled Futhuulkor, saying 
that Rorgnar would not find peace. He drew back his arm, and 
swiftly punched the knife through Rorgnar’s throat. Pheh-Tzil’s 
descendant was pinned to the wooden wall, and his last words 
bubbled out with his blood.

“Arlen, emkal lurelte.” Rorgnar greeted a spirit in the next 
world, and  his head lolled forward as Futhuulkor pulled the 
dagger out. 

To his surprise, Cragill found happiness amongst his thoughts 
as Rorgnar’s corpse fell. Confused, he tried to cast his mind out 
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in an attempt to check for the Mage of Mind-Control, whom he 
suspected of interfering with his head; he felt his magic return 
to him and punched upwards from the floor with pillars of stone 
killing the vampires who had him and Ipus at gunpoint. He 
found Muirtevonn’s roaming thoughts and chased them back 
to the Mage’s body using his own mind. Then he cast a fireball 
instinctively at Futhuulkor, who caught it and threw it back. 
Ipus absorbed it as Cragill grabbed his knife off the table. He 
saw their belongings in the corner, and snatched them up as 
Ipus took her own knife as well as a notebook which also lay on 
the table. 

The Mage of Stone used his magic to splinter the wooden 
panelling on the wall, using the stone behind it. He created a 
tunnel, which Ipus scrambled through. It opened out just above 
the waterline and she scuttled across the wet rocks to the small 
beach. She sprinted along it to the low end of the island and 
Cragill connected his mind with hers to tell her to leave with 
the dragons, that he could make his own way back. She picked 
up Harhounn and leapt onto Galhaea, who took off. A couple 
of bullets whizzed past her but thankfully none hit. She pointed 
the dragon towards the mainland and flew in the rays of the 
midday sun.

Cragillahan had sealed himself in the tunnel, safe from 
bullets or fire. 

Futhuulkor talked. “Seeing as I can’t kill you just yet, would 
you like to know why I’m doing this? You’ll see reason and join 
me, perhaps.”

“You just killed Rorgnar! Right in front of me, you bastard! 
And you’ve ordered the deaths of the others. You’ve murdered 
dozens of people, and most of my friends; I’ll never join you.”
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“You think you’re innocent? You’ve done just as much 
killing as I have. At least twenty goblins within the last couple of 
months, and vampires too. Not to mention the giant.”

“They aren’t people. Goblins and giants are subhuman.”
“The goblins are an ancient race, with a complex civilisation 

and amazing metalworking skills. Like humans, they wear 
clothing. Like humans, they care for their young. Like humans, 
they bury their dead, and feel pain, and like humans they are 
intelligent. But because they are shorter, and speak differently, 
they must die. This is your twisted logic, it would seem.”

“They attacked us —we defended ourselves!”
“But you felt no qualms, no remorse, no regret, as if you 

were killing vermin. And the giant, too.”
“That giant killed Aegradin.”
“And your friends killed his wife.”
Cragillahan said nothing, accepting this fact but seething at 

the insane mind of Futhuulkor.
“Up until now, I’ve let you, and everyone else, believe that 

I want to rule the world. Even Bel doesn’t know. My true aim, 
though, is to destroy all magical humans. They’re too dangerous. 
Humans, elves, vampires. Elves are the cause of this.”

“There are seventeen Havens throughout this world. Elves 
and vampires are everywhere. You’ll never succeed with this 
quest of evil.”

“There is no good. There is no evil. That is in your head. Your 
morality; your sense of right and wrong. I don’t have that—at 
least, not in the sense that you do. Magic is too dangerous for 
this world. For the benefit of the Earth, my task will be carried 
out. Already, fourteen of the Havens have been completely wiped 
out; the small pockets of resistance from the other two are being 
quelled as we speak, and the race of Elves is almost extinct.”
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“Too dangerous for this world? Surely such an uncaring 
fiend as yourself isn’t worried for the non-magical folk. Besides, 
what good would it do? Humans are always killing each other.”

“And without magic, there will be no-one needed to defend 
them from it. But humans cannot exist, it seems, without 
fighting one another and their conflict has left scars on this 
earth. My dream is of a natural world, free of humans.” Cragill’s 
eyes widened with fear when he realised what Futhuulkor was 
planning.

“Yes, Stone Mage. Genocide. And I need the Soldiers of 
Haven, and therefore your help, to do it.”

The Stones of Home
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Chapter Twenty-Six
Gwmyarg

Cragillahan wondered where the other two Mages were as he 
planned his escape. He sensed Belhiga’s presence nearby, but as 
her mind was inactive he guessed she was resting. Muirtevonn 
though, was gone; either that, or cloaking his mind from 
detection. Then, a disturbance came from the top of the island. 
Cragill heard gunshots, then felt Muirtevonn’s presence in the 
underground complex. Raised voices came from the next room 
and Cragill looked through the wall.

“Tinnryf. I shot at the dragon, but I missed. These guns are 
useless.”

Cragillahan heard a clattering as Muirtevonn threw the gun 
to the floor.

“So you couldn’t even hit a dragon? You can’t do anything 
right.”

“Mind your mouth, boy. I can kill you with a thought.”
“True. In theory, that is indeed true. But you see, it would 

have to be my thought and you can’t get into my mind. Not even 
with your amazing skills.”

“I can indeed get into your mind with it. See this dagger?”
Muirtevonn brandished the two-part bladed staff 

threateningly at Futhuulkor.
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“I do indeed see it, but imagine if you were burning? How 
easy would it be to stab me if flames obscured your vision?”

“Fire? Bah. That won’t hinder me, at least not enough to stop 
me before I can kill you.”

“Well, it’s going to be good when there’s nothing left, when 
my plan has been carried out.”

“Your plan?” asked Muirtevonn suspiciously. “The only plan 
is that we get rid of the Mages and then rule the world.”

“I know you’re going to try and kill me, Muirtevonn. No 
need to pretend.”

“Clever boy. And I assume you’re going to kill me instead?”
“No, no, not at all. You’re going to kill yourself.”
After hearing this odd exchange, Cragillahan thought that 

he might know how to escape. He knew where all the Mages 
were, so he could be certain that none could try to stop him. He 
slowly pressed his palms together, then laid them against the 
wall. It opened, and he clambered out of the hole to sprint across 
the beach. He was at the higher end of the island, by the cliffs, 
and he ran as fast as he could to the lower end of the island. 
When he reached the kayak that Rorgnar had made, he threw 
his bag into the hull, grabbed the paddle and scraped the vessel 
off the shingle. He paddled hard and fast, knowing that Belhiga 
would likely pursue him. With every stroke of the paddle, he felt 
safer, further away from the island.

By the time that the sun was almost touching the horizon, Cragill 
had reached Tsiga’s last resting place. He stopped the kayak 
against a root, and stepped onto the platform, legs shaky. The 
last rays of sunlight shone directly into the tree, and Cragill felt 
that he ought to carve her amulet onto the tree, to pay homage 
to an old friend. He pulled his dagger out and made the shape 
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of an eagle in the rough bark. When he was done, he leaned 
his forehead against it, and muttered a quick spell. The carving 
glowed with a white-blue light, and a speck of red shone from 
it, similar to Tsiga’s own silver pendant with a ruby for the eye.

The Mage of Stone slumped against the trunk, utterly 
exhausted—emotionally, mentally and magically. He had been 
carefully controlling his emotions, but seeing Rorgnar die had 
almost pushed him over the edge. Here, beside where Tsiga had 
been laid to rest, he couldn’t take it. He rested his head on his 
knees, and wept. He had seen Aegr die and Bolhov too. At the 
camp of the elves he was the one who had to deliver the sad 
news, and with Rorgnar’s help he had buried Suahi’s damaged 
corpse. He had almost died saving Ipus, and seeing the dragons 
slaughtered had been distressing. The funeral of Fotar had also 
been sorrowful, and now that both Rorgnar and Tsiga were gone 
the grief overwhelmed him. He fell asleep with a weary heart 
and tears soaking into his scruffy beard.

______________

Ipus had ridden Galhaea from the island, but she realised that 
she had no idea where to go. After the massacre of her dragons, 
she had no wish to return to her house. She knew the elves were 
preparing to fight, and did not wish to intrude on them. Too 
many people had died on Twio’s mountain to even consider 
going there. She ended up deciding to land in the meadow which 
was near Veran-Duratir, where the Mages had camped out. As 
she flew over it she realised that it was in St. Martin’s Valley. She 
saw the ruins of the stone house that Rorgnar had described 
when they were on the island, in the next valley and a sudden 
realisation hit her as she remembered it from her childhood. 
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She had grown up in the same town. Ipus landed Galhaea in 
the meadow, by which time the sun was setting. She banked a 
fire and slept in the shelter of a dragon’s wing, with Harhounn 
curled up beside her.

When Cragill woke up he felt as if he was watching himself 
from an outside, emotionless perspective. He moved almost 
robotically, climbing into the kayak and paddling towards the 
mainland. As he approached the shore, he felt a twinge of magic 
enter his mind—it was a message-spell from Ipus.

“I’m at the field where we camped after Veran-Duratir. Meet 
me there.”

He thought for a while on how to get there, as he hadn’t 
travelled directly from there to the coast. He decided to travel 
by train to the town near Ipus’ house, then go by foot from there. 
On the train, he got a few odd looks because he was wet from 
the sea and carrying two backpacks, but thankfully nobody said 
anything. When he got off the train, he bought a decent meal 
from a takeaway store, using the last of the spare change in his 
bag. He hadn’t eaten in days. When he was adequately fed, he 
mapped a route in his mind to go to the meadow, and sent a 
message-spell to Ipus saying he would be there before too long.

After a few minutes of walking, he felt he was far enough 
away from other people to use his magic. He sank into the 
ground, and sped through the stone like a seal through water. 
He followed the contour of the hills closely, keeping near the 
surface. He felt the active minds of the werewolves preparing for 
battle as he went over Veran-Duratir. Goblins were scurrying 
in similar tunnels, but far smaller. To his surprise he felt the 
presence of many minds, as well as a strong heat. He went to 
investigate, and emerged from the stone into a small tunnel 
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which opened into a large cave. Cragillahan crouched in the 
small space, and drew his dagger. He was amazed to see a giant 
series of forges. 

Goblins were everywhere, forging swords, carrying materials, 
and stoking fires. The Goblin City, called Gwmyarg by the elves, 
was basically just a gigantic smithy. He could see small holes 
in the wall and guessed that those were the living-spaces of the 
workers. The ringing of hammers and the clicking of goblin-talk 
echoed through the cave. 

To make sure he was safe, Cragill went through the tunnel 
as it led back into the stone. It looped around and down, and 
shortly he was at the floor of the cavern. He crouched behind a 
large boulder to avoid being seen, but then heard a shot and felt 
a terrible pain in his upper left arm. 

A vampire ran towards him, firing. Cragill counted four 
shots as they whizzed past him and knew that the vampire could 
only fire one more shot before he needed to reload. He jumped 
up and managed to grab the revolver, and twisted it away by the 
barrel. He inadvertently pulled the trigger, and the bullet exited 
the back of the vampire’s head in a gruesome red splatter.

Cragillahan dropped the gun, his left arm leaking from 
where the bullet had grazed across it. He summoned his magic 
and sealed the wound, removing the pain too. 

Goblins had surrounded him during the fight, and now a 
dozen razor-sharp blades were at his throat. He was too worn 
out to use his magic again, so he walked in the direction he 
was pointed around the forge and towards a tunnel. Here the 
unmistakable glow  of magic could be seen—there were goblins 
here who were enchanting weapons. The purple glow shone 
across the blades, glinting with the light of the fires.  The click-
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speak of the goblins had started to annoy Cragill, but suddenly a 
particularly loud series of clicks stopped the small group. When 
Cragill turned around, he saw a short old man with a long white 
beard emerge from a tunnel. He spoke in clicks, like the goblins, 
and the apparent leader of the group bowed reverently—he 
crouched and touched his forearms to the floor.

“Stone man, you are not welcome here. You are to be taken 
up to the surface, and given to the leader.”

Cragill relaxed with the knowledge that he would at least be 
safe from the vampires and goblins, not realising this was a ploy.
The old man stooped, and indicated for Cragillahan to follow 
him. 

“Who are you?” asked the Mage of Stone.
“I am the guardian of the goblins, a go-between for them 

and humans.  Haven always rejected me, because of their anti-
goblin beliefs. The elves cast me out because I refused to kill 
goblins.”

“You’re an elf?”
“Indeed, my life has lasted seventeen hundred and thirty-

seven years,” said the elf, as he pulled out a viciously sharp-
looking knife. “Your life, on the other hand, ends here.”

The Stones of Home
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Armament and Reunion

The elf lunged stabbing the knife towards Cragillahan. He 
dodged and pulled his dagger from its sheath—but with one 
swing of the goblin knife, his own blade clattered to the ground, 
cut close to the handle. Cragill cursed, and dropped the useless 
hilt. The elf pinned him against the wall—he was stronger than 
he looked—and held the knife to Cragill’s throat. The Mage 
of Stone sank into the wall, and emerged behind the wiry elf. 
Cragill knocked him to the ground and sent the knife clattering 
away. He picked it up before the elf could and stabbed him 
through the heart, breathing heavily as his weight rested on the 
hilt of the knife.

Cragill opened a hole in the floor beneath the body, and buried 
it in stone. He half-expected goblins to come swarming through 
the tunnel, so he closed it shut, sealing himself in a stuffy dark 
pocket. 

He cast a spell to create a small light and picked up the pieces 
of his knife. It had been his father’s, and handed down through 
the procession of Stone Mages since the First Mage of Stone. The 
knife was thousands of years old and fitted Cragillahan’s fighting 
style perfectly. The handle that he and Bolhov had remade was 
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the exact same shape, so it was just right for his hand. He had 
used it for just over three hundred years—his uncle, his father’s 
twin, had gifted it to him on his two hundredth birthday when 
he took his Gelarth’s place on the Council of Haven. So many 
stories throughout the years, of the Mages that had wielded it, 
of the enemies it had conquered, of the people that had handled 
it. He carefully put it in its sheath, and picked up the elf ’s knife. 
It was obviously of goblin-make, and custom-made for the 
elf—it had been fitted to a human sized hand. The blade had a 
slight purple glow in the dimly-lit hole as all enchanted goblin 
weapons did. The elf had been holding the sheath when he pulled 
the knife from it and it had dropped when Cragill knocked him 
over. He swung the knife out to discover with which attributes 
it had been enchanted. As he cast his mind he sensed that it had 
all the highest known levels of enchantment and possibly more. 
Its edge was finer than an atom, its blade could withstand the 
weight of a mountain yet would not bend nor break. He felt he 
could be wrong, as he was not adept with the sideways magic of 
the goblins but after what had happened to his knife he wasn’t 
surprised. This was the most powerful weapon in this world that 
had not been either Imbued by the Reversal of a Mage’s skill 
or created purely from magic; in fact, while it normally took a 
week or so to enchant a weapon, this knife had been the focus of 
extreme magic for seventeen years, such was the effort required 
to create it.

Cragillahan resheathed the goblin knife, and attached it to his 
belt beside the sheath of his own knife. He wanted to go back to 
where his bags were, as he had supplies in it that were valuable 
to him. They were in the tunnel where he had first arrived, but 
he couldn’t risk being seen by goblins. He unsealed the wall he 
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had created, and continued following the tunnel.
The narrow corridor in the stone led to a small intersection, 

shaped like a cross. He decided to make a small hollow in the 
stone and cast his mind from there. The left and central passages 
led to storerooms, but the right tunnel had a house at the end. 
Cragill emerged from the stone and walked into the large 
underground hollow and realised that this elf had embraced 
modernity. It was a spacious living-room, with paintings, 
shelves of books, and various articles of furniture. There was 
a kitchen to one side, and there were a few doorways visible 
which he guessed led to a bedroom and bathroom. A loud hum 
was audible as he approached one of the empty doorways, and 
Cragillahan could see a generator when he walked in, as well as 
a few laundry and kitchen appliances—washing machine, dryer, 
large sink, dishwasher, oven. 

Suddenly, he could hear voices echoing in the main tunnel. He 
ducked behind the washing-machine. 

“Melzann? Where are you?”
A second, quieter voice piped up. 
“Where else would he be? He brought the intruder this way, 

didn’t he?”
“Perhaps they went to the surface.”
The two voices kept calling, then gradually faded away as 

they followed the surface tunnel. Cragill stood up, and continued 
exploring the underground house.

He found a small arsenal in a side-room. There was a 
collection of knives, half a dozen swords hanging on the wall, 
and a revolver with a few boxes of ammunition. Cragill took two 
extra knives and a shortsword. He found it difficult to operate a 
gun, and he found them too noisy anyway, so he left it there. A 
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staircase led from the main room, and upon climbing it Cragill 
found the tunnel to the surface. He couldn’t go up there because 
of the vampires and he wanted to return for his bags. Cragill 
turned and went back the way he came.

When he reached the intersection that he had passed earlier, 
he entered the stone. He could sense all the goblins and vampires 
below him, but decided against combat. If it had been one or two, 
he would have fought them, but he was outnumbered perhaps a 
hundred to one. He travelled along the ceiling until he reached 
his entry point, but as he snatched up his pack, a tremendous 
roar echoed in the cavern. A troll was lumbering through the 
vaulted hollow of Gwmyarg, its long arms sweeping goblins 
aside, and its thick scales acting as effective armour against even 
the sharpest goblin swords. 

Cragillahan saw two goblins lifted up, both impaled on the same 
massive claw. The troll roared again, and in its mouth he could 
see dozens of enormous, razor-sharp teeth. The head looked like 
that of a crocodile, albeit far more gargantuan, and goblins were 
caught on the teeth like insects. 

The vampires started shooting as soon as they could, 
but the bullets whizzed everywhere as they bounced off the 
impenetrable armour. 

Goblins were dying left and right, both from the troll and 
the ricocheting bullets. 

Suddenly, another roar sounded, this time from the other 
side of the cavern. Cragill took it as a sign to escape while he 
had the chance—before it cost him his life. With his bags in 
one hand and the enchanted knife in the other, he once more 
entered the stone.
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As the sun was setting, Cragillahan emerged from the 
ground. His clothes were torn, his arm was bloodied and his 
knife was broken, but he was otherwise alright, besides being 
highly shaken.

“What happened to you?” asked Ipus, with a concerned 
expression as she walked over to help him up.

“I found Gwmyarg. Caught by vampires; managed to escape.” 
“Well, take that jacket off. Here’s a blanket, I’ll get a fire 

going.” As he did so, she beckoned a flame into existence, and he 
removed the knives from his belt.

“I took a notebook from Futhuulkor’s study; I think you ought 
to see it.” She handed it to him; he flicked through it and stopped 
on the latest page.

Wolves and Elves shall die in battle, bestowing unto 
them the honour that they so desperately seek. The 
Glory of Death shall conquer the world.

The next entry, looking far more recent, far less faded, was 
short and simple.

TSOH: Must be woken by M. of Stone. No other 
way. Need Crag. alive.

“Nasty,” said Cragill. “It’s because of this bastard that Goblinforge 
is all a-bustling. There was an elf down there, too, who sided with 
the goblins. Malzan, or something. He almost killed me; that’s 
the knife he tried to do it with.” Cragill pointed, and removed 
the shortsword and spare knives from his bag too.
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“He cut my knife, the blade from the handle. I took these in 
a hope to defend myself.”

“Your dagger? How?”
“Have a look at it; sense the enchantments.”
He removed it from its sheath so that she could see it. He 

saw her flinch when the power revealed itself; the blade seemed 
to almost project an aura of sharpness, like a blue edge in the air, 
matching the contours of the blade.

“Your dagger, though—how old is it?”
“It was Danfai’s, and it was owned by the First Stone Mage 

of the Irish Haven.”
Cragillahan and Ipus, long-lived as they were, had only seen 

perhaps a tenth of what the knife had.
“Is it repairable?”
“Made by a Mage, only a Mage can remake it. It’s hopeless. 

My father’s dagger.”
Ipus, sensing how worn out Cragill was, offered him a hot 

drink.
“Want some tea?”
“I can’t abide the stuff. A coffee, or cocoa.”
“I don’t have any coffee, but I can make you a hot chocolate.”

The two Mages, all alone in this world, huddled for warmth 
as they drank, surrounded by dragons and darkness. Like an 
enormous cat, Galhaea curled up, leaving a small sheltered 
hollow in the centre, covered with her wing. Here, Ipus and 
Harhounn slept, while Cragill laid down his weary head beneath 
the stars.

With daylight came a drizzling of rain. Cragillahan’s leather 
jacket was covered in dried blood, and had a large cut in the 
sleeve. His shirt wasn’t in much better shape. He rummaged 
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through the bags for something more suitable, and decided that 
they should reorganise the backpacks.

“There’s only us two now. We needn’t carry Rorgnar and 
Tsiga’s stuff with us.” 

Ipus helped him go through and cast out anything that they 
didn’t need. Cragill found a jacket of Rorgnar’s, and gratefully 
put it on over his shivering wet torso. A gruff throat-clearing 
sounded from the trees behind them, and they turned to see 
Hakurir and Nalgar. 

“We have come to sign the treaty. Where are the elves?”

27.  Armament and Reunion
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Chapter Twenty-Eight 
My Enemy’s Enemy

“Nalgar! Good to see you again!” said Cragillahan, bowing.
“No need for that,” said Nalgar, kindly. “You look starved.”
“This past week has been difficult.”
“I can imagine so. Where are the elves?”
“We haven’t met them yet—we were about to go into the 

forest.”
“Let us wait here. I trust no elves under treetop cover.”
The werewolves sat down beside the Mages and engaged 

in pleasant conversation for a while, until they saw the elves 
approaching. It was Vennkarl and Halentul, the warrior helping 
the old chief walk. Cragillahan was surprised at actually how 
old Halentul was getting—his white hair was thinning, and deep 
wrinkles crossed his face.

“Cragillahan! Arlen, davi!” Halentul cheerfully greeted the 
Mage of Stone.

The chiefs of the Elf and Werewolf tribes stared each other down. 
Halentul was short, but he held himself with strength, despite a 
limp. Nalgar was twice his height, but his fur was grizzled with 
age and he stood like an old man. Like many elves, Halentul 
had green eyes, and Nalgar’s amber eyes were more wolf than 
human. Cragillahan started to talk.

The Stones of Home
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“Recently, I have attended two funerals. One of an elf, the 
other, a werewolf. Both had met their end because of goblins. 
We must unite against a common enemy, and that enemy is 
Futhuulkor. He is planning on the extermination of all magical 
creatures. I don’t know why, although he has the means, but 
what I do know is that we must stop him. He has amassed armies 
of goblins and vampires, who have caused grief amongst both 
the Caihi and Veran-Duratir in the past. But now is the time to 
ignore your differences; now is the time to fight for freedom, 
for safety.”

The old chieftains nodded in agreement, and Halentul said, 
“We don’t need a treaty written on paper—it will be written on 
our souls.” 

He pulled a small knife from his belt and poked a hole in his 
palm. Blood oozed out, and he offered the knife to Nalgar. The 
werewolf declined, and used a claw instead. They sealed the 
verbal treaty with a bloody handshake. Ipus led Galhaea over, 
who breathed healing flames over the hands of the chiefs. They 
were both wary of the fire, but marvelled when they felt its cool, 
soothing touch.

“I didn’t know dragon-fire could heal. What other properties 
does it have?” asked Nalgar.

“It only heals if the dragon wants it to. Otherwise, it just 
burns. It’s possible to alter the colour of a dragon’s fire by 
changing its diet, though. Such fun!”

“Really? That would be interesting.”
“The purple flames are the best.”
“I would imagine so.” The werewolf stroked the dragon’s 

nose, and asked if he would be allowed to ride her.
“She needs to recognise you first. She does it by tasting your 
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blood—if you could draw some, please?”
Nalgar twisted his claw into his palm again, re-opening the 

hole that had, ironically, been healed by dragon-fire minutes 
earlier. Galhaea licked it, and because she had already healed his 
hand, the lingering trace of magic on her tongue was enough to 
reseal the hole.

“Climb up onto her back now,” said Ipus. Nalgar gingerly 
mounted the dragon, sitting awkwardly on her back in the 
human-size saddle. Ipus murmured something to the dragon, 
and gently stroked her snout.

“A dragon is controlled by the movements you make, much 
like a horse—although I don’t suppose you’ve ridden them 
before, either. Or a tigerwolf, I should think. I’ve told her that 
you’ve never flown before, so she’ll be careful. You ready?”

Nalgar nervously nodded. 

“Go!” shouted Ipus to the dragon, who then unfolded her 
massive wings. Galhaea turned, so that she was facing away from 
the trees, and kicked off from the ground with her powerful legs. 
Her wings spread, and she swooped through the air. At first 
Nalgar was terrified, but when he realised he wasn’t going to fall 
off, he howled in enjoyment. The amber magic was alive in the 
air as the dragon soared higher.

Eventually, Ipus called her to the ground, and Nalgar leapt 
off, grinning with excitement. He shook the rain off his fur, and 
said, “That was amazing! In all my years I’ve not enjoyed myself 
more! Riding a tigerwolf is nothing compared to this!”

“These are dark times. I’m glad that my dragons can bring 
cheer and joy into someone’s lives.” 

Ipus turned to Halentul. “I’m assuming you’d like to ride her 
too?”
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“I thought you’d never ask,” he said with a chuckle. He used 
his knife to reopen the cut on his hand. Galhaea licked it, just 
like she had with Nalgar, and it fused shut almost immediately. 

To the dragon, Ipus said, “One more for you. Fly well!”
Halentul climbed eagerly into the saddle, and Galhaea took 

off. Harhounn nosed his snout into the Dragon Mage’s hands, 
who patted his head gently. They watched Halentul’s aerial antics 
for a while and when she landed, Ipus helped him climb off the 
dragon. The Elven Chief was simply at a loss for words but Ipus 
could see from his expression that he loved it. He was grinning 
from ear to ear and his eyes were shining with joy. 

Spontaneously, he hugged Ipus and thanked her. “There 
aren’t enough words in any language to describe the thrill of 
that. Caltann would have loved it—he always enjoyed the 
exhilaration and adrenalin of tree-running.”

Ipus smiled to herself. The power of the dragon had definitely 
had the desired effect on the chiefs. Both Nalgar and Halentul 
had brightened up and were less suspicious of each other.

“We ought to send for the warriors so we can see how this war 
will be fought,” said Cragillahan to the chiefs. They nodded, 
and Halentul sent Vennkarl as a runner to the Caihi as Nalgar 
dismissed Hakurir. The Mages and chiefs sat in the shade of a 
large tree, because it had only just stopped raining, and they 
shared lunch while they waited. Nalgar’s contribution was a 
large sika deer, saying that it had been right outside the surface 
exit of Veran-Duratir  as he exited. Halentul had brought a very 
solid and filling loaf of bread, made in the way that only elves 
can. Ipus and Cragill had little to offer in the way of food, but 
had a pure spring of clear water near their camp.

The meagre feast of bread, fresh meat and assorted greenery 
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filled them all and they started discussing their enemies once 
they were satisfied.

“We’ll be fighting goblins and vampires. I doubt they’ll 
have giants but I’m not sure about trolls,” said Cragill. “I saw 
Goblinforge, and there were trolls attacking.”

“That was me,” said Ipus. “Trolls are close enough to dragons 
that I can control them; they have weak minds that are therefore 
easy to command. I sensed you there and sent them.”

“Oh. Thanks. The goblins will be using swords and the 
vampires will have guns, if my past experiences with the two 
are true,” he said, turning the conversation back to the matter 
at hand.

“The elves will have the haith: fogh, nur and scan. Mostly 
foghaith, at long range.”

Seeing Cragill’s confused expression, Ipus murmured, “axes, 
knives and dart-throwers.”

He nodded, and said to the canine chief, “And the werewolves, 
Nalgar?”

“We fight with tooth and claw.”
“So it will be the elves at the back and werewolves advancing. 

Goblins against werewolves and elves versus vampires. Melee 
and ranged.”

Both chiefs nodded solemnly.
“The goblins have never lived above the ground. In the caves, 

they use ambush and darkness to their advantage. But here, in 
the open sunny meadow, they shall fail,” said Nalgar.

“The goblins have scant armour; in the forge I saw only 
blades. No metal armour although I think I saw leather.”

“The werewolves use armour, don’t they, Nalgar?” asked 
Ipus.
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“Boiled hardened troll-hide, strengthened with the magic of 
howlsong.”
The four of them discussed war all afternoon and were surprised 
by the setting sun. As the others fell asleep, Ipus secretly went 
into Cragillahan’s bag and took his sheathed dagger out. She 
carried it over to Galhaea, hoping that her plan would work. 
Holding the two pieces of the knife together, she willed Galhaea 
to breathe a small gust of flame over it. The fire licked over 
the blade, but it wouldn’t join it together. Ipus resheathed the 
broken dagger, and flew Galhaea up to a pillar of exposed rock 
at the top of the hill. Ipus carefully positioned the two pieces 
on the smooth stone, then entered Galhaea’s mind once she 
had muttered an anti-fire spell onto the wooden handle. As the 
dragon, she was impervious to fire. The Dragon Mage breathed 
flames onto the knife, melting the cut edge just enough for it to 
fuse together; then the binding magic was restored and the knife 
settled. There was an ugly metal scar at the join but the blade 
was as sharp as ever. Ipus put it next to Cragillahan, then went 
to sleep in her usual place next to Galhaea.

28.  My Enemy’s Enemy
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Chapter Twenty-Nine 
Rejuvenation

Cragillahan woke a few minutes before sunup, slightly damp 
from sleeping on the dewy ground. As he woke up he noticed 
the dawn light reflected in the grass in front of him. He rubbed 
the sleep from his eyes and reached forward—it was his dagger, 
in its sheath, but he didn’t remember leaving it there. He slid the 
knife out of its sheath, and stared in wonderment.

“Is this my dagger I see before me?” 
A chuckle sounded from behind him, the cheerful clear 

sound cutting through the crisp dawn air. Ipus was seated on a 
stone, leaning against Galhaea.

“Ipus, did you do this?”
“Galhaea did, technically.”
“Thank you. Thank you so much.”
“It was nothing much. Dragons are useful in the creation 

and mending of weapons and armour.”
“How could you fix it, though? I thought only another Mage 

of Metal could.”
“ ‘Made by a Mage, only a Mage can remake it.’ Nothing 

about needing to be a Mage of Metal.”
“I never realised that. Well, I am eternally grateful to you. It’s 

a wonderful job.”

The Stones of Home
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He stood up, and the two of them embraced.
“When the war is over, what’ll you do?” asked Ipus.
“I don’t know, I really don’t. I feel that I have a duty to restore 

Haven. You?”
“I feel it too. I’ll find a new place to be with my dragons—the 

old house holds too many memories.”
She started setting up a little kettle, then relit the fire beneath 

it, as Cragillahan rummaged through his bag and brought out a 
small sewing kit, with which he started mending the cut in his 
jacket. The corresponding gash on his arm was only now forming 
into a scar; the dragon-fire had been healing it. Normally, such 
a cut would heal within minutes with dragonfire, but a goblin-
knife slowed the healing process, and the particular knife used 
against him was fairly potent.

“Are the wolves and elves nearby?” he asked Ipus.
“Galhaea seems a little nervous, which she normally does if 

there are many people around.”
At this point, Halentul was waking up, and Nalgar was 

nowhere to be seen. The Mages looked around for him, and saw 
the distinct footprints of an adult werewolf leading up the hill. 
Their gaze travelled upward, and saw him silhouetted against 
the dawn sky. He arched his back, pointed his snout to the pale 
moon which hung in the sky still, and let out a tremendous 
howl. The sun’s rays poked over the edge of the horizon right 
at that moment, and the ageing werewolf was suddenly bathed 
in sunlight. His howls spoke of joy, of freedom, of being home. 
The Mages saw tears of happiness glistening on his fur and his 
amber eyes shone with the light of a cub’s. He howled again, 
but this time was answered by hundreds of others. The Mages 
scrambled up the hill and saw the entire amassed force of 
Veran-Duratir. The howl was ear-shattering but beautiful; the 
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sky glowed with amber light and the melodious harmonies all 
clashed and combined together to make a single, pure, spine-
chilling howl. Halentul had climbed the hill after the Mages, and 
was also staring in awe.

“Is that what I think it is?” he asked.
“The full force of Veran-Duratir,” said Nalgar proudly. “I 

shall now address them.” He turned back to face his army.
“Werewolves! Today we face our enemy for the final time! 

We breathe the fresh air, we see the sky! Today, although a few 
might join our ancestors, it will be for the greatest cause in our 
history! I am the only wolf here who is old enough to remember 
it, so all of you shall now experience sunlight!”

He tipped his snout back and joyously howled. Right at that 
moment, the sun had risen just high enough for its rays to shine 
over the small hill. As it reached each line of werewolves they 
joined Nalgar in the howl. Many fell to their knees at the sight 
of the brilliant radiance but to all the warriors of Veran-Duratir, 
their old chief was magical. To them, it seemed as if he had 
summoned the sun with a howl. They were all willing to risk 
their lives for so powerful a wolf. For their chieftain. For Nalgar 
Sun-Summoner.

An hour after dawn the elves came through the forest. Seven 
hundred Alhai, all armed with dozens of darts, the foghaithi to 
throw them, axes, and knives. Vennkarl was leading the elves of 
Caihi, and Fraganni and Danzill were leading their own tribes. 
Even though there were hundreds of them they were so silent 
that all that could be heard was a slight rustling, easily mistaken 
for the sound of wind through the trees. They were all dressed 
in wonderfully detailed clothes, the same colour as the grass, 
and seemingly made of it, too. Halentul spoke a command, 
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without even raising his voice and after perhaps a second not 
one Alha was visible. They blended in perfectly with the ground. 
Cragillahan surveyed the hidden army and asked Halentul 
whether or not magic was used by the Alhai.

“Only a little; a complex cloaking spell which masks their 
smell, heat, sounds, and magic—the only thing it doesn’t do 
completely is sight, and you can see—or can you?—why they 
don’t need it. Every single Alha here has trained for at least a 
century and some of them have been at it for over a millenium. 
A small amount of magic, but a large amount of skill.”

“Interesting. The werewolves use their Howl as a magical 
weapon, so that’s almost the opposite.”

Ipus nudged him, and said, “Cragill, you should inspire 
them, give them a speech.” He reluctantly got to his feet and 
suddenly all eyes were on him.

“Werewolves. Elves. Though there has been conflict 
in the past, we gather as one today to face a common 
enemy. 

Futhuulkor has goblins and vampires fighting 
for him, but they don’t know the extent of his evil 
plans. He intends to kill every human, elf, werewolf 
and dragon that possesses magic. After that, the 
lower species: the goblins, vampires, tigerwolves, 
trolls and giants, and then finally, every human on 
earth. 

While neither of you enjoy the existence of 
Normals, or goblins and vampires, we must fight 
to save ourselves and our families. Futhuulkor 
is insane, but dangerously powerful. If we lose 
this battle then your families will be ruthlessly 
slaughtered—we are fighting for the right to live!”
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The elves cheered and the wolves howled. Nalgar and 
Halentul both motioned for their armies to follow and led them 
up and over the small hill. Cragillahan finally realised where 
they where: St. Martin’s Valley. The forest of the elves was the 
forest where Dryadaera had once lived the odd-shaped boulders 
he could see in the distance were the ruins of the birthplace of 
magic among humans, and before that, the earliest magic in this 
world. Futhuulkor planned to end magic in the very same place 
it had started.

On the far side of the valley near the abandoned town, the 
Mages, elves and werewolves could see their opponents 
gathering. Hundreds of enchanted swords glinted in the sun. 
Nalgar called for his armour to be brought to him. He donned 
the troll-hide plate-leather and Cragillahan asked how good it 
was. The werewolf chief asked to try and stab him. The Mage 
of Stone dubiously pulled out his dagger, and Nalgar reassured 
him that if anything would be damaged, it would be the knife. 
Cragill resheathed it and drew out his enchanted goblin-knife. 
With one powerful stab, he left the knife quivering in the inch-
thick armour. When Nalgar pulled it out, the leather fused itself 
back together as if nothing had happened. The werewolf invited 
him to use a standard non-enchanted goblin knife, and offered 
him one. He carried it with him to use it almost as an extra claw. 
Cragill took out one of his other knives, the back-up he took 
from Melzann’s cave, and punched it with all his might into the 
werewolf ’s armour. Nalgar snapped it off just behind the point, 
using one paw. With a claw, he dug the point out. Cragillahan 
examined the shard of metal, and saw that the edge of it was 
dulled.
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“Fantastic. How can werewolves shape the armour, though, 
if it’s so tough?”

“Goblin knives can cut it from the inside. Skinning a troll 
is a pack effort; we start with the jaw and knock the teeth out. 
That way it’s safe for a youngster to crawl inside the mouth and 
start cutting. After that, making the armour is a long process 
of boiling, beating and strengthening the leather. The finished 
product is far harder and stronger than the starting material. 
You could easily kill a troll with that stab.”

“Doesn’t it take an entire pack?”
“Most of the fight is tactical. A stab like that in the right spot 

would do the job.”
At this point, Halentul walked over with the other Elf-chiefs.
“Seven hundred Alhai await your command,” he said to 

Cragill. He was dressed in an amazing suit of armour. It wasn’t 
made of iron, or leather. It was made purely out of magic, 
so densely concentrated that it was visible clearly in strong 
daylight. Its colours were indescribable, constantly moving, but 
seemed to be centred around blue. Greens and purples flowed 
around it, and when Cragill put his hand on the armour he felt 
an immense but controlled amount of magic as well as a twinge 
of electricity. The armour covered Halentul’s torso, arms and 
legs as well as his head; it hung like chainmail, as if it was heavy 
but it was lighter than silk cloth.

“This is amazing. How did you make it?” asked Cragillahan.
“This armour was a gift from my father and his gave it to 

him.”
“So nobody knows who made it?”
“No. It is the legendary armour of the elves.”
In fact the rings of this armour—because it was indeed 
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chainmail, of a sort—were so small that it was impossible to 
see with the naked eye. Each ring was so small that a human 
hair could not fit through it. The entire outfit had taken nearly 
an Elvish lifetime to make. The skill in itself needed almost 
three hundred years of learning and after 1,717 years the 
creator, an elf in a different universe, died upon completion; the 
Dürfilennalai had brought it with them. The rings themselves 
were pure magic, made from a black stone-like substance, called 
diarasiétas—debris from an interdimensional explosion which 
was the source of all magic in all worlds.

“How good is it?” asked Cragillahan, about the armour.
“No blade has ever passed through it. It makes the wearer 

stronger, more agile. I could even walk into lava wearing this, 
and I would suffer no harm.”

“I’ll be seeing you after the battle, then,” said Cragillahan, 
mock-jokingly. In truth, he had a terrible feeling about this fight, 
that there would be no survivors. The feeling had been growing 
stronger since he had first felt it at Bolhov’s hut. 

Nalgar was sitting astride a tigerwolf, riding it like a horse, 
and there were a few other werewolves doing the same. Howls 
and horns sounded, and Cragillahan drew his dagger and the 
shortsword he had taken from Melzann’s arsenal. As one, the 
shout went up: “TO WAR!!!”

The Stones of Home
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Chapter Thirty 
Combat At Last

Ipus swung herself up onto Galhaea’s back, loading her crossbow 
with one hand. The werewolves riding tigerwolves bounded off 
down the hill, with the amassed forces of Veran-Duratir close 
behind. Across the meadow Cragillahan could see hundreds of 
goblins sprinting through the grass. The enemy far outnumbered 
the Alhai and Virin,  and had superior weapons. Ipus had flown 
above the goblins, and was shooting them one by one from 
dragonback. The vampires had a varied assortment of guns and 
were all trying to shoot her down. A lucky shot managed to pass 
through Galhaea’s foot, but the dragon was flying too fast for 
any of them to get a good shot at her. The Alhai sent volleys 
of darts in quick succession towards the goblins, unable to hit 
the vampires because they were just out of range. The Virin and 
goblins met on the field with a mighty scrape of swords on bone 
and claws on bloodied blades. 

Cragillahan was skirting around the battle so that he could 
get to his real enemies, accompanied by a group of Alhai who 
were invisible against the grass. Belhiga and Futhuulkor were 
using their magic as a potent weapon; he set the grass on 
fire and she had blocked the stream, so no werewolves could 
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extinguish themselves. Muirtevonn was nowhere to be seen, 
and Cragillahan suddenly became aware of the intense amounts 
of magic they must be using. Easy targets for him, because they 
wouldn’t be able to detect his approach and as their magic was 
focused, they wouldn’t be able to turn it on him in a hurry. He 
began his subtle strategy as the second wave of goblins attacked 
the werewolves. The elves had advanced, as had the vampires. 

Each of the four species disliked each other just enough 
so that they didn’t care who they killed. Cragillahan could 
see Halentul in the frenzy, blades shattering on or sliding off 
the impenetrable armour, the elf-chief swinging a longsword, 
uncommon amongst his kind. Bullets ricocheted off him back 
at the shooter. A dozen goblins were being slaughtered as they 
tried to attack him. 

Then, a voice sounded in the heads of everyone around 
Halentul: “Crush him!” It was Muirtevonn, and the old elf 
chief ’s eyes widened in fear. Although the armour could deflect 
any sword or bullet, it had no structure. It hung like a shirt. The 
goblins swarmed over him again, but this time trying to grab 
and pin him. His sword was snatched, and after a scuffle he was 
helplessly pinned by several goblins. 

A van, driven by a vampire, came roaring over the hill, and 
ploughed into the mass of fighters, scattering and splattering 
them. Cragillahan tried to muster his magic up but the van was 
moving too fast for him to do anything to stop it. The goblins 
leapt off the Elf-Chief and he tried to get up, but the van smashed 
into him, shattering his old bones. He flew through the air, and 
landed in the mud a few metres in front of the van. Groaning, he 
tried to get up a second time but collapsed on a broken leg. The 
chief coughed up blood and the last thing he saw was two lights 
speeding towards him. The driver jumped out and ran towards 
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the mangled corpse with the hope of claiming the armour as 
a trophy. But it had disappeared—the armour, sensing that 
Halentul was dead, had departed as he had. It was now back in 
Caihi—a complex spell which was one of the many used in its 
creation. 

Galhaea flew down breathing fire over the van. The 
flames reached the full fuel tank, and two dozen goblins were 
incinerated. The explosion roared in everyone’s ears, and 
Vennkarl ran forward attempting to avenge his fallen friend. 
The enraged warrior hacked and slashed with a pair of short 
axes but was cut down by a stream of bullets. 

Cragillahan ignored the tears of remorse and grief streaming 
down his face and instead allowed anger to fill him. He sprinted 
towards Muirtevonn, who was standing by himself in the 
open, controlling the goblins. A vampire collapsed beside him, 
dropping a large handgun. Cragillahan picked it up, aimed it 
and squeezed the trigger. The bullet sped through the Mage 
of Mind-Control’s head in a red explosion. He collapsed and 
Cragill dropped the gun. He looked into Muirtevonn’s dead eyes: 
the last traces of magic left them and Cragillahan took the staff 
of Stone Mage Thalsoninsolan the Great and Etteria the Flooder. 

This was the staff that had sunk a city and flooded the entire 
world. With this bladed staff Muirtevonn had controlled a 
giant. Aegr’s death had finally been avenged and Cragill now 
wielded the greatest magical weapon in this universe. Power 
surged through his veins and as vampires fired at him the bullets 
bounced off the forcefield he had created. 

Ipus landed Galhaea and joined the hand-to-hand combat. 
A vampire had snuck up behind the dragon, and dodged the 
fireballs she sent his way. With a mighty swipe of her tail, he flew 
through the air, landing with a splatter of blood on the rocky 
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ground. A similarly armed enemy managed to get a few shots 
into the dragon, ripping her wing, but the tough scales deflected 
the bullets. Ipus knifed the attacker in the back and stroked 
Galhaea’s snout, soothing the mighty beast. The vampires were 
swarming over Ipus and Galhaea and she was struggling to fend 
them off with her knife; she wished that she had a larger blade. 
The dragon leapt into the air as soon as Ipus climbed back on 
but a chance shot hit her in the snout. The dragon bellowed out 
a plume of blue fire, cauterising and healing the bullet-wound. 
The lead melted and dripped out and the dragon turned her 
magical flame so that it hit her wing. The bullet-holes closed 
and she flew higher to attempt to avoid the whizzing chunks of 
metal. 

Cragillahan was striding across the battlefield, his attention 
fixed on Futhuulkor. Any assailants attempting to hinder him 
were mercilessly dispatched with a casual thrust of the magical 
staff. As he walked, armour formed around him. It was stony 
in texture and looked heavy, but it seemed to be no burden to 
him at all. Belhiga saw him striding towards them and aimed 
a powerful blast of water at him. He held the staff up and the 
stream split and flowed either side of him. Futhuulkor turned 
his attention to Cragillahan and sent a fireball directly at the 
Mage of Stone’s chest. It dissipated on the magical armour and 
he continued his menacing stride, inevitable as an avalanche. 
Seeing a gun discarded on the ground beside him, the panicking 
Mage of Fire snatched it up and pulled the trigger—only to hear 
a loud ‘click’. He snarled in anger and fear and created a flaming 
sword out of the air. It was more than nothing, but less than 
substance and left an afterimage of flames as it swung through 
the air. Fire-sword clashed with bladed black staff as the two 
ferociously fought. 
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Suddenly a group of goblins attacked the Mage of Stone 
from behind, breaking his concentration. He spun around to 
defend himself, but when he turned back his adversary had fled. 
Galhaea had landed on the top of the hill and Ipus was engaged 
in combat with the Mage of Ocean. Her long knife was nothing 
against Belhiga’s short but razor-sharp sword-blade. With 
a few casual attacks, she had disarmed the Mage of Dragons, 
who had suffered a deep puncture-wound in her left thigh. She 
was scrambling across the ground, attempting to retrieve her 
own weapon and leaving a red smear on the dewy grass behind 
her. Belhiga raised her sword to deliver a killing blow but Ipus’ 
fingers locked around the handle of her dagger, almost dropping 
it as it was slippery with blood. She rolled to one side, dodging 
Belhiga’s swing, wincing in pain as she went over her leg. 

The Mage of Dragons stood up, and ran with a strong limp 
towards Galhaea. Belhiga cast a spell, causing the beads of dew 
on the blades of grass to gather together and become a large 
beast—not too different from an enormous wild boar. As Ipus 
grabbed her crossbow from the dragon’s saddle her reptilian 
friend spat a strong fireball and when it collided with Belhiga’s 
creation, the latter disappeared in a tremendous cloud of steam. 
Ipus used this as cover and circled around the blinded Mage. 
She saw movement and fired a bolt but her target stepped to one 
side just as she fired. Ipus cursed under her breath as she loaded 
another bolt, put the bow to the ground and cocked it. 

Belhiga attacked as Ipus’ back was turned but the dragon 
lunged forward, snapping her sword-arm with a powerful bite. 
Galhaea’s teeth didn’t cut through her armour but the bite was 
powerful enough to break the bone and destroy her sword. Ipus 
silently thanked her friend for saving her life, and ended Belhiga’s 
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with a quarrel through the heart at point blank. The magically-
strengthened chainmail links that had stopped a dragon’s teeth 
broke at a weak join on the left of the sternum. The bolt snapped 
the weak link and went between two ribs, killing Belhiga as its 
stiff fletching ripped her heart to pieces. 

Amidst all this turmoil a vampire had managed to sneak up 
to the dragon. He fired two shots at Galhaea hitting her in the 
shoulder. She roared and swung around to attack. The vampire 
took this opportunity to fire again  and hit her thrice in the head. 
This enraged her further but thankfully her tough skull had 
stopped the bullets. With only one shot left, her enemy dodged 
the fireball she spat. Ipus was attempting to sprint around the 
dragon to him but it was too late.

He pulled the trigger and the revolver’s last bullet reached 
its destination via Galhaea’s left eye. The Mage of Dragons felt 
a horrendous sensation as the dragon’s spirit left—it seemed 
to channel through her and she experienced the pain, the fear, 
the anguish—it ripped through her heart and she screamed in 
agony. For it split second she felt as if she was turning into a 
dragon; her skin felt as if sharp scales lay beneath it, waiting to 
burst out. Ipus suppressed this sensation and managed to slash 
the vampire’s throat with her knife, but he had achieved his goal. 
Galhaea lay dead on the ground, blood seeping from her ruined 
eye-socket.

The Stones of Home
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Chapter Thirty-One 
Desperation in the Final Hour

Ipus crouched down and hugged the dragon’s neck, even 
though she knew the horrible truth. She didn’t notice the tears 
streaming down her face as she farewelled her oldest and closest 
companion. She had raised this dragon from a hatchling, and 
named it ‘Galaxy-Eyes’ because she believed it to be the stars’ 
gift of the soul of her first dragon, Ipus, reborn in this youngster 
the size of a cat. She was about forty-five years old, approaching 
old age for a dragon. Ipus loved her dragons, loved the comfort 
of a large scaly friend. They were almost like children to her. 
Now all she had was Harhounn, who was hiding in a bush near 
the campfire of the previous night. His verdant scales would help 
camouflage him in the emerald-green grass, but as a terrible 
prickling sensation swept over her, she hoped against hope that 
he was alright. 

Ipus felt that her soul was being tortured, with so many friends 
and dragons dying in such a short period of time. She was 
bleeding badly from her leg and had lost too much blood to stay 
conscious. With her last reserves of energy and magic, she cast 
her mind to Cragillahan, who was surrounded by enemies. He 
felt her presence flare, then die as never it should. Even in the 
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half-second that her mind was with his, he was able to see where 
she was and what had befallen her. He hacked his way through 
the horde of goblins, not caring that a small goblin knife was 
lodged in his back. It loosened when he sent magic to heal the 
wound and he pulled it out to stab another goblin. Cragill saw 
Futhuulkor on the hill and mentally sent a package of magic to 
Ipus’ unconscious form, reviving her as he waded through the 
fight. She managed to stand, favouring her left leg. 

The Mage of Stone was moving as fast as he could but the 
Apprentice Mage of Fire reached her first. Futhuulkor was 
irritated that Belhiga was dead as she had been useful, but 
casually stepped over her corpse without giving it a second 
thought. He strode up to Ipus and plunged his deadly dagger 
into her stomach, irreversibly mutilating her innards. The Mage 
of Dragons doubled over, and Futhuulkor twisted the blade, 
then kicked her to the ground. Her face blanched with the pain, 
as if all the colour in her skin had fled to her lips, where a steady 
trickle of blood flowed as she collapsed, never to rise again. 
The victorious villain strode away, vanishing into the crowd of 
vampires. 

An expression of shock and horror had frozen itself to 
Cragillahan’s face. He cleared the battlefield between them with 
a powerful shout of magic, fuelled by his emotions, pushing 
aside vampires and elves alike, parting them with the staff in his 
hand and any attackers pursuing him were cut off by the battle 
as it filled the space behind him. 

He knelt down beside her, desperately trying to heal her gaping 
wound. Once more he called on the strongest healing spell he 
knew and channelled it through the magical staff.
 “DUNARAGH NAL FARRIANHALLAE!!!”                
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he shouted, his voice cracking as he became more frantic, as 
the spell repeatedly failed to work. 

He felt a weak tap on his forearm and looked down to hear 
her whisper the same words he had heard from the Mage of 
Secrecy. She cast the spell of delayed death, ensuring that she 
would live—but only for seventeen minutes at most. 

In anger and helpless frustration Cragillahan let out his rage 
and grief in a wordless magical cry. Such was the power of this 
that every living thing within twenty metres fell down dead and 
beyond that, many more were stunned or concussed. The Mage 
of Stone recognised a man in a pinstripe suit and trenchcoat, 
lying on the muddied ground. Cragillahan strode over to 
the downed Futhuulkor, raised the staff with both hands and 
plunged the blade into the Mage of Fire’s chest. He repeated the 
motion, stabbing the corpse over and over but then he heard 
Ipus’ weak voice calling for him. He ran over, dropped the staff 
and knelt down taking her into his arms. The stones of the empty 
streambed shifted beneath his foot, causing her head to rotate. 
She looked him in the eyes, then up at the skies, at the clouds of 
smoke and ash from the scorched field. She sang the first verse 
of the Song of the Dragon Mage, imagining she could see her 
reptilian friends circling above.

When the meadows burn
And the creeks run dry
That is when we’ll part
Under an ash-filled sky.
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Her voice faded into nothingness, and her last breath was but a 
whisper. Cragillahan anticipated the second verse of her song, 
but she had breathed her last. He kissed her on her bloodied 
lips and pushed her eyelids down after having one last look at 
her beautiful grey-green eyes. He saw a stream of magic flowing 
from them and sensed his own power beginning to leak from 
him. He sobbed over the body of the last friend he had had in 
this dark period of history. The Mage of Stone laid her body 
gently down on the streambed and sent his magic upstream to 
clear the blockage. The water flowed down washing the blood 
from her face and stomach, and Cragill opened up the ground 
beneath her. She sank, weighed down by her armour—although 
it was light, it was enough to gently pull her down into the grave. 
As she disappeared from sight, Cragill closed the stone around 
her, forming a smooth coffin-sized slab of stone, which parted 
the stream. He stepped onto it, and traced runes into its surface, 
watching them appear beneath his finger.

[Here lies 
Ipus Valhel

Lynfarrae Lachen
Mage of Dragons

Dir Flainn]
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He ran his finger over the marks again and the grooves filled 
with a darker stone, interlocking perfectly with the lighter 
background and completely smooth to the touch. When he 
stood up he realised that he was essentially alone. He had 
killed about half the warriors on the field and the other half 
had either fled or were lying on the ground with severe internal 
wounds from the blast of magic or were bleeding to death due 
to some enemy’s weapon. Cragill tried to summon his magic, 
but it seemed harder to use than normal. A second attempt was 
successful, and once more he raised the staff above his head. He 
yelled an incantation in Elvish:

“D’jairach, urath-tha!
Gurach, suval-tha tikal alirai!
Em crann-avku kaeva ti!”       
[Stone, open!
Earth, swallow your children!
I bury them with you!]

The ground started rumbling, cracks snaked along the ground, 
widening as they went. The fighters who still clutched to 
life screamed as they were sucked into Earth’s gaping maw. 
Cragillahan plunged the staff into the ground and the fissures 
sealed. Now he was truly alone. Not a blade or bullet or body 
remained; he stood in an empty field of scarred earth.

While Cragillahan buried the corpses and the wounded 
a small army of goblins scuttled and crept through the caves 
towards Veran-Duratir. The bitches and pups were sheltering 
in a small cave near the surface and the goblins tracked the 
scent towards this underground hideout. Rittaun was the first 
to detect them as she had been appointed as lookout. She heard 
a slight scritching noise followed by a scrape. A goblin had lost 
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its purchase on the stone and dropped its knife. The she-wolf 
quickly alerted the others and they readied their claws. Even 
though they were untrained, they were still werewolves. They 
would not go down without a fight. They herded the pups into a 
small dead-end tunnel and faced the entrance. Unfortunately for 
them it was a low cave and even though they could fight on all 
fours, the goblins had the advantage. The nimble creatures had 
far better vision than the wolves in these lightless dank caves, 
and had longer reaches with their evil swords. Rittaun and the 
others fought valiantly, bravely and until the end. 

When Narlugar, son of Nalgar, led home the dozen or so 
survivors they wept over what they had discovered. The bodies of 
their families had been half-eaten and not a single one remained 
alive. Narlugar and Fotar had no brothers or cousins, sons or 
fathers  and now they had lost their daughters, sisters, mothers 
and brides. The few unmated females who had fought on the 
surface were now scouting the tunnels as the others performed 
funeral rites. A howl went up from one of the scouts—Fulara, 
cousin of Fotar. She had caught the scent of the attackers—not 
difficult as the goblins were practically dripping with blood. All 
the werewolves rushed to follow her, but alas it was a trap. They 
were ambushed in a narrow section of the tunnel. Narlugar’s 
final howl was cut off in a bubbling gurgle as it reached its peak. 

The successful goblins returned to their underground forge-city, 
with the head of the last werewolf as a prize. The werewolves 
were no more. The magic of this world sensed a greater power, 
elsewhere in another universe. In accordance to the laws of 
magical allegiance, the power that resided on and in this Earth 
started to gradually trickle out, returning the briefness of the 
Narimalan mortality to all magical creatures.

The Stones of Home
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Epilogue

A statue of a dragon stands in a park, shaded by the mountain 
ash and the willow, as well as an exotic Diospyros Crassiflora tree 
in the centre of a rose garden. The stone monument is amazingly 
realistic but nobody knows who put it there, only that it had 
turned up some time in the previous decade. The park is in a 
fairly small town and many people feel that it’s undeserving of 
such a beautiful sculpture. Besides, the town has no myths or 
histories of dragons in the area. Nobody wants it gone though, 
because it must have taken a very long time to sculpt. 

The dragon is about the size of a small horse, with its wings 
tucked against its body and its tail curled around its feet. Its 
eyes are some sort of green stone and small red gems glint in 
its nostrils. The rock it stands on, too, is interesting: a smooth, 
vaguely squarish boulder, with minute plants and even insects 
around the dragon’s two feet; both the dragon and its perch are 
carved from the same piece of stone. 

In the gap between the dragon’s claws there is a small 
octagonal design that resembles a locket. Alongside this, perhaps 
three inches away, is a little lizard eternally staring between the 
toes of the dragon with shining black eyes—small gemstones of 
polished jet. More precious stones can be found as the eyes on a 
stylised design of a bird, seemingly chiselled into the rock on the 
side of the body, half-hidden by the wing.
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Inside the boulder is a hollow compartment which contains a 
large thick tome. The words, ‘The History of Magic’ are inscribed 
in faded lettering on its cover. Sitting on this book is an old knife 
and a silver ring. The knife of Melzann and the Ring of Pheh-
Tzil. Against this book leans the egg of a dragon, and around the 
egg is draped a silver chain with a small amber pendant, placed 
there by Cragillahan Orriach Arylto in the hopes that one day, 
someone will carry on the legacy of Haven.

______________

The Mage of Stone has aged quickly in a short time. His sight 
is failing, his hair and beard white and he can no longer use 
magic. Five years after the death of Ipus he visits her grave with 
a bunch of flowers. When he gets there, though, he sees that it’s 
unnecessary —the earth has healed itself; the battlefield is now  
a lovely meadow with a myriad of colours. He rests his back 
against a tree, and departs with a peaceful contented smile on 
his face.

The End.
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Elvish and Other Languages Used Throughout 
The Book.

Suahi as Aegr died [p. 43]:
“E’lu kaev’lir.”
This phrase is extremely shortened; in its full length it would 

be ‘em lu kaeva alir’, meaning ‘I am with child’ .

Gaelic Inscription on a Rock [p. 55]:
‘Bjornsson Choill: Twioglefr sé chun-cónái sa choill seo ach 

anois, ta cónai ar Sliab.’
‘Bjornsson Forest: Twioglefr lived in these woods, but now 

lives on a mountain.’

Halentul’s farewell to Caltann [p. 91]:
“Em rel tia, emkal taralir. Dirflainn.”
“I loved you, my son. Farewell.”

Halentul’s speech [p. 93]:
“Emai cranna milari emkalai lurelte taralir, Caltann. Dar 
lua malte di al gunhalla, zu dar lua udak al gil tar bae za-
ku-ku velai. Mi lari, emai kalu maratan Aegradin Thalota 
li Bolhovangr Daltyriae, del Malgai bae Palkantu li 
Aluhan. Mür Caltann, Bolhovangr lua malte di gunhallai; 
Aegradin multe zalgar al muzartalla. Darkal lurelte, 
Suahikaien Melquivae, balku darkal vur na gul na emai 
balku Caltann. Dirflainn, emkalai vut davai li alaril. Tai 
davnir lu maratante.”
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“We bury today our beloved son, Caltann. He was killed 
by a goblin, but he was only a young man of two hundred 
years. This day, we also remember Aegradin Thalota and 
Bolhovangr Daltyriae, the Mages of Secrecy and Solitude. 
Like Caltann, Bolhovangr was killed by goblins; Aegradin 
died fighting a giant. His beloved, Suahikaien Melquivae, 
mourns his loss as much as we mourn Caltann. Farewell, 
our lost friends and family. You will be remembered.”

Vennkarl’s Speech [p. 94-95]:

“Emai davnir mal del gunhallai. Emai davnir zal avku 
vari emai khal silhar. Del maluzal davnir lu emkalai 
tanroh bar del malu bae Caltann. Del Malgai lu 
kaev’emai gür zal del gunhallai li del kaeltakai. Emai 
davnir inroh Caltann, Aegradin li Bolhovangr. Emai 
davnir zal, li emai davnir gann-avku. Mi lu emkalai 
udak daiblr bar silhar. Davnir tai zal kaev’emai, alhai 
bae Guravai li Duinn? Emkalai davai li kfai; emkalai 
alaril. Swn alai lu alaril, li swn alai rel avku thra rel 
emai. Emai davnir nari flainn n emkalai relt’altai 
narinrohte. Thra lu kaev’em?” 

“We will kill the goblins. We will fight them until we have 
peace. The war will be our revenge for the murder of Caltann. 
The Mages are with us to fight the goblins and the vampires. 
We will avenge Caltann, Aegradin and Bolhovangr. We 
will fight, and we will defeat them. This is our only hope 
for peace. Will you fight with us, warriors of  Guravai and 
Duinn? Our friends and companions; our family. All elves 
are family, and all elves love those who love us. We will 
not leave our loved ones unavenged. Who is with me?”
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Davnir tai maluzal bar Caltann?”       
 “Ae!”                                                                              
“Davnir emai kir?”  
“AE!”
“Will you battle for Caltann?”
“Are we going to win?”
Note: ‘Ae’ means yes, ‘nar’ means no.

Cragill and Ipus [p.96-97]:
“Gul yelhar.”
“Ti lu yelhar-swn, Malga bae Kurazai.”
“Da lu del kurazai thra lu yelhar-swn, nari em.”
“Much beauty.”
“You are beautiful, Mage of Dragons.”
“It is the dragons that are beautiful, not me.”

Suahi’s Grave [p. 102]:
“Dir Flainn Kaeva Silhar.”
“She leaves with peace.”
Note: ‘Dir flainn’ means ‘she leaves’, but often ‘she’ is in 

reference to Life. Hence why it is said by Halentul to farewell 
his son.

Cragillahan’s Surprise [p. 105]:
“Luras taruhaz karldu!”
This phrase has no direct translation, and is used as an 

expression of surprise and disbelief. 

Ipus’ Greeting to her Dragon [p. 126]:

“Tu m’as manqué; les grottes étaient sombres.”

The Stones of Home
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“I missed you; the caves were dark.”

Note: As is mentioned earlier in the book, Ipus speaks a 
small amount of Alamard, but prefers to use French. 

Cragillahan’s Healing Spell [p.146, p. 222]:
“DUNARAGH NAL FARRIANHALLAE!!!”
There is no direct translation for this, but its meaning is 

similar to ‘life/force/magic/energy’, ‘gift/bestow/attack/imbue’, 
‘friend/relative/loved-one/partner; revival/healing/restoration’. 
It recalls someone from the brink of death, but cannot be used 
thoughtlessly- it can only work if the caster has an intense 
desire that this person should live.

Rorgnar’s Death [p. 185]:
F: “Dir flainn kaeva-nari silhar!”
R: “Arlen, emkal lurelte.”
F: “She leaves without peace!”
R: “Hello, my love.”
Note: This is Rorgnar greeting Tsigaltau’s spirit.

Battlefield Burial [p. 225]:
“D’jairach, urath-tha!
Gurach, suval-tha tikal alirai!
Em crann-avku kaeva ti!”
“Stone, open!
Earth, swallow your children!
I bury them with you!”

Elvish and other languages used throughout the book
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Alamard Pronunciation & Grammar
The Language of the Elves

Alamard predominantly uses à, é, and ü. The most commonly used 
is é, pronounced ‘ay’; ü changes ‘oo’ (u) to ‘ue’, and à is very rarely 
used. It is used to distinguish the vowel if it is by itself, but if there is a 
combination of two vowels, a grave accent over the first indicates that 
it is two syllables, not one.

‘Emà da’ means ‘I doubt it’, but ‘Em ada’ means ‘I read’. The first 
would sound like ‘em-A-da’, but the second would have stresses on 
both ‘I’ and ‘read’, like this: ‘EM-AD-a’.  

‘TJ’ makes a ‘ch’ sound. For instance, the word ‘cheese’ would be 
‘tjis’ if spelt in the Elvish way.

‘CH’ and ‘KH’ make the same sound as the Spanish ‘J’, as in ‘jojoba’. 
‘GH’ does too, but it has a lower, more voiced sound.

Double consonants imply that you should spend slightly longer on 
them. This is most common on the letter ‘N’, like the name ‘Caltann’. 
Other letters, like ‘L’ or ‘R’, are less affected by this rule.

‘VH’ is a halfway point between ‘V’ and ‘F’; it’s voiced, but 
not as much as ‘V’. ‘HV’ does the same, but the ‘H’ sound must be 
pronounced first in this case.

‘DH’ is generally used to denote a voiced ‘TH’, but there are 
exceptions like ‘diaradh’ where it makes a rolled ‘R’ sound.

Alarmard is a language in which only the essence of a name is 
written, to save space. The script that is used is called ‘Alachri’. 

Many accents are used in Alachri; the à symbolises a drawn-out 
vowel, like in the word ‘far’. The é is used as it is in standard Alamard 
(the word café, for example), and the ò denotes a sound similar to that 
of the word ‘gnaw’ or ‘fore’. Finally, á represents a sound similar to that 
of ‘apple’. 

Apostrophes show where there should be a slight break, or pause, 
in the word’s enunciation.

 Alachrian names are easily spotted in a text, whether it be an 
old manuscript or merely a scribbled note. They are distinguished by 
plethora of accents, apostrophes and hyphens.

The names have different stresses from their English  pronunciation. 
Here are a few, with their Elvish shortening:
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Suahikaien Melquivae = Swykí’n Melk’vé
Cragillahan Arylto = Cràg’làn À’lto
Aegradin Thalota = Éd’in Th’òta
Bolhovangr Daltyriae = Bòvár Tiré
Ipus Lachen = Yps Là’n
Rorgnar Willüssen = Ònà Lwsn
Tsigaltau Selvhinn-garthull = Sitau Sà’n-gà’l

Grammar
The imperative is denoted by ‘ach-’ before a verb. For instance, ‘ach-lu 
ar’ means ‘be good’, whereas if it were to just say ‘lu ar’ it would 
translate as ‘is good’.

The other imperative addition to a word is ‘-tha’, which comes 
afterwards and is far stronger in meaning; used for commands and 
spells. ‘Ach-’ and ‘-tha’ are very rarely, if ever, used on the same word. 
A separate word added to denote the imperative is ‘tsil’, meaning ‘just’. 
For instance, ‘tsil ist’ means ‘just stop’.

The ending of a verb shows how it is being used. For instance, ‘dar 
byarlke’ means ‘he walks’, ‘dar lu byarlgar’ means ‘he is walking’, and 
‘dar byarlte’ means ‘he walked’. A less common ending for words is ‘-a’, 
which means the same as ‘-te’, but is generally only used for songs and 
poetry. Unlike the ‘-te’ suffix, though, it can be applied to the subject, 
not only the verb. The ‘-ke’ suffix, for present tense, is not always used; 
only when there is stress being put on present tense is it necessary. 

There are various endings to nouns to turn them into adjectives. 
The word for magic is ‘mala’, and to change it to ‘magical’ it becomes 
‘malachin’. A different noun-to-adjective ending can be shown by the 
word ‘yelhar-swn’: beautiful. ‘Yelhar’ is beauty, and ‘swn’ means ‘all’ or 
‘-ful’. It always has a dash between the words. 

The comparative and superlative suffixes for adjectives are, 
subsequently, ‘-vo’ and ‘-vi’. For instance, ‘grata’, gratavo’, ‘gratavi’- 
cold, colder, coldest.

The suffix ‘-dil’ is like ‘-ly’, for instance, ‘garlghswndil’ means 
‘painfully’. The verb-to-noun suffix (read, reader; fight, fighter; etc.) 
is ‘-cha’, but the verb used in Alamard doesn’t always correlate to 
its counterpart in our language. For instance, the word ‘leader’ is 
‘velzarcha’, which translates as ‘decider’.

Delsan-ti, farvit’adacha, bar adagar emkal miévh.
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ach- = makes word imperative
-tha = strong imperative
-ke = infinitive ending
-gar = present tense ending
-a/-te = past tense ending
-swn = -ful ending
-vo = comparative ending
-vi = superlative ending
-chin = transforms noun into adjective
-dil = transforms adjective into adverb
-cha = transforms verb into noun

Plurals
Elvish plurals are formed by changing the final vowel, usually to 
‘ai’. However, this doesn’t work for all words; those ending with ‘ai’ 
are changed to ‘i’ (e.g, kfai to kfi), and words ending with ‘i’ are not 
modified, but simply have the ending attached as if the word ended in 
a consonant (e.g, ladri to ladriai). Of course, this rule has its exceptions 
as can be seen in the word ‘davi’, meaning friend, which as a plural is 
‘davai’, and also ‘diara’ meaning stone, which is pluralised as ‘diaradh’.

Sentence Structure
The order of words within a sentence is highly important. Unlike our 
language, with its ubiquitous use of the word ‘do’ (e.g, ‘do you want 
to...’), the elves place the verb before the subject (e.g, ‘mel-ti gür...’ or 
‘want-you to...’). Adjectives go before the subject (elcen turaph/red 
berry), and adverbs follow the subject (dar multe garlghswndil/ he 
died painfully).

Phrases
Every language has its own colloquialisms and phrases. Here are a few 
commonly used Alamardic phrases:
Tinan lu ti? = How are you?
Tinan dirike? = How’s it going? (How goes?)
Da lu gashte. = It’s done. (It is ended.)
Enarié/emé. = I disagree/I agree. (I not agree/I agree.)
Pfalyn-ti em gür...? = May I...? (Allow-you me to...?)
Vartalen!/Arlen! = Welcome!/Hello! (Met-well!/good-well!)
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Mel/moloch ti gyran/cyathas? = Are you hungry/thirsty?
(Want/need you food/drink?)

Melce miaru-ti bae...? = What do you think about...?
(What think you of...?)

E’miaru ka... = I think... (I-think that...)
Dvanar len. = Farewell.
Diritha mùirdil! = Be safe! (Go safely!)

Intensifiers
Elvish, like every language, has words which strengthen others:
-Tsielku, meaning ‘very’, goes before an adjective.
-Illirin, meaning something like ‘at all’, goes at the end of a sentence.
-Rundil, meaning ‘truly’, goes at the start of a sentence.

Numbers
Numbers in Alamard are al (1), za (2), kai (3), dae (4), hol (5), gla 
(6), roh (7), swf (8), tür (9), ku (0). To make the number into a word 
such as first, second, etc., the suffix -tfa is used. For instance, Kerhai 
is known by the name Altfar, meaning first man; symbolising his 
status. Another useful alteration of the numbers are the words once, 
twice, etc., and this requires that the word ‘tual’ (occurence) is placed 
after the number, eg. altual, zatual, etc. The plural is not necessary 
when doing so. The Elvish word for ‘number’ is ‘alzaka’, which when 
pluralised becomes ‘alzakai’, a homophone for the first three numerals.

Gender in Alamardic speech and writing
In Alamard, the gender of the subject can be determined by whether 
or not ‘a’ or ‘i’ is used in the word. Derived from the words ‘tar’ (man) 
and ‘tir’ (woman), a word can be modified to bring attention to the 
gender of the subject. For instance, ‘gadhura’ (cat) is a masculine noun, 
and the cat is assumed to be male unless it is changed to ‘gidhura’, 
therefore feminising it. A third alteration is ‘e’, from ‘ter’, the gender-
neutral pronoun. ‘Gedhura’ means that the gender of the subject (cat, 
in this case) is unknown but potentially important. The third gender 
is not often used.

Alamard Grammar
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Alamard Poem

Green Leaves (original )

The green leaves of the forest
And the snow-covered tip of the mountain
Will be the same until the end of time.
Forever changing, always the same
Made by Mother Nature to remain
To be here after we’re gone.

               
 Py’harca’kai   (Alamard trans.)

Del harca piarzakai feldzol del khanvar
Li del fyéd’hazalte lan bae del madvar
Davnir lu kiazt vari gash bae vara.
Bafatal ziurgar, swntual kiazt
Iéf ’te di Mutir Nahra gür farlin
Gür lu hiéci sivdza’maia flainn.

Re-translation from Alamard

The green leaves inside the forest
And the snow-hidden point of the mountain
Will be same until end of time.
Forever changing, always same
Made by Mother Nature to remain
To be here after we have left.
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Alamard / English Basic Lexicon
à doubt
ada read
ae yes
ael thing
aincil root
aiyah best
al one/a
ala elf
alaril family
alha elvish warrior
alir child
almgul flower
alsa now
altfa first
aluhan solitude
alyarghu metal
alzaka number
ar good
aram fruit
arbec loud
arda stranger
arkhe respect
arlen greeting, hello
arra magical power
arrach energy
ashann quiet
avannuk foul
avkel their
avku them/they/those/these
bae of
bafatal forever
baghan destroy
balc hear
balku mourn
ban great
bar for
bardh so
benvyr important
birun bitch (derogatory)
blan wrong
burna dog
buruntsaka werewolf
byarl walk
byeruar black
byrar dark
chri script
cil help
craldu sorry

cranna bury
cré spirit
cri write
crou work
cuor far
cyathas drink
da it
dachin sit
dadha must
dae four
dài beach
daiblr hope
dakel its 
dan bit/piece
dar he
darhun other
darkal his (eg his horse)
davar curved
davdvala can
daveta transcend
davi friend 
davkel his (eg that horse is his)
davnir will (davnari won’t)
davnyn maybe
del the
delsan thank
delswn thankful
den pale
der gender-neutral pronoun
di by
diann horse/steed
diara stone (loose)
diellen white
dir she
dirkal her
divkel hers
d’jairach stone (fixed)
doruv breathe
dorv breath
drakl mine
dravnon stupid
drazha boat
drun sleep
duaci there
düptska manuscript
düvel create
düvelié creativity
dvanar fare
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gla six
gol than
goldvala could
golevris should
golvir would
gorm idiot
grag ice
grata cold
grazorl reptile/amphibian
griar before
gudir spring (water)
gul much
gunhalla goblin
gür to
gurach earth
gurannach trickery
gveled listen
gyran food
gzhun more
haith weapon
halfe answer
halir fix
harca green
hat less
hel too/also
herolthe happen
hiar home
hiaru light (opp. heavy)
hiéci here
hiém care
hin use
hir right (opp. wrong)
hol five
hvarran stick
hyan blade/edge
hyarvhar grow
hyu next
hywmge whether
ialar see
iéfa make
inroh avenge
jaigval embrace
jaria god
jarle light (day, fire)
jekohr sun
jidan put/place
jog too/overly 
ka which/that 
kael blood
kaeltaka vampire

dvig at 
dyairkel yours
dyelarguar ignore
dyravkel theirs
dyun live (v)
dziarag land/region
dzol place
é agree
eba strong
elcen red
elhir sad
elhiran sadness
em I
emai we
emkal my
emkalai our
enyuel burn
era better
falg heavy
fanann sharp
faragh improve
farlin remain
farvallia blessing 
farvi bless
fatal ever
fèat unknown
fel in
feldzol inside
fiarh fly (v)
fiarhan flight
fil like (attraction)
filin because
fiurl long
fogh feather
ful weigh
fulan weight
fuwyrn wind
fyéda snow
fygur into
gadhura cat
gana name (n),ganat (v)
gann defeat
garlgh pain
gash end
gen down
genmat below
gidor steam
gil young
gimran river
girrihan water
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kaeva with
kai three
kalu also
kalvé idea
kan say 
kara overwhelm
karag overwhelming
kazht false
kelga stream
kfai close friend
khal mind
khaluviar mind-control
khanvar forest
kholf some
kholfael something
kiazt same
kiér ask
kir win
kiri hand
kivor start
kiyn flesh/meat
kokiaziurte accent 
kolthe talk
komar voice
kotassa laughter
ku zero
kular blunt
kuraza dragon
kvael dream
kvam eat
kvana nice/kind
kvhen please (manners)
kyel left (direction)
kyortho bark/skin
ladri morning
lan point/tip
lari day
len well
li and
lorym brave
lu be/is/am/are
lua was were
ludav befriend
lurelte beloved
lymme stand
ma that
mador smoke
madvar mountain
makhrun understand
mal kill

mala magic
malga mage
malu murder
maluzal war/battle
manto find/gain (v),mantor (n)
maratan remember
mard language
mardha tongue
marg hot
marva big
mat side
matdyr deer
matdzi cow
mel want
melce what
menà why
mévar when
mi this
miari thought (n)
miaru think
miellur happy
mielluran happiness
miévh book
moloch need
mor pleasant
mran body
muhal death
mùir safe
mulgu ash
mür like (similar)
muradh learn
mutir mother
muz man-like
muzartalla giant
myal please (v)
myargu fire
myra ring
mzok slow
na as
nahra nature
nài weak
nar no
narcun no/none
nari not
narifatal never
narimala non-magical
narrahir ugly
nayis seed 
niajal moon
niara night
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niav wood
niavarh tree
niéral cute/petite
nillan small
nin feeling/wish
nir personal weapon
noran right (direction)
numir tool/utensil 
nur angle/wedge
nural building
nuvaran pen/stylus
nuzil wild/natural
nyetlan wait
ousril dangerous
palan near
paldir forward
palhar backward
palkantu secrecy
palt way/path
parovan rabbit
parzin during
pial sky
piarzak leaf
piovar face
pliampara waterfall
pvana bone
pyrtska sheet/leaf/page
ragur out of
rahir look
raniv branch
ranzi bird
rel love
remau music
remor word
rial out
rialdzol outside
roh seven
run true
sakh worst
saprus blue
scan short
scaniv twig
sec bad
selche worse
shimar cloud
shpadza fish
silhar peace
siliem orange (colour)
sinza last (final)
sivdza after

sivrel freedom
skinnan insect/bug
songr sea
sov fill
swf eight
swn all
swntual always
taka warrior
takiath clothing/covering
talla dangerous/wild creature
tan then
tanroh revenge
tar man/male
taralir son
telcyn straight
teljan head
thial share/teach
thra who
thraka person
thyr come
ti you
tiasca raft
tiel animal
tikal your
tinan how
tir woman/female
tiralir daughter
tiupfa dish/container
tjakh break
tjaphal run
tjarim yellow
tji arm
tjié cook
tjir give
tjitjia fast
tjouf fur/hair
tjva many
to or
tsaci where
tsan shelter
tsanairach cave
tsielku very
tsil just
tsir heal
tsirvan healing
tsiun wake
tual occurrence
tul last (previous)
tür nine
turaph berry
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English / Alamard Basic Lexicon
above warmat
accent kokiaziurte
after sivdza
again zirau
agree é
all swn
also kalu
always swntual
and li
angle/wedge nur
animal tiel
answer halfe
any vyn
arm tji
as na
ash mulgu
ask kiér
at dvig
avenge inroh
backward palhar
bad sec
bark/skin kyortho
be/is/am/are lua

uclann despair
udak only
ula non-magical 
ulamala electricity
ulboc calm (v)
urc calm (adj.)
utar father
vara time
vard clever
vari until
vart meet
vartag delta
vashna fear
vela year
velzar decide
verel life
vhé do
vien charm
vit yet
viuru different
vur loss/cost
vyn any
vyral each
warmat above

vyrswn most
war up
word heart
wrva on
yalahan sight
yal group
ydral brother
ydril sister
yedalm star
yedarv forget
yelhar beauty
youral settlement
yrvan story
yulder rain
za two
zag take
zal fight
zar enemy/hostile
zartalla troll
zelswnael everything
zirau again
ziur change (v)
ziurnghalhan transformation
zu but

Alamard / Englisb Basic Lexicon

beach dài
beauty yelhar
because filin
before griar
befriend ludav
beloved lurelte
below genmat
berry turaph
best aiyah
better era
big marva
bird ranzi
bit/piece dan
bitch (derogatory) birun
black byeruar
blade/edge hyan
bless farvi
blessing farvallia
blood kael
blue saprus
blunt kular
boat drazha
body mran
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dog burna
doubt à
down gen
dragon kuraza
dream kvael
drink cyathas
during parzin
each vyral
earth gurach
eat kvam 
eight swf
electricity ulamala
elf ala
elvish warrior alha
embrace jaigval
end gash
enemy/hostile zar
energy arrach
ever fatal
everything zelswnael
face piovar
false kazht
family alaril
far cuor
fare dvanar
fast tjitjia
father utar
fear vashna
feather fogh
feeling/wish nin
fight zal
fill sov
find/gain manto (v), mantor (n)
fire myargu
first altfa
fish shpadza
five hol
fix halir
flesh/meat kiyn
flight fiarhan
flower almgul
fly (v) fiarh
food gyran
for bar
forest khanvar
forever bafatal
forget yedarv
forward paldir
foul avannuk
four dae

bone pvana
book miévh 
branch raniv
brave lorym
break tjakh
breath dorv
breathe doruv
brother ydral
building nural
burn enyuel
bury cranna
but zu
by di
calm (v) ulboc
calm (adj.) urc
can davdvala
care hiém
cat gadhura
cave tsanairach
change (v) ziur 
charm vien
child alir
clever vard
close friend kfai
clothing/covering takiath
cloud shimar
cold grata
come thyr
cook tjié
cow matdzi
could goldvala
create düvel
creativity düvelié
curved davar
cute/petite niéral
dangerous ousril
dangerous/wild creature talla
dark byrar
daughter tiralir
day lari
death muhal
decide velzar
deer matdyr
defeat gann
delta vartag
despair uclann
destroy baghan
different viuru
dish/container tiupfa
do vhé
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freedom sivrel
friend davi
fruit aram
fur/hair tjouf
gain mantor (n), manto (v)
gender-neut. pronoun der 
giant muzartalla
give tjir
goblin gunhalla
god jaria
good ar
great ban
green harca
greeting,  hello arlen
group yal
grow hyarvhar
hand kiri
happen herolthe
happiness mielluran
happy miellur
he dar
head teljan
heal tsir
healing tsirvan
hear balc
heart word
heavy falg
help cil
her dirkal 
here hiéci
hers divkel
his darkal (eg his horse)
his davkel (eg that horse is his)
home hiar
hope daiblr
horse/steed diann
hot marg
how tinan
I em
ice grag
idea kalvé
idiot gorm
ignore dyelarguar
important benvyr
improve faragh
in fel
insect/bug skinnan
inside feldzol
into fygur
it da

its dakel
just tsil
kill ma
land/region dziarag
language mard
last (final) sinza
last (previous) tul
laughter kotassa
leaf piarzak
learn muradh
left (direction) kyel
less hat
life verel
light (opp. heavy) hiaru
light (day, fire) jarle
like (similar) mür
like (attraction) fil
listen gveled
live (v) dyun
long fiurl
look rahir
loss/cost vur 
loud arbec
love rel
mage malga
magic mala
magical power arra
make iéfa
man/male tar
man-like muz
manuscript düptska
many tjva
maybe davnyn
metal alyarghu
meet vart
mind khal
mind-control khaluviar
mine drakl
moon niajal
more gzhun 
morning ladri
most vyrswn
mother mutir
mountain madvar
mourn balku
much gul
murder malu
music remau
must dadha
my emkal
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next hyu
name gana (n),ganat (v)
nature nahra
near palan
need moloch
never narifatal
next hyu
nice/kind kvana
night niara
nine tür
no nar
no/none narcun
non-magical narimala/ula
not nari
now alsa
number alzaka
occurence tual
of bae
on wrva
one/a al
only udak
or to
orange (colour) siliem
other darhun
our emkalai
out rial
out of ragur
outside rialdzol
overwhelm kara
overwhelming karag
pain garlgh
pale den
peace silhar
pen/stylus nuvaran
person thraka
personal weapon nir
place dzol
pleasant mor
please kvhen (manners), myal (v)
point/tip lan
put/place jidan
quiet ashann
rabbit parovan
raft tiasca
rain yulder
read ada
red elcen
remain farlin
remember maratan
reptile/amphibian grazorl 

respect arkhe 
revenge tanroh
right (opp. wrong) hir
right (direction) noran
ring myra
river gimran
root aincil
run tjaphal
sad elhir
sadness elhiran
safe mùir
same kiazt
say kan
script chri
sea songr
secrecy palkantu
see ialar
seed nayis
settlement youral
seven roh
share/teach thial
sharp fanann
she dir
sheet/leaf/page pyrtska
shelter tsan
short scan
should golevris
side mat
sight yalahan
sister ydril
sit dachin
six gla
sky pial
sleep drun
slow mzok
small nillan
smoke mador
snow fyéda 
so bardh
solitude aluhan
some kholf
something kholfael
son taralir
sorry craldu
spirit cré
spring (water) gudir
stand lymme
star yedalm
start kivor
steam gidor 
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stick hvarran
stone (loose) diara,(fixed) d’jairach
story yrvan
straight telcyn
stranger arda
stream kelga
strong eba
stupid dravnon
sun jekohr
take zag 
talk kolthe
than gol
thank delsan
thankful delswn
that ma
the del
their avkel 
theirs dyravkel
them/they/those/these avku
then tan
there duaci
thing ael
think miaru
this mi
thought (n) miari
three kai
time vara
to gür
tongue mardha
too/also hel
too/overly jog
tool/utensil numir
transcend daveta
transformation ziurnghalhan
tree niavarh
trickery gurannach
troll zartalla
true run
twig scaniv
two za
ugly narrahir
understand makhrun
unknown fèat
until vari
up war
use hin
vampire kaeltaka
very tsielku
voice komar

wait nyetlan
wake tsiun
walk byarl
want mel
war/battle maluzal
warrior taka
was/were lua
water girrihan
waterfall pliampara
way/path palt
we emai
weak nài
weapon haith
weigh ful
weight fulan
well len
werewolf buruntsaka
what melce
when mévar
where tsaci
whether hywmge
which/that ka
white diellen
who thra
why menà
wild/natural nuzil
will davnir (won’t davnari)
win kir
wind fuwyrn
with kaeva
woman/female tir
wood niav
word remor
work crou
worse selche
worst sakh
would golvir
write cri
wrong blan
year vela
yellow tjarim
yes ae
yet vit
you ti
young gil
your tikal
yours dyairkel
zero ku
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When the meadows burn
And the creeks run dry
That is when we’ll part
Under an ash-filled sky.

When the magic leaves
And my dragons die
Those will be the times
That my heart will cry.

When the sky goes dark
And our deaths are nigh
I will miss my friend
The final dragonfly.

But in these dark times
The end is not yet here
So flap your lovely wings
And now take to the air.

Above the verdant hills
You have naught to fear
Protect us from the night
My dragons now come near.
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Out from the egg and into the world
Leathery wings are now unfurled
Scaly green tail extended, uncurled
We welcome Harhounn at his birth.

A small burst of flame, you’ll learn to blaze bright
You’ll open your wings, fly into the night
Dance with a giant, you’ll learn to fight
We welcome Harhounn on this earth.

You’ll be one of us, flying with speed
When you grow up, a human’s steed
Learn to hunt, so that you may feed
We welcome Harhounn at his birth.

Fire and flames will spit from your nose
Fly everywhere, defeat all your foes
Swoop over seas, and plough through the snows
We welcome Harhounn on this earth.
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Gone is the breath that warmed my heart
The fire’s dead, we are apart
The raindrops now falling from the sky
Are washing away the place that you died.

Goodbye, my dragons, I will miss you forever
Farewell, my children, may you rest eternally.
Goodbye, my dragons, I will miss you forever
Farewell, my children, may you rest eternally.

Gone is the sparkle from your eyes
Gone is the dragon, old and wise
The father, sons and daughters now lie dead
The mother and son are the only ones left.

Goodbye, my dragons....

Gone are the dragons from the sky
Dead are the wings that used to fly
Under the dirt that you hatched on at birth
We now return you to the earth.

Goodbye, my dragons,...
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The Island sits far away from the land
With tall cliffs and a little sand
The old one, the wise one, there he lies
Encircled by sea and under the skies.

Guarded by soldiers he lovingly made
Buried down deep, surrounded by shade
A tunnel goes down to his last resting-place
From a small door on the highest cliff-face.




